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Purpose This document contains some notes I made when programming Groovy to be used as a reference for myself. The style is deliberately terse, since it is meant as a reference and not as something to be read from start to finish without writing code. The reader is assumed to be familiar with Java and at least one IDE that supports Groovy development, that is Eclipse, NetBeans or IntelliJ. Groovy has a lot more to offer than what is contained in this document. A place from which to learn more is this excellent webpage: http://groovy.codehaus.org/



Licensing This document is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 license. In short this means that: • You may share this document with others. • You may not use this document for commercial purposes. • You may not create derivate works from this document.



Disclaimers Though I have done my best to avoid it, this document might contain errors. I cannot be held responsible for any effects caused, directly or indirectly, by the information in this document – you are using it on your own risk. Submitting any suggestions, or similar, the information submitted becomes my property and you give me the right to use the information in whatever way I find suitable, without compensating you in any way. All trademarks in this document are properties of their respective owner and do not imply endorsement of any kind. This document has been written in my spare time and has no connection whatsoever with my employer.



Introduction When preparing this document, I have been working with version 1.6.4 of Groovy, either in Eclipse Galileo with the Groovy plugin or using the Groovy console. I have chosen to leave out specific details related to the IDE so the examples should be independent of development environment. All the example programs in this document are self-contained and, unless noted, have no dependencies except for the Java and Groovy JDKs. Examples can be either pasted into an empty Groovy class file or into the Groovy console which can be started from a terminal using the groovyconsole command.
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1 Groovy Basics This section contains some core concepts of Groovy.



1.1 Hello World This example shows how to write a HelloWorld class in Groovy. Create a new Groovy class in the com.ivan package and insert the following contents. package com.ivan println "Hello World!"



Note that no class declaration is needed, and no main method declaration is needed. The above class can be run just as it is and will then produce the console output “Hello World!”.
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1.2 Datatypes The main difference between Java and Groovy is that in Groovy there are no primitive types – everything is an object. To show this, take a look at the following example program: int theInteger = 1 Integer theInteger2 = 2 float theFloat = 1.0 Object theNullObject = null byte[] theByteArray = new byte[10] int[] theIntArray = new int[10] byte theByte = 127 /* Examine the types println "The type of println "The type of println "The type of println "" println "The type of println "" println "The type of println "The type of println "The type of println "" println "The type of $theNullObject" println "The type of println "" println "The type of println "The type of println "The type of



of different kinds of objects. */ an int: ${theInteger.getClass()}. Contains: $theInteger" int[]: ${theIntArray.getClass()}. Contains: $theIntArray" an element in a int array: ${theIntArray[0].getClass()}" an Integer: ${theInteger2.getClass()}. Contains: $theInteger2" byte: ${theByte.getClass()}. Contains: $theByte" byte[]: ${theByteArray.getClass()}. Contains: $theByteArray" an element in a byte array: ${theByteArray[0].getClass()}" a null object: ${theNullObject.getClass()}. Contains: float: ${theFloat.getClass()}. Contains: $theFloat" the number 8: ${8.getClass()}." the number 7.5: ${7.5.getClass()}" the number 8L: ${8L.getClass()}."



Output: The type of an int: class java.lang.Integer. Contains: 1 The type of int[]: class [I. Contains: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] The type of an element in a int array: class java.lang.Integer The type of an Integer: class java.lang.Integer. Contains: 2 The type of byte: class java.lang.Byte. Contains: 127 The type of byte[]: class [B. Contains: [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] The type of an element in a byte array: class java.lang.Byte The type of a null object: class org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.NullObject. Contains: null The type of float: class java.lang.Float. Contains: 1.0 The type of the number 8: class java.lang.Integer. The type of the number 7.5: class java.math.BigDecimal The type of the number 8L: class java.lang.Long.



Note that: • All variables are objects. • Declaring a variable as being of the type int or Integer both result in the type being java.lang.Integer. • Even a null reference, as in the variable theNullObject, has a type and can be called. Looking at the Groovy API, we find the org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.NullObject class. • Even numbers are objects and methods can be called on numbers.
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1.2.1 Typing Flexibility The following examples show that Groovy typing is much more flexible than Java typing, much more is happening under the covers. /* Assign a string to a String variable. */ String theStr = "test" printVarInfo(theStr) /* Create a StringBuffer and assign it to the String variable. */ StringBuffer theBuf = new StringBuffer("string buffer") theStr = theBuf printVarInfo(theStr) /* Modify the contents of the StringBuffer. */ theBuf.append(" more buffer") /* Print the contents of the String variable and the StringBuffer. */ printVarInfo(theStr) printVarInfo(theBuf) /* This experiment will cause an exception to be thrown at runtime. */ ArrayList theList = new ArrayList() theList << "In the List" Map theMap = ["key":"value"] theList = theMap printVarInfo(theList) def printVarInfo(inVar) { println "The type of the variable: ${inVar.getClass()}, contents: $inVar" }



Output: The type of the variable: class java.lang.String, contents: test The type of the variable: class java.lang.String, contents: string buffer The type of the variable: class java.lang.String, contents: string buffer The type of the variable: class java.lang.StringBuffer, contents: string buffer more buffer Exception in thread "main" org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.typehandling.GroovyCastException: Cannot cast object '{key=value}' with class 'java.util.LinkedHashMap' to class 'java.util.ArrayList' at org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.typehandling.DefaultTypeTransformation.castToType(DefaultTyp eTransformation.java:340) ...



Note the class name DefaultTypeTransformation in the stacktrace of the runtime error. What happens is: 1. It looks like it is possible to assign an object of any type to a String variable, as on the line: theStr = theBuf There is no compiler error at this line, nor is there any runtime errors when running the program. 2. However, we can see that after the StringBuffer has been modified, the contents of the String variable remains unchanged. 3. What looked like an assignment in point 1 is really the following: theStr = theBuf.toString() 4. Finally, when trying to assign a map to a list variable, a runtime exception will be thrown.
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1.2.2 Assigning Multiple Variables At Once Groovy allows for assigning values to multiple variables at once: /* Assigning values to two variables at the same time when defining the variables. */ def (theNumber, theString, theObject) = [1, "one"] println "The number is: $theNumber" println "The string is: $theString" println "The object is: $theObject\n" /* Assigning values to two variables that are already defined. */ (theNumber, theString) = [2, "two", "two and a half"] println "The number is: $theNumber" println "The string is: $theString\n" /* Assigning values to two variables using a list variable. */ def theValues = [3, "three"] (theNumber, theString) = theValues println "The number is: $theNumber" println "The string is: $theString"



Output: The number is: 1 The string is: one TheObject is: null The number is: 2 The string is: two The number is: 3 The string is: three



Note that: • The x number of variables enclosed in parentheses will be assigned the x first values in the list. If the list contains more than x values, the additional values will be ignored. If the list contains less than x values, variables for which there is no value will be assigned null. • The list of values to be assigned to the variables can be a list variable.
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1.2.3 Optional Typing In Groovy variables does not have to be assigned a type, as shown in the following example. def theVar printVarInfo(theVar) theVar = 1.0d printVarInfo(theVar) theVar = "Hello!" printVarInfo(theVar) theVar = new Date() printVarInfo(theVar) def printVarInfo(def inVar) { println "The type of the variable: ${inVar.getClass()}, contents: $inVar" }



Output: The The The The



type type type type



of of of of



the the the the



variable: variable: variable: variable:



class class class class



org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.NullObject, contents: null java.lang.Double, contents: 1.0 java.lang.String, contents: Hello! java.util.Date, contents: Tue Sep 08 21:01:14 CST 2009



Note that: • The variable theVar is defined only using the def keyword. • Variables are initialized with an instance of NullObject. • Values of different types can be assigned to the variable theVar. • Parameters of methods can also be untyped. In fact, the def keyword can be omitted for method parameters. In the following sections we will see examples of typed variables of different kinds.
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1.2.4 Numbers Different suffixes can be appended to numbers to set the type of the number, as shown in the following example program: def theNumber /* Integer number. Default type is Integer. */ theNumber = 1 println "The type of the number $theNumber: ${theNumber.getClass()}." /* Decimal number. Default type is BigDecimal. */ theNumber = 1.0 println "The type of the number $theNumber: ${theNumber.getClass()}." /* Float decimal number. */ theNumber = 1.1F println "The type of the number $theNumber: ${theNumber.getClass()}." /* Long integer number. */ theNumber = 10L println "The type of the number $theNumber: ${theNumber.getClass()}." /* Double precision decimal number. */ theNumber = 1.0D println "The type of the number $theNumber: ${theNumber.getClass()}." /* Explicitly specified BigDecimal number. */ theNumber = 12.7G println "The type of the number $theNumber: ${theNumber.getClass()}." /* Hexadecimal integer number. */ theNumber = 0xbabe println "The type of the number $theNumber: ${theNumber.getClass()}." /* Octal integer number. */ theNumber = 0076 println "The type of the number $theNumber: ${theNumber.getClass()}." /* Decimal number with exponent. */ theNumber = 19.5e4 println "The type of the number $theNumber: ${theNumber.getClass()}."



Output: The The The The The The The The The



type type type type type type type type type



of of of of of of of of of



the the the the the the the the the



number number number number number number number number number



1: class java.lang.Integer. 1.0: class java.math.BigDecimal. 1.1: class java.lang.Float. 10: class java.lang.Long. 1.0: class java.lang.Double. 12.7: class java.math.BigDecimal. 47806: class java.lang.Integer. 62: class java.lang.Integer. 1.95E+5: class java.math.BigDecimal.



The suffixes can be written using lower or upper case letters and have the following meanings: Suffix Type D



Double



F



Float



G



BigInteger (w.o. decimal point) or BigDecimal (with decimal point)



I



Integer



L



Long
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Hexadecimal (such as 0xbabe) and octal (such as 0076) notation can only be used to specify integer numbers, that is, they cannot have a decimal fraction. It is possible to assign a hexadecimal number to a variable of the type Float, for instance. Note that: • If no suffix is given an integer number, it will be of the type Integer. • If no suffix is given a decimal number, it will be of the type BigDecimal. When calling Java methods that takes parameters of primitive types and/or return a primitive type, automatic conversion, so called boxing and unboxing, is performed by Groovy, without any additional code having to be written.
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1.2.5 Strings The following example programs shows how to use strings in Groovy. 1.2.5.1 Delimiting Strings println "A string in double quotes" println 'A string in single quotes' theStr = /A string in forward slashes/ println "The string: $theStr"



Output: A string in double quotes A string in single quotes The string: A string in forward slashes



Note that: • Strings can be delimited using single quotes, double quotes or forward slashes. • Forward slashes cannot be used with the println statement. We have to assign a string variable first using forward slashes, then print the string variable. • Strings delimited by forward slashes are commonly used with regular expressions, as can be seen in the section on regular expressions below. 1.2.5.2 Escaped Characters



Characters in strings can be escaped with the backslash (\) character: String theStr = "This is a string with a \"quote\"." println "The string: $theStr" theStr = "This is a\nstring with two\012linefeeds" println "The string: $theStr"



Output: The string: This is a string with a "quote". The string: This is a string with two linefeeds



Note that: • Characters to be escaped can be either regular characters, such as double quotes, characters with special meaning, such as the linefeed character (\n) or character codes, such as 012.
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1.2.5.3 Multi Line Strings



Strings spanning multiple lines are to be enclosed by triple quotes, either double or single quotes. def theVar = "test" /* Strings can span multiple lines when enclosed by three double-quotes. */ theStr = """This is a multiline $theVar string.""" println "The string: $theStr" /* Strings can span multiple lines when enclosed by three single-quotes. */ theStr = '''This is another multiline $theVar string.''' println "The string: $theStr"



Output: The string: This is a multiline test string. The string: This is another multiline $theVar string.



Note that: • Triple quotes, used with multiline strings, can be written """ (three double quotes) or ''' (three single quotes). • Insertion of code in strings (for more detail, see next section) does not work when three single quotes are used. 1.2.5.4 Expressions In Strings



Expressions can be called and variables evaluated from within strings. The result will be inserted into the string. /* * Code can be called from within strings. * Note that the call is made when the string is defined. */ theStr = "A string with code: ${new Date()}" println "The string: $theStr, the string length: ${theStr.length()}" Thread.sleep(5000) println "The string: $theStr, the string length: ${theStr.length()}\n" /* When using single quotes, we cannot use code in strings. */ theStr = 'A string in which code does not work: ${new Date()}' println "The string: $theStr, the string length: ${theStr.length()}\n" /* When using forward slashes to delimit the string, code works. */ theStr = /A string with forward-slashes and with code: ${new Date()}/ println "The string: $theStr, the string length: ${theStr.length()}\n" /* Another example of code in strings. */ int i = 5 5.times() { println "I am counting down: ${i--}" }
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Output: The string: A string with code: Mon Sep 14 21:09:47 CST 2009, the string length: 48 The string: A string with code: Mon Sep 14 21:09:47 CST 2009, the string length: 48 The string: A string in which code does not work: ${new Date()}, the string length: 51 The string: A string with forward-slashes and with code: Mon Sep 14 21:09:52 CST 2009, the string length: 73 I I I I I



am am am am am



counting counting counting counting counting



down: down: down: down: down:



5 4 3 2 1



Note that: • Expressions can be inserted into strings using ${} with the code being inserted into the curly braces. The expression will be evaluated and the result inserted into the string. • Variables to be evaluated can be inserted into strings either by adding the $ prefix to the name of the variable or by using ${} and inserting the variable name in the curly braces. The contents of the variable will be inserted into the string. • The evaluation of expressions or variables inserted into strings is done once, for instance when a variable is assigned a string. No reevaluation is done on subsequent use of the string. • If a string is delimited using single quotes or triple single quotes, then no evaluation of expressions or variables will take place. • Strings delimited by forward slashes can have expressions or variables that will be evaluated. 1.2.5.5 Appending and Subtracting



Groovy offers a few convenient ways to append to and subtract from strings. /* Appending to a string using the leftshift operator. */ theStr = "Appending using the" theStr = theStr << " leftshift operator." println "The string: $theStr" /* Strings can be subtracted from strings. */ theStr = "SubtractingWRONG from a string" - "WRONG" println "The string: $theStr" /* Appending StringBuffer theStrBuf << theStrBuf << println "The



to a StringBuffer using shift operator. */ theStrBuf = new StringBuffer() "Data in a string " "buffer" string buffer: $theStrBuf"



/* Appending to a StringBuilder using shift operator. */ StringBuilder theStrBldr = new StringBuilder() theStrBldr << "Data in a " theStrBldr << "string builder" println "The string builder: $theStrBldr"



Output: The The The The



string: Appending using the leftshift operator. string: Subtracting from a string string buffer: Data in a string buffer string builder: Data in a string builder
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Note that: • Groovy overloads the leftshift operator (


Groovy adds a convenient method of accessing individual characters in a string: /* * Access a character in a string just as accessing items in * a list or an array. */ theStr = "abcdefghijk" println "Character at position 4 in the string $theStr: ${theStr[4]}"



Output: Character at position 4 in the string abcdefghijk: e



Note that: • Individual characters in a string can be accessed using the subscript operator ([]), which is equal to calling the method getAt() on the string.
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1.2.6 Ranges Groovy has built-in support for ranges; ranges of numbers, ranges of characters, ranges of dates – in fact, ranges of any kind of object that implements the Comparable interface and implements a next() and a previous() methods. To be able to create a range of a type, it must be possible to start from a from-value and call next() on instances of the type until the to-value is reached. For reverse ranges, start at the to-value and call previous() until the from-value is reached. The following example programs shows how ranges can be used. 1.2.6.1 Inclusive and Exclusive Range Ends



The start of a range is always inclusive, but the end may be inclusive or exclusive. /* This range is from 0 to, but not including, zero. */ def theEmptyRange = 0..


Output: Examining a range: [] The range type is class groovy.lang.EmptyRange Inspecting the range: 0..
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The range is reverse: false The range is empty: false The range 2 to 10 The item 5 is inside the range: true The item 12 is inside the range: false Number of items in the range: 9



Note that: •



Different classes represent different kinds of ranges. In the version 1.6.4 of the Groovy API there are three kinds of ranges; EmptyRange, IntRange and ObjectRange.



•



The start of a range is always inclusive.



•



The end of a range can be inclusive or exclusive. An exclusive range end is declared like this: 0..


•



In order for a range to be empty, it has to be declared with start and end being the same and with the end being exclusive. Example: 0..


1.2.6.2 Reversed Ranges



Ranges can also go from a higher value to a lower value – such a range is said to be reversed. /* A reversed range from 5 to -1, inclusive. */ examineRange(5..-1, 0, -1) /* * Examines the supplied range and tests if the two supplied items * are inside the range or not. */ def examineRange(inRange, inTestItem1, inTestItem2) { println "\nExamining a range: $inRange" println " The range type is ${inRange.getClass()}" println " Inspecting the range: ${inRange.inspect()}" println " The range is reverse: ${inRange.isReverse()}" println " The range is empty: ${inRange.isEmpty()}" println " The range ${inRange.from} to ${inRange.to}" println " The item $inTestItem1 is inside the range: $ {inRange.contains(inTestItem1)}" println " The item $inTestItem2 is inside the range: $ {inRange.contains(inTestItem2)}" println " Number of items in the range: ${inRange.size()}" }



Output: Examining a range: [5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, -1] The range type is class groovy.lang.IntRange Inspecting the range: 5..-1 The range is reverse: true The range is empty: false The range -1 to 5 The item 0 is inside the range: true The item -1 is inside the range: true Number of items in the range: 7
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1.2.6.3 Ranges of Other Types



As before, it is also possible to declare ranges of other types, for instance characters, strings and dates. /* A range of characters from a to d, inclusive. */ examineRange('a'..'d', 'c', 'e') /* Range of strings. */ examineRange("dir_a".."dir_f", "dir_b", "dir") /* Range of dates, aligned to midnight. */ Date theDate = new Date() theDate.hours = 0 theDate.minutes = 0 theDate.seconds = 0 examineRange(theDate..(theDate + 5), theDate, theDate + 6) /* * Examines the supplied range and tests if the two supplied items * are inside the range or not. */ def examineRange(inRange, inTestItem1, inTestItem2) { println "\nExamining a range: $inRange" println " The range type is ${inRange.getClass()}" println " Inspecting the range: ${inRange.inspect()}" println " The range is reverse: ${inRange.isReverse()}" println " The range is empty: ${inRange.isEmpty()}" println " The range ${inRange.from} to ${inRange.to}" println " The item $inTestItem1 is inside the range: $ {inRange.contains(inTestItem1)}" println " The item $inTestItem2 is inside the range: $ {inRange.contains(inTestItem2)}" println " Number of items in the range: ${inRange.size()}" }



Output: Examining a range: ["a", "b", "c", "d"] The range type is class groovy.lang.ObjectRange Inspecting the range: "a".."d" The range is reverse: false The range is empty: false The range a to d The item c is inside the range: true The item e is inside the range: false Number of items in the range: 4 Examining a range: ["dir_a", "dir_b", "dir_c", "dir_d", "dir_e", "dir_f"] The range type is class groovy.lang.ObjectRange Inspecting the range: "dir_a".."dir_f" The range is reverse: false The range is empty: false The range dir_a to dir_f The item dir_b is inside the range: true The item dir is inside the range: false Number of items in the range: 6 Examining a range: [Thu Sep 17 00:00:00 CST 2009, Fri Sep 18 00:00:00 CST 2009, Sat Sep 19 00:00:00 CST 2009, Sun Sep 20 00:00:00 CST 2009, Mon Sep 21 00:00:00 CST 2009, Tue Sep 22 00:00:00 CST 2009] The range type is class groovy.lang.ObjectRange Inspecting the range: Thu Sep 17 00:00:00 CST 2009..Tue Sep 22 00:00:00 CST 2009 The range is reverse: false The range is empty: false The range Thu Sep 17 00:00:00 CST 2009 to Tue Sep 22 00:00:00 CST 2009 The item Thu Sep 17 00:00:00 CST 2009 is inside the range: true The item Wed Sep 23 00:00:00 CST 2009 is inside the range: false Number of items in the range: 6
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Note that: •



The increment used when creating values in a range is specified by the next and previous methods for the type in question. For instance, Groovy adds a next and previous method to the class java.util.Date which increments respective decrements a date by one day. Thus, the difference between the dates in a date range is one day.



1.2.6.4 Filtering with Ranges



Ranges can also be used to filter data in collections; data inside the range will be preserved while data outside of the range will be discarded. The following example filters out dates outside of the range starting on January 1st and ending on March 1st. The dates to filter are random dates during the current year. /* Create range from January 1st to March 1st. */ Date theRangeStart = new Date() theRangeStart.hours = 0 theRangeStart.minutes = 0 theRangeStart.seconds = 0 theRangeStart.month = 0 theRangeStart.date = 1 Date theRangeEnd = new Date(theRangeStart.time) theRangeEnd.month = 2 Range theTwoMonthRange = theRangeStart..theRangeEnd println "The two month range starts on $theRangeStart and ends on $theRangeEnd" /* Create some random dates to filter. */ def theDates = [] println "Some random dates to filter:" 10.times() { theRandomDate = (theRangeStart + (Math.random() * 365.0).toInteger()) theDates << theRandomDate println " $theRandomDate" } /* Filter and output only dates within the range. */ println "The dates in the two month range: ${theTwoMonthRange.grep(theDates)}"



Output: The two month range starts on Thu Jan 01 00:00:00 CST 2009 and ends on Sun Mar 01 00:00:00 CST 2009 Some random dates to filter: Sun Sep 20 00:00:00 CST 2009 Wed Nov 11 00:00:00 CST 2009 Fri Feb 06 00:00:00 CST 2009 Tue Feb 24 00:00:00 CST 2009 Sat Aug 01 00:00:00 CST 2009 Wed Apr 15 00:00:00 CST 2009 Sat Sep 26 00:00:00 CST 2009 Wed Jul 08 00:00:00 CST 2009 Sun May 03 00:00:00 CST 2009 Sun Jun 07 00:00:00 CST 2009 The dates in the two month range: [Fri Feb 06 00:00:00 CST 2009, Tue Feb 24 00:00:00 CST 2009]



Note that: •



Filtering is done by invoking the grep method on the range with the collection containing the data to be filtered as parameter.
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1.2.7 Collections In this section we will look at different type of collections and how they can be used in Groovy. Note that since most of the underlying implementations for different kinds of collections originate from Java, the same rules apply, for instance regarding thread safety. 1.2.7.1 General Collections



Groovy features available to general collections are considered to be the features that Groovy has added to the java.util.Collection class. More specific types to which these features are available include lists, queues, deques, sets and stacks. The examples in this section are applicable to all the mentioned types. Not all methods Groovy has added to the java.util.Collection class are described due to the large amount of methods. 1.2.7.1.1 Item Insertion



Groovy allows insertion of items into collections using the plus (+) and leftshift (


Output: The type of the set: class java.util.HashSet The set contains: [list, [the, collection], a, first item, items, second item, in], items in the set: 7



Note that: • The leftshift (
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1.2.7.1.2 Collection Multiplication



A collection can be multiplied by a number, creating a list with the items in the original collection replicated the given number of times. Set theCollection = [1, 2, 3, 4] /* * Multiply a list to create a new list containing one or * more copies of the original list. */ def theResult = theCollection * 2 println "Multiplied collection by 2. Items in collection: ${theCollection.size()}" println " The collection contents: $theCollection" println " Items in the result: $theResult" println "The type of the collection: ${theCollection.getClass()}" println "The type of the result: ${theResult.getClass()}"



Output: Multiplied collection by 2. Items in collection: 4 The collection contents: [2, 4, 1, 3] Items in the result: [2, 4, 1, 3, 2, 4, 1, 3] The type of the collection: class java.util.HashSet The type of the result: class java.util.ArrayList



Note that: • Multiplication of a collection replicates the items in the collection a given number of times. If the collection contains numbers, the numbers will remain unchanged. • The result of multiplying a collection is always a list, regardless of the type of the collection. 1.2.7.1.3 Comparing Collections



Collections can be compared using the == operator. /* Create the first set from a list of items. */ Set theSet1 = [1, 2, 3, 4] /* Create the second set from a range. */ Set theSet2 = (1..3) println "$theSet1 == $theSet2: ${theSet1 == theSet2}" /* Append 4 to the second set. */ theSet2 += 4 println "$theSet1 == $theSet2: ${theSet1 == theSet2}"



Output: [2, 4, 1, 3] == [2, 1, 3]: false [2, 4, 1, 3] == [2, 4, 1, 3]: true



Note that: • Collections can be compared using ==. This is an element-by-element comparison, equal to invoking the equals method on the first collection with the second collection as a parameter.
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1.2.7.1.4 Finding Items



A collection can be searched for either the first item or all items causing a closure to evaluate to true. def theList = (1..10).toList() /* Find the first single item in a collection matching a closure. */ def theFirstItem = theList.find { /* Is the item larger than 8? */ theListItem -> theListItem > 8 } println "First item in $theList > 8: $theFirstItem" /* Find all items in a collection matching a closure. */ def theEvenList = theList.findAll { /* Is the item modulo 2 zero? */ theListItem -> theListItem % 2 == 0 } println "Even numbers in $theList: $theEvenList"



Output: First item in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] > 8: 9 Even numbers in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]: [2, 4, 6, 8, 10]



1.2.7.1.5 Counting Items



Counting the number of occurrences of a specific item in a list can is done using the count method. def theList = (1..5).toList() * 2 println "There are ${theList.count(2)} twos in the list $theList}"



Output: There are 2 twos in the collection [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]}



1.2.7.1.6 Making a Collection Immutable



The Collection class contains the method asImmutable that returns an immutable version of the collection. /* Create the collection and insert items. */ Set theCollection = ["monkey", "tiger", "cat"] println "The collection type: ${theCollection.getClass()}" /* Retrieve an immutable version of the collection. */ def theImmutable = theCollection.asImmutable() /* Add another item to the mutable collection. */ theCollection << "sparrow" /* Examine contents of the collections. */ println "The mutable collection contains: $theCollection" println "The immutable collection contains: $theImmutable" theImmutable << "woodpecker"



Output: The collection type: class java.util.HashSet The mutable collection contains: [monkey, cat, sparrow, tiger] The immutable collection contains: [monkey, cat, sparrow, tiger] Exception thrown: null ... java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException
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Note that: • If we specify a type of the variable collection, regardless of whether it is an abstract type like Set, Groovy will create an instance of an appropriate type – HashSet in this case. The list of animals will then be inserted into the collection. • The immutable collection is backed by the mutable collection. If the mutable collection is modified, then the immutable collection will reflect the change. 1.2.7.1.7 Converting a Collection to a List



Any collection can be converted into a list by invoking the asList method on the collection. /* Create a set and insert items into it. Also try to insert a duplicate item. */ Set theCollection = [] theCollection << ["spidermonkey", "baboon"] theCollection << ["cat", "dog"] theCollection << ["cat", "dog"] /* Convert the set to a list and try to insert a duplicate item into the list. */ def theList = theCollection.asList() theList << ["cow", "bull"] /* Add another item to the collection. */ theCollection << ["lion", "tiger"] println "The set contains: $theCollection" println "The list contains: $theList"



Output: The set contains: [["lion", "tiger"], ["cat", "dog"], ["spidermonkey", "baboon"]] The list contains: [["cat", "dog"], ["spidermonkey", "baboon"], ["cow", "bull"]]



Note that: • The collection and the list contains the same items but are independent. That is, if an item is added to the list, the collection does not change and vice versa. 1.2.7.1.8 Making a Collection Threadsafe



A synchronized, thus threadsafe, version of a collection can be retrieved by invoking the asSynchronized method on the collection. /* Create a collection and insert items into it. */ Set theCollection = [] theCollection << "spidermonkey" << "baboon" /* Retrieve a synchronized version of the collection and add an item to it. */ Set theSynchronized = theCollection.asSynchronized() theSynchronized << "chimp" /* Add an item to the original collection. */ theCollection << "baboon" println "The regular collection type: ${theCollection.getClass()}, contents: $theCollection" println "The synchronized collecton type: ${theSynchronized.getClass()}, contents: $theSynchronized"



Output: The regular collection type: class java.util.HashSet, contents: ["baboon", "spidermonkey", "chimp"] The synchronized collecton type: class java.util.Collections$SynchronizedSet, contents: ["baboon", "spidermonkey", "chimp"]
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Note that: • The types of the original collection and the synchronized collection are different. • The original collection and the synchronized collection are backed by one and the same collection. 1.2.7.1.9 Convert Type of Collection



A collection can be converted to a new type by invoking asType on the collection and supplying a new type. Actually this is more like creating an instance of a new type with the content of the collection. /* Create a set and insert items into it. */ Set theCollection = [] theCollection << "spidermonkey" << "baboon" /* Conver the set to a list. */ List theList = theCollection.asType(Vector) /* Insert additional items into the set and the list. */ theCollection << "collection item" theList << "list item" println "The collection type: ${theCollection.getClass()}, contents: $theCollection" println "The list type: ${theList.getClass()}, contents: $theList"



Output: The collection type: class java.util.HashSet, contents: ["baboon", "collection item", "spidermonkey"] The list type: class java.util.Vector, contents: ["baboon", "spidermonkey", "list item"]



Note that: • Not all conversions are possible, for instance if we try to convert a list containing String instances to an EnumSet, the conversion will fail with an exception since the items in an EnumSet need to extend Enum. • The instance of the original type and the instance of the converted type contain the same items but are independent in that adding an item to one does not affect the other.
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1.2.7.1.10



Processing Items in Collections



In this section, three different methods of processing items in collections are presented. 1.2.7.1.10.1 Processing Each Item in Collection



Items in a collection can be processed by applying a closure to each item of the collection. When applying the collect method to a collection containing collections, the collections contained in the collection will be treated as one single item. Compare to the behaviour of the collectAll method, which recurses into collections contained in the collection. def theList = (1..10).toList() /* Process each element in a collection by applying a closure to it. */ def theOtherList = theList.collect { theListItem -> Math.round(theListItem.doubleValue() / 3.0) } println "The processed list $theList: $theOtherList" /* Process each element of a collection and add the result to a supplied collection. */ theList = (1..10).toList() def theParamList = [-1, -2] theOtherList = theList.collect(theParamList) { theListItem -> Math.round(theListItem.doubleValue() / 3.0) } println "The processed collection $theList: $theOtherList" println "The parameter collection contains: $theParamList"



Output: The processed list [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]: [0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3] The processed collection [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]: [-1, -2, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3] The parameter collection contains: [-1, -2, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3]



Note that: • The collection on which the collect method is invoked is not modified by the closure, but a new list is generated as a result. • If a collection is supplied as a parameter to the collect method, the results of the closure will be appended to this collection and the collection will be the result of the collect method. • Invoking the collect method without parameters is equal to invoking the collect method with an empty list as a parameter.
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1.2.7.1.10.2 Process Each Item in Collection Including Items in Nested Collections



Items in a collection can be processed by applying a closure to each item in the collection. When invoking the collectAll method on a collection that in turn contains one or more collections, the closure will also be applied to each item in the contained collections, as opposed in the case of invoking the collect method on a collection. The following example program shows the difference of the result of the two methods. /* Create a set and insert items into it. */ Set theCollection = [] theCollection << ["spidermonkey", "baboon"] theCollection << "cat" << "dog" /* The method collect cause the closure to be applied to each item in the collection. */ println "Applying collect to the collection:" def theCollectResult = theCollection.collect() { theItem -> println " Considering the item: $theItem" theItem.reverse() } println " The collect result: $theCollectResult" /* Resetting the contents of the collection to its original state. */ theCollection = [] theCollection << ["spidermonkey", "baboon"] theCollection << "cat" << "dog" /* * The method collectAll cause the closure to be applied to all non-collection items * in the collection. If an item in the collection is a collection, then the closure * is applied to each item in that collection. */ println "Applying collectAll to the collection:" def theCollectAllResult = theCollection.collectAll() { theItem -> println " Considering the item: $theItem" theItem.reverse() } println " The collectAll result: $theCollectAllResult"



Output: Applying collect to the collection: Considering the item: cat Considering the item: dog Considering the item: ["spidermonkey", "baboon"] The collect result: ["tac", "god", ["baboon", "spidermonkey"]] Applying collectAll to the collection: Considering the item: cat Considering the item: dog Considering the item: spidermonkey Considering the item: baboon The collectAll result: ["tac", "god", ["yeknomredips", "noobab"]]



Note that: • When invoking the collect method on the collection, the words “baboon” and “spidermonkey” in the inner collection were not reversed, instead the order of the words in the collection were reversed. • When invoking the collectAll method on the collection, all words were reversed and the order of the words in the inner collection were unchanged.
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1.2.7.1.10.3 Apply Operation to Each Item in Collection



Using the spread-dot operator (*.) we can apply an operation to each item in a collection, creating a list of the results. Set theCollection = new TreeSet() theCollection << "monkey" << "tiger" << "cat" def theProcColl = theCollection*.reverse() println "The processed collection: $theProcColl" println "The type of the processed collection: ${theProcColl.getClass()}"



Output: The processed collection: ["tac", "yeknom", "regit"] The type of the processed collection: class java.util.ArrayList



1.2.7.1.10.4 Invoke Closure for Each Item in Collection with Accumulated Result



Collections can also be processed by invoking a closure for each item in the collection and also supplying an object which can hold the accumulated result of processing each item. def theList = (1..10).toList() /* * The following inject example works as follows: * - The temporary variable theSum is assigned the value of the * parameter to the inject method, in this case zero. * - The closure is invoked for each item in the list with the * temporary variable theSum and the current item of the list. * - In this example, the current item of the list is added to * the temporary variable. * - The temporary variable is returned as the result of the closure. * - When the closure has been invoked for all items in the list, * the last value in the temporary variable is returned as the result * of the inject method. */ theResult = theList.inject(0) { theSum, theListItem -> theSum += theListItem } println "First injection example on the list $theList: $theResult" /* Another inject example. */ theResult2 = theList.inject([]) { theResultList, theListItem -> if (theListItem % 3 == 0) { println "The result list: $theResultList, the list item: $theListItem" theResultList += theListItem } /* * Important! * The last statement in the closure must return the temporary * variable holding the temporary result! */ theResultList } println "Second injection example on the list $theList: $theResult2"



Output: First injection example on the list [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]: 55 The result list: [], the list item: 3 The result list: [3], the list item: 6 The result list: [3, 6], the list item: 9 Second injection example on the list [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]: [3, 6, 9]
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Note that: • The closure supplied to the inject method takes two parameters; the object holding the accumulated value and the current collection item that is to be processed. • The result of the closure will be the accumulation object passed to the closure in the next iteration or, if there are no more items in the collection, will be the result of the inject method. 1.2.7.1.11



Finding Combinations of Collections



Invoking the combinations method on a collection that contains a number of collections will return a list containing all possible combinations of the items in the collections. For more details, please refer to the API documentation of the method combinations in the GroovyCollections class. /* Create a collection containing two collections. */ def theCollection = [] theCollection << [1, 2] theCollection << [3, 4] def theResultList = theCollection.combinations() println "Combining ${theCollection[0]} and ${theCollection[1]} gives the result: $theResultList"



Output: Combining [1, 2] and [3, 4] gives the result: [[1, 3], [2, 3], [1, 4], [2, 4]]



1.2.7.1.12



Determine if Collections are Disjoint



We can determine if two collections are disjoint, that is whether they contain one or more items that are equal, by invoking the disjoint method on one collection supplying the second collection as parameter. Set theC1 = [1, 2, 3] Set theC2 = [3, 4, 5] Set theC3 = [4, 5] println "$theC1 and $theC2 are disjoint: ${theC1.disjoint(theC2)}" println "$theC1 and $theC3 are disjoint: ${theC1.disjoint(theC3)}"



Output: [1, 2, 3] and [3, 4, 5] are disjoint: false [1, 2, 3] and [4, 5] are disjoint: true



1.2.7.1.13



Intersection of Collections



The intersection of two collections, that is a collection containing the items present in both collections, can be obtained by invoking the intersect method on one collection supplying the second collection as parameter. Set theC1 = [1, 2, 3] Set theC2 = [3, 4, 5] Set theC3 = [4, 5] println "The intersection between $theC1 and $theC2 is ${theC1.intersect(theC2)}" println "The intersection between $theC1 and $theC3 is ${theC1.intersect(theC3)}"



Output: The intersection between [1, 2, 3] and [3, 4, 5] is [3] The intersection between [1, 2, 3] and [4, 5] is []
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1.2.7.1.14



Sorting Items



The items in a collection can be sorted using natural ordering, ordering imposed by a closure or ordering imposed by a comparator. 1.2.7.1.14.1 Natural Ordering def theList = ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] println "The original list contains: $theList" /* Sorting the list in natural order. */ theList.sort() println "The sorted list contains: $theList"



Output: The original list contains: ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] The sorted list contains: ["buffalo", "eagle", "elephant", "kangaroo"]



1.2.7.1.14.2 Ordering Using a Closure def theList = ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] println "The original list contains: $theList" /* Sorting a list using a closure as comparator. */ theList = ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] theList.sort() { theListItem1, theListItem2 -> /* Order the items in the list by the second character in the string. */ def theResult = theListItem1[1].compareTo(theListItem2[1]) println " Considering the items: $theListItem1, $theListItem2 with the result: $theResult" theResult } println "The sorted list contains: $theList"



Output: The original list contains: ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] Considering the items: elephant, kangaroo with the result: 11 Considering the items: elephant, buffalo with the result: -9 Considering the items: buffalo, eagle with the result: 20 Considering the items: elephant, eagle with the result: 11 Considering the items: kangaroo, eagle with the result: 0 The sorted list contains: ["kangaroo", "eagle", "elephant", "buffalo"]



Note that: • The closure supplied to the sort method takes two items as parameters. • The result of the closure supplied to the sort method should be a negative integer, zero or a positive integer depending on whether the first parameter of the closure is considered to be less than, equal to or greater than the second parameter of the closure.
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1.2.7.1.14.3 Ordering Using a Comparator def theList = ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle", "cat", "dog"] println "The original list contains: $theList" /* Define the comparator to be used when sorting. */ def theComparator = [ compare: { i, j -> /* Compares the two reversed strings. */ def theResult = i.reverse().compareTo(j.reverse()) println " Comparator considering $i and $j with the result $theResult" theResult } ] as Comparator /* Sorting a list using a comparator. */ theList.sort(theComparator) println "The sorted list contains: $theList"



Output: The original list contains: ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle", "cat", "dog"] Comparator considering elephant and kangaroo with the result 5 Comparator considering elephant and buffalo with the result 5 Comparator considering kangaroo and buffalo with the result 3 Comparator considering elephant and eagle with the result 15 Comparator considering kangaroo and eagle with the result 10 Comparator considering buffalo and eagle with the result 10 Comparator considering elephant and cat with the result 13 Comparator considering kangaroo and cat with the result -5 Comparator considering elephant and dog with the result 13 Comparator considering cat and dog with the result 13 Comparator considering kangaroo and dog with the result 8 Comparator considering buffalo and dog with the result 8 Comparator considering eagle and dog with the result -2 The sorted list contains: ["eagle", "dog", "buffalo", "kangaroo", "cat", "elephant"]



Note that: • In the above example, using a closure to determine the ordering would result in shorter code, since what is now done is that a closure is defined and inserted into a map and the map is then morphed into a Closure. See the section Interface Morphing below for more information on interface morphing.
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1.2.7.1.15



Finding Minimum and Maximum Values



The minimum and maximum value in a collection can be found using the min and max methods respectively. The ordering can either be natural ordering, ordering determined by a closure or ordering determined by a comparator. No example using a comparator will be provided, please refer to the example in the section above on Sorting Items that uses a comparator. 1.2.7.1.15.1 Natural Ordering def theList = ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle", "cat", "dog"] def theMin = theList.min() def theMax = theList.max() println "The natural ordering min element is: $theMin" println "The natural ordering max element is: $theMax" println "" /* Define a closure to be used when determine min and max elements. */ def theClosure = { i, j -> def theResult = i.size() - j.size() println " Considering items $i and $j with the result $theResult" theResult } println "Finding the min item using a closure:" theMin = theList.min(theClosure) println "The closure ordering min element is: $theMin\n" println "Finding the max item using a closure:" theMin = theList.max(theClosure) println "The closure ordering max element is: $theMax"



Output: The natural ordering min element is: buffalo The natural ordering max element is: kangaroo



1.2.7.1.15.2 Ordering Using a Closure def theList = ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle", "cat", "dog"] /* Define a closure to be used when determine min and max elements. */ def theClosure = { i, j -> def theResult = i.size() - j.size() println " Considering items $i and $j with the result $theResult" theResult } println "Finding the min item using a closure:" def theMin = theList.min(theClosure) println "The closure ordering min element is: $theMin\n" println "Finding the max item using a closure:" def theMax = theList.max(theClosure) println "The closure ordering max element is: $theMax"
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Output: Finding the min item using a closure: Considering items kangaroo and elephant with the result 0 Considering items buffalo and elephant with the result -1 Considering items eagle and buffalo with the result -2 Considering items cat and eagle with the result -2 Considering items dog and cat with the result 0 The closure ordering min element is: cat Finding the max item using a closure: Considering items kangaroo and elephant with the result 0 Considering items buffalo and elephant with the result -1 Considering items eagle and elephant with the result -3 Considering items cat and elephant with the result -5 Considering items dog and elephant with the result -5 The closure ordering max element is: elephant



1.2.7.1.16



Splitting a Collection



A collection can be split into two collections by invoking split on the collection and providing a closure. The result will be a collection containing two collections; one that contains the items in the original collection causing the closure to evaluate to true and another that contains the items from the original collection that causes the closure to evaluate to false. def theCollection = (1..5).toList() /* * Splitting the collection in two; one which contains items from the * original collection that are greater than two and another that contains * the other items. */ def theResult = theCollection.split { theItem -> theItem > 2 } println println println println



"The "The "The "The



original collection: $theCollection" result of the split: $theResult" items causing the closure to evaluate to true: ${theResult[0]}" items causing the closure to evaluate to false: ${theResult[1]}"



Output: The The The The



original collection: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] result of the split: [[3, 4, 5], [1, 2]] items causing the closure to evaluate to true: [3, 4, 5] items causing the closure to evaluate to false: [1, 2]
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1.2.7.2 Lists



The following example programs shows additional functionality for lists supplied by Groovy. Note that all the examples for general collections can also be used with lists! 1.2.7.2.1 Creation and Type def theList = [] /* Determine the type of the list and how many items it contains. */ println "The list type: ${theList.getClass()}" println " The list contains ${theList.size()} number of items." /* Create a list containing a range of numbers. */ theList = (1..10).toList() println "Created list from range 1-10. Items in list: ${theList.size()}" println " The list contents: $theList"



Output: The list type: class java.util.ArrayList The list contains 0 number of items. Created list from range 1-10. Items in list: 10 The list contents: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]



Note that: • The type of the list created by assigning [] to a variable is java.util.ArrayList. This type of list is not threadsafe. • If the [] is replaced by, for instance, new LinkedList(), the above program works as expected, while backed by another kind of list. • A list can be created from a range by invoking the toList() method on the range. 1.2.7.2.2 Item Insertion



In addition to insertion of items into collections using the plus (+) and leftshift (


Add multiple items to the list. Note that we cannot use plus in connection to the << operator in this manner: theList << "a" + "b" + "c" since + will have precedence over the << operator and concatenate strings into one single string before adding it to the list.
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*/ theList println println println



<< "zebra" << "monkey" << "dinosaur" "Added three animals. Items in list: ${theList.size()}" " The first animal in the list: ${theList[0]}" " The list contents: $theList"



/* Insert multiple items at a position in the list. */ theList[1..


Output: Added an elephant. Items in list: 1 The list contents: ["elephant"] Added a kangaroo. Items in list: 2 The list contents: ["elephant", "kangaroo"] Added a buffalo and an eagle. Items in list: 4 The list contents: ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] Added three animals. Items in list: 7 The first animal in the list: elephant The list contents: ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle", "zebra", "monkey", "dinosaur"] Inserted three ants. Items in list: 10 The list contents: ["elephant", "ant1", "ant2", "ant3", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle", "zebra", "monkey", "dinosaur"]



Note that: • The leftshift (
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1.2.7.2.3 Item Retrieval



Items in lists can be retrieved using the subscript operator ([]). Single items, ranges of items and multiple discrete items can be retrieved. The method getAt taking different kinds of parameters implement the functionality of the subscript operator. 1.2.7.2.3.1 Single Item def theList = ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] println "The list contains: $theList" /* Retrieve one item from the list. Note that {} must be used. */ println "The first element in the list: ${theList[0]}"



Output: The list contains: ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] The first element in the list: elephant



Note that: • Items in a list can be accessed using the subscript operator ([]) and supplying an index. 1.2.7.2.3.2 Range of Items def theList = ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] println "The list contains: $theList" /* Retrieve a range of items from the list. */ println "Retrieving items in the range 1 to 3 (inclusive) from the list: $ {theList[1..3]}" println "Retrieving items in the range 1 to 3 (exclusive) from the list: $ {theList[1..


Output: The list contains: ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] Retrieving items in the range 1 to 3 (inclusive) from the list: ["kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] Retrieving items in the range 1 to 3 (exclusive) from the list: ["kangaroo", "buffalo"]



Note that: • A continuos range of elements can be retrieved by using the subscript operator ([]) and supplying a range.
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1.2.7.2.3.3 Multiple Discrete Items def theList = ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] println "The list contains: $theList" /* Retrieve multiple, discrete, items from the list. */ println "Retrieving items 0 and 2 from the list: ${theList[0, 2]}"



Output: The list contains: ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] The first element in the list: elephant Retrieving items in the range 1 to 3 (inclusive) from the list: ["kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] Retrieving items in the range 1 to 3 (exclusive) from the list: ["kangaroo", "buffalo"] Retrieving items 0 and 2 from the list: ["elephant", "buffalo"]



Note that: • Multiple, non-continuous, items can be retrieved by using the subscript operator ([]) and supplying multiple, comma-separated, indexes. 1.2.7.2.4 Item Removal def theList = ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] /* * Remove an item from the list using minus. * Note that if multiple, identical, items exist in the * list, then all of them will be removed. */ theList -= "elephant" println "Removed an elephant. Items in list: ${theList.size()}" println " The list contents: $theList"



Output: Removed an elephant. Items in list: 3 The list contents: ["kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"]



Note that: • The minus (-) operator can be used to remove items from a list. For lists, Groovy implements the minus method in the java.util.List class. • One or more items can be removed form a list by replacing a single item or a range of items in the list with an empty list. See Replacing Items below.
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1.2.7.2.5 Replacing Items



Replacing one or more items in a list is done by assigning one single item or a list of items to a range of items in the list containing one or more items. def theList = ["elephant", "kangaroo", "buffalo", "eagle"] /* * Replace a range of the items in the list with the items * in another list. */ theList[1..2] = ["ant1", "ant2", "ant3"] println "Replaced two items with three ants. Items in list: ${theList.size()}" println " The list contents: $theList" /* Remove a range of items from the list by replacing a range with an empty list. */ theList[1..3] = [] println "Removed a range of items. Items in list: ${theList.size()}" println " The list contents: $theList"



Output: Replaced two items with three ants. Items in list: 5 The list contents: ["elephant", "ant1", "ant2", "ant3", "eagle"] Removed a range of items. Items in list: 2 The list contents: ["elephant", "eagle"]



Note that: • A range of items in a list can be replaced by assigning a single item or another list to a range of items in the list. Consequently, a range of items in a list can be removed by assigning an empty list to a range of items in the list.
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1.2.7.2.6 Determine If Any or Every Item Matches Condition



We can determine whether at least one item in a list or whether all items in a list matches a supplied closure using the any respective the every methods. def theList = (1..10).toList() /* Determine if all items in a list satisfies a closure. */ theAllEvenFlag = theList.every { theListItem -> println "Considering item: $theListItem" theListItem % 2 == 0 } println "All elements in the list $theList are even: $theAllEvenFlag\n" /* Determine if there is any item in a list that satisfies a closure. */ theAnyEvenFlag = theList.any { theListItem -> println "Considering item: $theListItem" theListItem % 2 == 0 } println "There it at least one even number in the list $theList: $theAnyEvenFlag"



Output: Considering item: 1 All elements in the list [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] are even: false Considering item: 1 Considering item: 2 There it at least one even number in the list [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]: true



Note that: • Using the any method, the items in the list will only be considered until an item that causes the closure to evaluate to true is found. This causes the result of the any method to be true. • Using the every method, the items in the list will only be considered until an item that causes the closure to evaluate to false is found. This causes the result of the every method to be false.
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1.2.7.3 Arrays



Arrays in Groovy, for the most parts, are identical to their Java counterparts. 1.2.7.3.1 Coercing a List to an Array



When creating an array it can be initialized by assigning a list coerced to an array using the as operator. def theArray = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] as int[] println "The array type: ${theArray.class}" println "The array contents: $theArray"



Output: The array type: class [I The array contents: [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
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1.2.7.4 Maps



The following example programs shows additional facilities for creating and manipulating maps supplied by Groovy. 1.2.7.4.1 Creation and Type def theMap = [:] /* Determine the type of the map and how many items it contains. */ println "The type of the map is ${theMap.getClass()}" println " The content of the map: $theMap" println " The number of items in the map: ${theMap.size()}"



Output: The type of the map is class java.util.LinkedHashMap The content of the map: [:] The number of items in the map: 0



Note that: • The type of the map created by assigning [:] to a variable is java.util.LinkedHashMap. This type of map is not threadsafe. 1.2.7.4.2 Item Insertion



The following example shows how to insert entries in maps with keys that are both hardcoded and taken from variables. def theMap = [:] /* Various ways of inserting items into a map. */ theMap += [1:"pig"] theMap.put(3, "zebra") theMap.four = "snake" theMap[5] = "lion" println "Inserted three animals into the map. It now contains: $theMap" println " The number of items in the map: ${theMap.size()}" /* * Note that when inserting a value into a map using the contents * of a variable as key, the variable must be enclosed in parentheses. */ def theKey = "monkey" def theKey2 = "giraffe" theMap += [key:123] theMap += [theKey:456] theMap += [(theKey):789] theMap[theKey2] = 1000 theMap.newKey = 2000 println "Inserted four numbers into the map. It now contains: $theMap" println " The number of items in the map: ${theMap.size()}"



Output: Inserted three animals into the map. It now contains: [1:"pig", 3:"zebra", "four":"snake", 5:"lion"] The number of items in the map: 4 Inserted four numbers into the map. It now contains: [1:"pig", 3:"zebra", "four":"snake", 5:"lion", "key":123, "theKey":456, "monkey":789, "giraffe":1000, "newK ey":2000] The number of items in the map: 9
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Note that: • Entries can be inserted into a map using one of four ways: 1. Adding (+=) another map (in the example [1:”pig”]) to the map. 2. Using the put method, as in Java. 3. Using the dot operator. Example: theMap.four = "snake" Note that this only works with static keys and not keys from variables. Also, it only works with keys that start with an alphabetic character, unless the key is enclosed in quotes, in which case any characters can be used. Example: theMap."5abc" = "test" 4. Using the subscript operator ([]) supplying a key and assign a value. Example: theMap[5] = "lion" • When supplying a variable from which a key is to be taken, there are three options: 1. Use the put method, as in Java. 2. Enclose the variable name in parentheses, as in: theMap += [(theKey):789] 3. Use the subscript operator ([]), as in: theMap[theKey2] = 1000 Note that if the string enclosed by the subscript operator is not the name of a variable, then no error will occur. Instead the string will be used as key. 1.2.7.4.3 Item Retrieval



The following example shows how to retrieve items from a map: def theMap = ["key":123, "theKey":456, "monkey":789] def theKey = "monkey" /* Retrieving items from the map. */ println "The value for the 'key' is ${theMap.key}" println "The value for the key 'theKey' is ${theMap['theKey']}" println "The value for the key contained in the variable theKey is: ${theMap[theKey]}" /* * Retrieving default values for items that does not exist in the map. * Note that when the key for which to retrieve a value from the map * does not exist, any default value supplied will be inserted into * the map. */ theMap = [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"backpack"] println "The map contains: $theMap" def theItem = theMap.get(4, "no animal") println " Retrieving with key 4 and default value 'no animal': $theItem" println " The map contains: $theMap"



Output: The value for the 'key' is 123 The value for the key 'theKey' is 456 The value for the key contained in the variable theKey is: 789 The map contains: [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"backpack"] Retrieving with key 4 and default value 'no animal': no animal The map contains: [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"backpack", 4:"no animal"]



Note that: • Entries can be retrieved from maps in one of three ways: - Using the dot operator. Used with constant keys. - Using the subscript operator ([]). Can be used with constant keys as well as variables. - Using the get method. As in Java. • When retrieving a value using the get method, a default value, which will be returned if the map does not contain a value for the key in question, can be supplied. If the map does not contain a value for the key in question, the supplied default value will be inserted into the map.
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1.2.7.4.4 Determine If Any or Every Item Matches Condition



We can determine whether at least one item in a map or whether all items in a map matches a supplied closure using the any respective the every methods. def theMap = [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"backpack", 4:"no animal"] /* * Checking if the map contains any key-value pair matching a * given closure. * Note that as soon as a value is found that causes the closure * to evaluate to true, no further entries of the map are considered. */ println "Checking if the map contains any 'monkey' values." def theAnyFlag = theMap.any { theMapEntry -> println " Considering the map entry: Key = ${theMapEntry.key}, value = $ {theMapEntry.value}" theMapEntry.value == "monkey" } println " The map contains at least one 'monkey' value: $theAnyFlag" /* * Checking if all the key-value pairs in the map matches the * given closure. * As soon as one single entry of the map is found that cause the * closure to evaluate to false, then no further entries in the map * are considered. */ println "Checking if all keys in the map are integers." theMap += ["alphakey":"tiger"] def theNumericFlag = theMap.every { theMapEntry -> println " Considering the map entry: Key = ${theMapEntry.key}, value = $ {theMapEntry.value}" theMapEntry.key ==~ /\d*/ } println " All keys in the map are integers: $theNumericFlag"



Output: Checking if the map contains any 'monkey' values. Considering the map entry: Key = 1, value = monkey The map contains at least one 'monkey' value: true Checking if all keys in the map are integers. Considering the map entry: Key = 1, value = monkey Considering the map entry: Key = 2, value = banana Considering the map entry: Key = 3, value = backpack Considering the map entry: Key = 4, value = no animal Considering the map entry: Key = alphakey, value = tiger All keys in the map are integers: false



Note that: • Using the any method, the items in the map will only be considered until an item that causes the closure to evaluate to true is found. This causes the result of the any method to be true. • Using the every method, the items in the map will only be considered until an item that causes the closure to evaluate to false is found. This causes the result of the every method to be false.
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1.2.7.4.5 Iterating Over Items



Iterating over the items in a map can be done in the following ways: • One parameter to the closure representing the current map entry. • Two parameters to the closure representing the key and the value of the current map entry. def theMap = [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"backpack", 4:"no animal"] /* * Iterating over entries in maps can be done in two ways: * Either with the iterator variable being a map entry or * with two iterator variables, one for the key and one for the value. */ println "Iterating over map, first time." theMap.each { theMapEntry -> println " Map entry: ${theMapEntry.key} - ${theMapEntry.value}" } println "Iterating over map, second time." theMap.each { theEntryKey, theEntryValue -> println " Map entry: $theEntryKey - $theEntryValue" }



Output: Iterating over Map entry: 1 Map entry: 2 Map entry: 3 Map entry: 4 Iterating over Map entry: 1 Map entry: 2 Map entry: 3 Map entry: 4



map, first time. - monkey - banana - backpack - no animal map, second time. - monkey - banana - backpack - no animal



1.2.7.4.6 Retrieving a Subsection



A subsection of a map can be retrieved by specifying the keys of the items which are to be in the new map. def theMap = [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"backpack"] theMap[4] = new StringBuffer("stringbuffer 1") /* * Retrieve a sub-map by retrieving the entries with the supplied * keys and inserting them in a separate map. * The maps are independent of each other, as far as modifications * to the content is concerned. */ def theSubMap = theMap.subMap([1, 3, 4]) println "The submap contains $theSubMap" println " The original map contains: $theMap" theSubMap.put(3, "submap item") theMap.put(3, "map item") theMap.get(4).reverse() println " Modifying both maps. Submap now contains: $theSubMap" println " The original map contains: $theMap"



Output: The submap contains [1:"monkey", 3:"backpack", 4:stringbuffer 1] The original map contains: [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"backpack", 4:stringbuffer 1] Modifying both maps. Submap now contains: [1:"monkey", 3:"submap item", 4:1 reffubgnirts] The original map contains: [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"map item", 4:1 reffubgnirts]
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Note that: • The map retrieved using the subMap method is not related with the original map apart from the fact that the items are the same. Thus the sub-map can be modified without affecting the original map and vice versa. • The map and the sub-map share the same items. In the example, modifying the StringBuffer in the original map also modifies the item in the sub-map, since it is the same item. 1.2.7.4.7 Finding Entries



A map can be searched for either the first item or all items that cause a closure to evaluate to true. def theMap = [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"backpack", "four":"no animal"] /* Finding items in maps. */ println "Looking for bananas in the map $theMap." def theFoundItem = theMap.find { theEntryKey, theEntryValue -> theEntryValue == "banana" } println " Item found: ${theFoundItem.key} - ${theFoundItem.value}" println "Looking for items with integer keys in the map $theMap" def theFoundItems = theMap.findAll { theMapEntry -> theMapEntry.key ==~ /\d+/ } println " The found items: $theFoundItems"



The above program uses a regular expression to match keys consisting of one or more digits. Regular expressions are examined in greater detail in a subsequent section. Output: Looking for bananas in the map [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"backpack", "four":"no animal"]. Item found: 2 - banana Looking for items with integer keys in the map [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"backpack", "four":"no animal"] The found items: [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:"backpack"]



Note that: • The find method will consider the entries in the map until an entry that causes the closure to evaluate to true is found. • The findAll method will consider all the entries in the map and return a map containing items that cause the closure to evaluate to true. • The last statement in the closure is what determines if the closure evaluates to true or false. See the section on Conditional Tests for further information.
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1.2.7.4.8 Processing Entries



Entries in a map can be processed by applying a closure to each entry. Inside the closure, the value of a map entry as well as the map itself can be modified. However, keys of existing entries may not be modified. theMap = [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:14, 4:22] /* * Process each entry in a map by applying a closure to it. * Note that keys of existing entries cannot be modified. * If a collection is supplied as parameter to the collect method, * then results of the closure will be added to this collection. * The parameter collection will also become the result collection. */ println "Using collect with parameter:" println " The map prior to processing: $theMap" def theParamCollection = ["old entry"] theResultCollection = theMap.collect(theParamCollection) { theMapEntry -> theMapEntry.value *= 2 } println " The map after processing: $theMap." println " The parameter collection after processing: $theParamCollection" println " The result collection: $theResultCollection" theMap = [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:14, 4:22] println "Using collect without parameters:" println " The map prior to processing: $theMap" theResultList = theMap.collect() { theMapEntry -> theMapEntry.value *= 2 } println " The map after processing: $theMap." println " The result list: $theResultList"



Output: Using collect with parameter: The map prior to processing: [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:14, 4:22] The map after processing: [1:"monkeymonkey", 2:"bananabanana", 3:28, 4:44]. The parameter collection after processing: ["old entry", "monkeymonkey", "bananabanana", 28, 44] The result collection: ["old entry", "monkeymonkey", "bananabanana", 28, 44] Using collect without parameters: The map prior to processing: [1:"monkey", 2:"banana", 3:14, 4:22] The map after processing: [1:"monkeymonkey", 2:"bananabanana", 3:28, 4:44]. The result list: ["monkeymonkey", "bananabanana", 28, 44]



Note that: • The map on which the collect method is invoked is modified by the closure. • The collect method that accepts a Collection as parameter will add the results produced by the closure to the parameter collection. This collection is also the collection that will be returned by the collect method when all entries in the map has been processed. Example: If a set is supplied as parameter, then the collect method will return this set containing all distinct results produced by the closure. • The collect method that does not take any parameters is equal to supplying an empty list to the collect method accepting a Collection parameter.
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1.3 Operators In Groovy, operators have corresponding methods that are invoked when the operator is used. An example clarifies: testOperators() def testOperators() { def theNum1 = 5 def theNum2 = 10 def theNum3 = 3 def theNum4 = -10 def theNum5 = 2.3 def theString = "qwerty" println println println println println println println



"theNum1 = "theNum2 = "theNum3 = "theNum4 = "theNum4 = "theString ""



$theNum1" $theNum2" $theNum3" $theNum4" $theNum5" = $theString"



println "theNum1 + theNum2 = ${theNum1 + theNum2}" println "theNum1.plus(theNum2) = ${theNum1.plus(theNum2)}" println "" println "theNum1 - theNum2 = ${theNum1 - theNum2}" println "theNum1.minus(theNum2) = ${theNum1.minus(theNum2)}" println "" println "theNum1 * theNum2 = ${theNum1 * theNum2}" println "theNum1.multiply(theNum2) = ${theNum1.multiply(theNum2)}" println "" println "theNum2 / theNum1 = ${theNum2 / theNum1}" println "theNum2.div(theNum1) = ${theNum2.div(theNum1)}" println "" println "theNum2 % theNum3 = ${theNum2 % theNum3}" println "theNum2.mod(theNum3) = ${theNum2.mod(theNum3)}" println "" println println println println



"++theNum2 = ${++theNum2}" "theNum2++ = ${theNum2++}" "theNum2.next() = ${theNum2.next()}" ""



println println println println



"--theNum2 = ${--theNum2}" "theNum2-- = ${theNum2--}" "theNum2.previous() = ${theNum2.previous()}" ""



println "theNum1 ** theNum2 = ${theNum1 ** theNum2}" println "theNum1.power(theNum2) = ${theNum1.power(theNum2)}" println "" println "theNum1 | theNum2 = ${theNum1 | theNum2}" println "theNum1.or(theNum2) = ${theNum1.or(theNum2)}" println "" println "theNum1 & theNum3 = ${theNum1 & theNum3}" println "theNum1.and(theNum3) = ${theNum1.and(theNum3)}" println "" println "theNum1 ^ theNum3 = ${theNum1 ^ theNum3}" println "theNum1.xor(theNum3) = ${theNum1.xor(theNum3)}" println "" println "-theNum2 = ${-theNum2}" println "theNum2.unaryMinus() = ${theNum2.unaryMinus()}" println ""
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println "theString[5] = ${theString[5]}" println "theString.getAt(5) = ${theString.getAt(5)}" println "" println "theNum1 << theNum3 = ${theNum1 << theNum3}" println "theNum1.leftShift(theNum3) = ${theNum1.leftShift(theNum3)}" println "" println "theNum4 >> theNum3 = ${theNum4 >> theNum3}" println "theNum4.rightShift(theNum3) = ${theNum4.rightShift(theNum3)}" println "" println "theNum4 >>> theNum3 = ${theNum4 >>> theNum3}" println "theNum4.rightShiftUnsigned(theNum3) = $ {theNum4.rightShiftUnsigned(theNum3)}" println "" println "theNum1 == theNum3 = ${theNum1 == theNum3}" println "theNum1.equals(theNum3) = ${theNum1.equals(theNum3)}" println "" println "theNum1 != theNum3 = ${theNum1 != theNum3}" println "!theNum1.equals(theNum3) = ${!theNum1.equals(theNum3)}" println "" println "theNum1  theNum3 = ${theNum1  theNum3}" println "theNum1.compareTo(theNum3) = ${theNum1.compareTo(theNum3)}" println "" println "theNum1 > theNum3 = ${theNum1 > theNum3}" println "theNum1.compareTo(theNum3) > 0 = ${theNum1.compareTo(theNum3) > 0}" println "" println "theNum1 >= theNum3 = ${theNum1 >= theNum3}" println "theNum1.compareTo(theNum3) >= 0 = ${theNum1.compareTo(theNum3) >= 0}" println "" println "theNum1 < theNum3 = ${theNum1 < theNum3}" println "theNum1.compareTo(theNum3) < 0 = ${theNum1.compareTo(theNum3) < 0}" println "" println "theNum1 


The above program generates the following console output: theNum1 = theNum2 = theNum3 = theNum4 = theNum4 = theString



5 10 3 -10 2.3 = qwerty



theNum1 + theNum2 = 15 theNum1.plus(theNum2) = 15 theNum1 - theNum2 = -5 theNum1.minus(theNum2) = -5 theNum1 * theNum2 = 50 theNum1.multiply(theNum2) = 50 theNum2 / theNum1 = 2 theNum2.div(theNum1) = 2 theNum2 % theNum3 = 1 theNum2.mod(theNum3) = 1 ++theNum2 = 11 theNum2++ = 11
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theNum2.next() = 13 --theNum2 = 11 theNum2-- = 11 theNum2.previous() = 9 theNum1 ** theNum2 = 9765625 theNum1.power(theNum2) = 9765625 theNum1 | theNum2 = 15 theNum1.or(theNum2) = 15 theNum1 & theNum3 = 1 theNum1.and(theNum3) = 1 theNum1 ^ theNum3 = 6 theNum1.xor(theNum3) = 6 -theNum2 = -10 theNum2.unaryMinus() = -10 theString[5] = y theString.getAt(5) = y theNum1 << theNum3 = 40 theNum1.leftShift(theNum3) = 40 theNum4 >> theNum3 = -2 theNum4.rightShift(theNum3) = -2 theNum4 >>> theNum3 = 536870910 theNum4.rightShiftUnsigned(theNum3) = 536870910 theNum1 == theNum3 = false theNum1.equals(theNum3) = false theNum1 != theNum3 = true !theNum1.equals(theNum3) = true theNum1  theNum3 = 1 theNum1.compareTo(theNum3) = 1 theNum1 > theNum3 = true theNum1.compareTo(theNum3) > 0 = true theNum1 >= theNum3 = true theNum1.compareTo(theNum3) >= 0 = true theNum1 < theNum3 = false theNum1.compareTo(theNum3) < 0 = false theNum1 


Note that: • The operators – and ++ affects the variable to which they are applied while calling the next() or previous() method on a variable only returns the next, or the previous, value while the contents of the variable is not affected. • In order for an operator to be useable with instances of a certain class, the class, or one of its ancestors, must implement the corresponding method. Example: To be able to use the  operator, the class of the instance to which the operation is to be applied must implement the Comparable interface. • In order for enforced coercion, using the as operator or the asType() method, to work, there must be a corresponding method in the type to convert and the data must be possible to convert to the target type. Example: If a String is to be coerced to an Integer, then there must be a method in the 51



Integer class that can convert a String to an Integer (parseInt or valueOf) and the contents of the String must be numeric characters representing an integer number, for instance “1234”.



1.3.1 Overriding Operators The following example shows how the + operator has been overridden for the Kroovy type: Kroovy theKroovy1 = new Kroovy("123") Kroovy theKroovy2 = new Kroovy("Zombie") println "The sum of the Kroovys: ${theKroovy1 + theKroovy2}" class Kroovy { String message Kroovy(String inMessage) { message = inMessage } Kroovy plus(Kroovy inOther) { println "Adding two Kroovys: ${this.message} and ${inOther.message}" new Kroovy (this.message + inOther.message + inOther.message) } String toString() { message } }



The above example prints the following to the console: Adding two Kroovys: 123 and Zombie The sum of the Kroovys: 123ZombieZombie



Overriding operators, like in the example above, allows us to add two instances of the class Kroovy using the + operator.
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1.3.2 Overloading Operators If we want to be able to add objects of other types to an instance of Kroovy, we have to overload the plus method in the Kroovy class. The example below contains both the overridden as well as the overloaded plus method: Kroovy theKroovy1 = new Kroovy("123") Kroovy theKroovy2 = new Kroovy("Zombie") println "The sum of the Kroovys: ${theKroovy1 + theKroovy2}" Integer theInt = 12345 println "The sum of a Kroovy and an Integer is: ${theKroovy2 + theInt}" println "The sum of an Integer and a Kroovy is: ${theInt + theKroovy2}" class Kroovy { String message Kroovy(String inMessage) { message = inMessage } Kroovy plus(Kroovy inOther) { println "Adding two Kroovys: ${this} and ${inOther}" new Kroovy (this.message + inOther.message + inOther.message) } Kroovy plus(Number inNumber) { println "Adding a Kroovy and a Number: ${this} and ${inNumber}" new Kroovy (this.message + inNumber + this.message) } String toString() { message } }



The following will be output to the console: Adding two Kroovys: 123 and Zombie The sum of the Kroovys: 123ZombieZombie Adding a Kroovy and a Number: Zombie and 12345 The sum of a Kroovy and an Integer is: Zombie12345Zombie Exception in thread "main" groovy.lang.MissingMethodException: No signature of method: java.lang.Integer.plus() is applicable for argument types: (com.ivan.Kroo vy) values: {Zombie} ...



Note that: • The ordering of the objects to be added is significant and important. Adding a Kroovy and an Integer poses no problems, but adding an Integer and a Kroovy fails with an exception. In the first case, the Kroovy class is searched for an overloaded plus method that takes an Integer, or a superclass of Integer, as a parameter. In the second case the Integer class is searched for a plus method that takes a Kroovy object as a parameter. Such a method does not exist and an exception is thrown.
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1.3.3 Additional Operators There are additional operators in Groovy, like the regular expression operators. Regular expressions and the related operators are examined more closely in the section Regular Expressions below.



1.4 Conditional Tests A number of statements, like conditional statements and control statements, use boolean expressions to determine how the execution is to proceed. In addition to the boolean expressions that can be used in Java, Groovy also supports evaluating matchers, collections, maps, numbers and objects as conditional tests. The following example programs shows how these conditional tests work.



1.4.1 Conditional Tests with String Matchers For more details on string matchers, see the section on Regular Expressions below. The test evaluates to true if the matcher matches the string, false otherwise. /* Conditional tests with string matchers. */ if ("ape" =~ /a.*a/) { println "Pattern matches" } else { println "Pattern does not match" }



Output: Pattern does not match



1.4.2 Conditional Tests on Collections A conditional test on a collection, without using additional operators, evaluates to false if the collection is empty, true otherwise. /* Conditional tests on collections. */ if ([]) { println "The collection is not empty" } else { println "The collection is empty" } if (["one", "two"]) { println "The collection is not empty" } else { println "The collection is empty" } /* Conditional tests on maps. */ if ([:]) { println "The map is not empty" } else { println "The map is empty" } if (["one":1, "two":2]) { println "The map is not empty" } else {
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println "The map is empty" }



Output: The The The The



collection is empty collection is not empty map is empty map is not empty



1.4.3 Conditional Tests on Numbers A conditional test on a number, without using any additional operators, evaluates to true if the number is non-zero, false otherwise. /* Conditional tests on numbers. */ def theNumbersArray = [1, 2.1, 3.7f, 5.4d, 8.1g, 13L, 22G, 0] theNumbersArray.each { boolean theFlag if (it) { theFlag = true } else { theFlag = false } println "The number $it as a boolean expression is $theFlag" }



Output: The The The The The The The The



number number number number number number number number



1 as a boolean expression is true 2.1 as a boolean expression is true 3.7 as a boolean expression is true 5.4 as a boolean expression is true 8.1 as a boolean expression is true 13 as a boolean expression is true 22 as a boolean expression is true 0 as a boolean expression is false



1.4.4 Conditional Tests on Objects A conditional test on an arbitrary object, without using additional operators, evaluates to false if the object is null, true otherwise. /* Conditional tests on objects. */ if (new Object()) { println "The object is not null" } else { println "The object is null" } if (null) { println "The object is not null" } else { println "The object is null" }



Output: The object is not null The object is null
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1.4.5 Conditional Tests when Assigning a Variable A variable assignment can be tested whether it is true or false. The result of the conditional test is the same as the conditional test on the variable after the assignment has been performed. /* Conditional tests with variable assignments. */ if ((x = 3)) { println "Assignment evaluated as true" } else { println "Assignment evaluated as false" } if ((x = 0)) { println "Assignment evaluated as true" } else { println "Assignment evaluated as false" } def theStr if ((theStr = "")) { println "The string assignment evaluated as true" } else { println "The String assignment evaluated as false" }



Output: Assignment evaluated as true Assignment evaluated as false The String assignment evaluated as false



Note that: • The assignment must be enclosed in an additional pair of parentheses. • The result of the conditional test is the same as a conditional test of the value assigned to the variable. For instance, if a variable is assigned a number, then the conditional test of the assignment evaluates to true for all non-zero numbers, false otherwise.
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1.5 Iterating In this section, different ways of performing iterations in Groovy will be shown. When iterating with methods such as times, upto, downto and step that takes a closure as a parameter, it should be noted that: •



Changing a variable that holds start- or end-boundary or step of the loop will not affect the loop.



•



The statements break and continue cannot be used.



We will learn why this is the case in the section on closures later.



1.5.1 times In the first example, the times method is applied to a number or a variable causing iteration over a block of code, a closure, to occur a number of times. def theCountVariable = 5 theCountVariable.times { println "Loop variable: $it" }



Note that the default name of the loop variable is it. We can specify a name for the loop variable: def theCountVariable = 5 theCountVariable.times { theLoopVar -> println "Loop variable: $theLoopVar" }



The way in which a loop variable name is specified is common to all the different iteration types. Output: Loop Loop Loop Loop Loop



variable: variable: variable: variable: variable:



0 1 2 3 4
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1.5.2 upto To iterate from a smaller number to a larger number in increments of one, use the upto method: def theStart = 2 def theEnd = 4 theStart.upto(theEnd) { theLoopVar -> println "Loop variable: $theLoopVar" }



Output: Loop variable: 2 Loop variable: 3 Loop variable: 4



Note that: • If the start number is larger than the end number, an exception will be thrown. • If the start number is equal to the end number, the code in the loop will be executed once.



1.5.3 downto To iterate from a larger number to a smaller number in decrements of one, use the downto method: def theStart = 4 def theEnd = 2 theStart.downto(theEnd) { theLoopVar -> println "Loop variable: $theLoopVar" }



Output: Loop variable: 4 Loop variable: 3 Loop variable: 2



Note that: • If the start number is smaller than the end number, an exception will be thrown. • If the start number is equal to the end number, the code in the loop will be executed once.



1.5.4 step Finally, the most general form of looping method is the step method which allows for counting up or down from one number to another number in specified increments: def theStart = 4.0 def theEnd = 2.0 def theIncr = -0.5 theStart.step(theEnd, theIncr) { theLoopVar -> println "Loop variable: $theLoopVar" }



Output: Loop Loop Loop Loop



variable: variable: variable: variable:



4.0 3.5 3.0 2.5
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Note that: • If the start number is equal to, or less than, the end number and the increment is negative, then an exception will be thrown. • If the start number is equal to, or greater than, the end number and the increment is positive, then an exception will be thrown. • If the increment is zero, an exception will be thrown.



1.5.5 for The for-loop works as in Java, with the possibility to use break and continue, with a few additions. Note that all the examples below uses untyped loop variables. However, the loop variable may be typed, if desired. 1.5.5.1 Iterating Over Ranges



In the first example, we'll see how to iterate over a numeric range: for (i in 1..10) { if (i == 2) { continue } println "In for-loop: $i" if (i == 5) { break } }



Output: In In In In



for-loop: for-loop: for-loop: for-loop:



1 3 4 5



We can also iterate in descending order: for (i in 10..1) { println "Number: $i" }



The third example shows how to iterate over a range of characters: for (i in 'a'..'c') { println "A character: $i" }



Output: A character: a A character: b A character: c



Also see the section on the Ranges for more examples on how to iterate over ranges.
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1.5.5.2 Iterating Over Lists



A for-loop can also be used to iterate over a list: def theList = ['One', 'Two', 'Three'] for (i in theList) { println "Item in the list: $i" }



Output: Item in the list: One Item in the list: Two Item in the list: Three



Also see the section on the Lists for more examples on how to iterate over lists. 1.5.5.3 Iterating Over Maps



We can also use for-loops to iterate over entries in a map: def theMap = ["one":1, "two":2, "three":3] for(i in theMap) { println "Entry in map: $i" println " Key in map: $i.key" println " Value in map: $i.value" }



Output: Entry in map: one=1 Key in map: one Value in map: 1 Entry in map: two=2 Key in map: two Value in map: 2 Entry in map: three=3 Key in map: three Value in map: 3



Iterating over the keys in a map is done in a similar fashion: def theMap = ["one":1, "two":2, "three":3] for(i in theMap.keySet()) { println "Key in map: $i. Matching value: ${theMap[i]}" }



Output: Key in map: one. Matching value: 1 Key in map: two. Matching value: 2 Key in map: three. Matching value: 3



Also see the section on the Maps for more examples on how to iterate over maps.
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1.5.6 each The each method is used to execute a closure for each item in a collection or array: def theList = [] theList << "One" << "Two" << "Three" println "The list contains: $theList" theList.each { println "Item in the list: $it" }



Output: The list contains: ["One", "Two", "Three"] Item in the list: One Item in the list: Two Item in the list: Three



1.5.7 eachWithIndex Similar to the each method described above, eachWithIndex causes execution of the loop body for each item in a collection or array. In addition to the item from the collection or array, it also makes an index available: def theList = [] theList << "One" << "Two" << "Three" println "The list contains: $theList" theList.eachWithIndex() { theItem, theIndex -> println "${theIndex}. $theItem" }



Output: The list contains: ["One", "Two", "Three"] 0. One 1. Two 2. Three
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1.5.8 while While while, in most cases, behaves like in Java, it is also possible to use conditional statements specific to Groovy as described above. Thus, we can, for example, write code like this: testWhileStringNotEmpty() testWhileNotZero() def testWhileStringNotEmpty() { def theString = "abcdefg" while (theString = theString.substring(0, theString.length() - 1)) { print "'$theString', " } println "" } def testWhileNotZero() { def theNum = 10 while (theNum--) { print "$theNum, " } println "" }



Output: 'abcdef', 'abcde', 'abcd', 'abc', 'ab', 'a', 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0,



Note that Groovy does not support the do-while construct.



1.5.9 Breaking Out of an Iteration As of writing this document, the only iterations that can be broken out of, that is, terminated before the iteration has reached its end, is times, collect and collectAll. Breaking out of an iteration that supports this is done by setting the directive of the closure, as shown in the following example program. As a contrast, an example of a regular while-loop that is terminated with a break is also shown. println "The times iteration example:" 5.times { /* * Note that setting the closure directive to DONE will * not affect the current invocation of the closure. * The directive will not be examined until the closure has * finished executing. * * Setting the directive of a closure only affects the following * loop constructs: times, collect, collectAll */ if (it == 3) { println " Trying to break out of the times loop" setDirective(Closure.DONE) } println " Iterating in the times loop: $it" } /* * Note that collect treats the array as one item and the fact * that it contains the number 3 will not cause the iteration to * be terminated. */ println "The collect iteration example:" [0, [1, 3], 1, 2, 3, 4].collect
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{ if (it == 3) { println " Trying to break out of the collect loop" setDirective(Closure.DONE) } println " Iterating in the collect loop: $it" } println "The collectAll iteration example:" [0, [1, 3], 1, 2, 3, 4].collectAll { if (it == 3) { println " Trying to break out of the collectAll loop" setDirective(Closure.DONE) } println " Iterating in the collectAll loop: $it" } println "The while iteration example:" def x = 0 while (x < 5) { if (x == 2) { println " Trying to break out of the while loop" break } println " Iterating in the while loop: ${x++}" }



Output: The times iteration example: Iterating in the times loop: 0 Iterating in the times loop: 1 Iterating in the times loop: 2 Trying to break out of the times loop Iterating in the times loop: 3 The collect iteration example: Iterating in the collect loop: 0 Iterating in the collect loop: [1, 3] Iterating in the collect loop: 1 Iterating in the collect loop: 2 Trying to break out of the collect loop Iterating in the collect loop: 3 The collectAll iteration example: Iterating in the collectAll loop: 0 Iterating in the collectAll loop: 1 Trying to break out of the collectAll loop Iterating in the collectAll loop: 3 The while iteration example: Iterating in the while loop: 0 Iterating in the while loop: 1 Trying to break out of the while loop



Note that: • The effect of calling setDirective does not affect the current execution of the closure, only subsequent ones. Thus the code after the setDirective call will still be executed for the current iteration. • Only the times, collect and collectAll iteration methods support setting the directive to Closure.DONE.
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1.6 Control Statements Control statements in Groovy are, to a large extent, very similar to those in Java.



1.6.1 if-else Apart from accepting Groovy conditional statements as described above, the if-else statements behave exactly as in Java.



1.6.2 The Conditional ?: Operator Apart from accepting Groovy conditional statements as described above, the behaviour of the ?: operator is the same as in Java.



1.6.3 switch In Groovy, the switch statement also works with enumerations, collections, ranges etc. In fact, anything that implements the isCase(Object) method can be used in a switch-case construct. Please refer to the documentation of java.lang.Object.isCase(Object) in the Groovy JDK API specification for more details. Note that it is even possible to implement several isCase methods with different parameter types, like Integer, String etc., in order to implement different behaviour depending on the type of the parameter supplied in the switch statement. 1.6.3.1 Enumerations in case Statements



The focus of the first example is using switch with enumerations, but it also shows how collections and ranges can be used in case statements. package com.ivan doEnumsAndSwitch() enum MyNumbers { ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, FIVE, SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT, NINE, TEN } def doEnumsAndSwitch() { enumsAndSwitch(MyNumbers.THREE) enumsAndSwitch(MyNumbers.TWO) enumsAndSwitch(MyNumbers.SEVEN) enumsAndSwitch(MyNumbers.NINE) } def enumsAndSwitch(theNum) { switch (theNum) { /* Match items in an array. */ case [MyNumbers.TWO, MyNumbers.FOUR]: println "The number is two or four: $theNum" break /* Match a range. */ case MyNumbers.FIVE..MyNumbers.EIGHT: println "The number is in the range five to eight: $theNum" break /* Match one single item. */ case MyNumbers.NINE: println "The number is nine: $theNum" break
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default: println "I don't know this number: $theNum" break } }



Output: I don't know this number: THREE The number is two or four: TWO The number is in the range five to eight: SEVEN The number is nine: NINE



1.6.3.2 Regular Expressions in case Statements



The following example shows how regular expressions can be used in case statements: switch("aqwerta") { case ~/a.*a/: println "I got a string matching a regular expression." }



Output: I got a string matching a regular expression.



Note that: • The pattern operator (~) prefixes the string containing the regular expression that, if matched, will cause the case statement to be executed. • For further details on matching text patterns, see the section The Pattern Operator. 1.6.3.3 Ranges in case Statements



The following example shows how ranges, in this case a range of numbers, can be used in case statements: switch(3) { case 1..9: println "In the range 1 default: println "Not in the range } switch(10) { case 1..9: println "In the range 1 default: println "Not in the range }



to 9"; break 1 to 9"



to 9"; break 1 to 9"



Output: In the range 1 to 9 Not in the range 1 to 9
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1.6.3.4 Lists in case Statements



The following example shows how lists, in this case a list of numbers, can be used in case statements: switch(3) { case [10, 12, 14]: println "I got 10, 12 default: println "Not one of the numbers } switch(10) { case [10, 12, 14]: println "I got 10, 12 default: println "Not one of the numbers }



or 14"; break in the list"



or 14"; break in the list"



Output: Not one of the numbers in the list I got 10, 12 or 14



1.6.3.5 Types in case Statements



The case statements can also match the type of the parameter of the switch statement, as seen in this example: switch(3) { case Float: println "I got a case Integer: println "I got default: println "Not a type } switch(10.0f) { case Float: println "I got a case Integer: println "I got default: println "Not a type }



Float type"; break an Integer type"; break I recognize"



Float type"; break an Integer type"; break I recognize"



Output: I got an Integer type I got a Float type



1.6.3.6 Closures in case Statements



The case statements can also contain closures, described below, which are pieces of code. This is a powerful feature that even allows us to pass multiple parameters in the switch statement, as seen in the following example: switch(3) { case {(it / 2) >= 20}: println "I got something that caused a closure to evaluate true"; break default: println "Not something I recognize" } switch(41.0f) { case {(it / 2) >= 20}: println "The number divided by 2 > 20"; break default: println "Not something I recognize" } switch([3, 2]) { case { i, j -> i > j}: println "Got a pair of numbers which i > j"; break default: println "Not something I recognize" }
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Output: Not something I recognize The number divided by 2 > 20 Got a pair of numbers which i > j



Note that: • The closure can take many parameters, in which case the parameter to the switch statement must be a list containing the proper number of items. • Care must be taken when passing parameters to a switch statement that has case statements containing closures so that error does not occur due to type problems. For instance, if we were to pass a string as a parameter to the switch statement, the division in the closure would cause an exception to be thrown. This due to the String class not containing a div() method implementing division for strings.
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1.7 Classes In this section we'll look at how classes and different parts of classes, such as methods, instance variables and class variables, are defined.



1.7.1 Defining Classes Groovy allows for classes to be defined in files that do not match the name of the class. For example, the code below, residing in the file ClassDefinition.groovy, will cause two classes to appear in the binary package; ClassDefinition and TestClassDef. TestClassDef theTest = new TestClassDef() theTest.setMessage("White Zombie") println "The Test instance: $theTest" public class TestClassDef { def message String toString() { message.toString() } }



Note that: • The class TestClassDef is not an inner class of ClassDefinition. • If there are two classes TestClassDef in the same package, residing in two different files, but having the same names then there will be a conflict and the last compiled TestClassDef class will be the one that prevails. • It is a good idea to have one class per source-code file and give the file the same name as the class, even though this is not required. This in order to avoid confusion and errors.



1.7.2 Methods In this section methods in Groovy classes will be examined, as well as parameters and return values of methods. Methods in Groovy classes can be defined in the same way as Java methods, but I'll focus on the additional features added by Groovy. 1.7.2.1 Class Methods



This example shows how to add and invoke a class method, sometimes referred to as a static method, in a Groovy class: package com.ivan sayHelloStatic() def static sayHelloStatic() { println "Hello Static World!" }



Groovy classes are, by default , public.
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1.7.2.2 Instance Methods



The second example shows how to add and invoke an instance method in a Groovy class: package com.ivan sayHello() def sayHello() { println "Hello World!" }



Notice that we did not need to instantiate the class in order to invoke the method. Using the technique shown in the section List All Methods of a Class below on a class containing both the static and the non-static method, we can verify that the above methods are indeed static respective non-static, as seen in the following output: Output: ... A method: public java.lang.Object com.ivan.HelloWorld1.sayHello() A method: public static java.lang.Object com.ivan.HelloWorld1.sayHelloStatic () ...



Groovy methods are, by default, public and, if no return type is declared, returns the type java.lang.Object. If we define the class explicitly, then we need to add a main method and create an instance of the class before we can invoke any instance methods: package com.ivan class HelloWorld2 { def sayHello() { println "Hello World!" } static void main(def args) { def theInstance = new HelloWorld2() def theResult = theInstance.sayHello() println "Result: $theResult" } }
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1.7.2.3 Return Values



When running the above program, we see that the result returned by the sayHello method is null. Groovy makes the return statement optional. If left out, the value returned is the result of the last statement in the method. The println statement does not return any value so why is the return value of the sayHello method null? If the last statement of a method has a return value of the type void, then the method will return null. If the above program is modified to include an additional statement in the sayHello method, another result is obtained: package com.ivan class HelloWorld2 { def sayHello() { println "Hello World!" 15.next() } static void main(def args) { def theInstance = new HelloWorld2() def theResult = theInstance.sayHello() println "Result: $theResult" } }



Output: Hello World! Result: 16
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1.7.2.4 Parameters



This section describes features related to method parameters in Groovy. 1.7.2.4.1 Variable Number of Parameters



In the same way as Java SE 5 and later, Groovy allows for variable number of parameters to a method: package com.ivan def sumNumbers(int...inNumbers) { def theSum = 0 inNumbers.each() { theSum += it } theSum } def sumNumbers2(int[] inNumbers) { def theSum = 0 inNumbers.each() { theSum += it } theSum } def concatStringsWithPrefix(def inPrefix, String[] inStrings) { inPrefix + ":" + inStrings.join('-') } def theSum = sumNumbers(1, 2, 3, 4) println "The sum of integers 1 to 4 is $theSum" theSum = sumNumbers2(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) println "The sum of integers 1 to 5 is $theSum" theSum = sumNumbers() println "The sum of no integers is $theSum" def thePrefixedString = concatStringsWithPrefix("Prefix", "foo", "bar", "batz") println "The prefixed string is $thePrefixedString"



Note that: •



When using variable number of parameters, the parameter in question can occur zero or more times. See the invocations of the sumNumbers method.



•



When using a variable number of parameters, the parameter(s) must be typed. That is, we cannot define the parameter array using def.



•



When using a variable number of parameters, the parameter array must be the last parameter of the method and cannot be followed by any additional parameters – see the concatStringsWithPrefix method.



•



As in Java, there are two ways of indicating that a parameter can occur zero or more times. Either use the array notation [] or three dots after the parameter type – see the sumNumbers and sumNumbers2 methods.
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1.7.2.4.2 Exploding a List as Parameters



When invoking a method taking a number of parameters Groovy allows for exploding a list, that is the first element in the list becomes the first parameter to the method etc. for all elements in the list. This is accomplished by using the spread operator(*), as in the following example: def myMethod(inParam1, inParam2, inParam3) { println "Param 1: $inParam1" println "Param 2: $inParam2" println "Param 3: $inParam3" } def theList = ["foo", "bar", "foobar"] myMethod(*theList)



Output: Param 1: foo Param 2: bar Param 3: foobar



Note that: • The number of items in the list must be the same as the number of parameters of the method that is to be invoked. • The spread operator (*) prefixes the list in the method call.
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1.7.2.4.3 Parameters with Default Values



Groovy allows for assigning default values to method parameters. When the method is used and no value provided for the parameter, it will be assigned the default value. package com.ivan def sayHello(def inGreeting = "Hello", def inName = "Anonymous") { "$inGreeting, $inName" } println sayHello() println sayHello("Greetings") println sayHello("Greetings", "Tall Handsome Stranger")



Note that: •



If multiple parameters with default values exist in a method and we wish to give a value for, say, the third parameter, then values for the first and the second parameters must also be supplied.



1.7.2.4.4 Named Parameters



Groovy allows for the passing of named parameters to a method. The parameter names and the corresponding values will be inserted into a map. The map must be the first parameter of the method, except when supplying values for properties to a default constructor which we will see in the next section. Here is an example of a method that will accept named parameters as well as regular parameters: package com.ivan def methodOne(def inParamsMap, boolean inPrintType, int inCount) { println "Params map: $inParamsMap, type: ${inParamsMap.getClass()}" println "Print type boolean: $inPrintType, type: ${inPrintType.getClass()}" println "Count parameter: $inCount, type: ${inCount.getClass()}" inParamsMap.each() { print "Key: ${it.key}, key type: ${it.key.getClass()}" println " - Value: ${it.value}, value type: ${it.value.getClass()}" } } println "Welcome to Named Parameters!" methodOne(one:1, two:"2", "sixtyfive":123, true, 10) println "-" methodOne([:], false, 5)



Output: Welcome to Named Parameters! Params map: ["one":1, "two":"2", "sixtyfive":123], type: class java.util.LinkedHashMap Print type boolean: true, type: class java.lang.Boolean Count parameter: 10, type: class java.lang.Integer Key: one, key type: class java.lang.String - Value: 1, value type: class java.lang.Integer Key: two, key type: class java.lang.String - Value: 2, value type: class java.lang.String Key: sixtyfive, key type: class java.lang.String - Value: 123, value type: class java.lang.Integer Params map: [:], type: class java.util.LinkedHashMap Print type boolean: false, type: class java.lang.Boolean Count parameter: 5, type: class java.lang.Integer
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Note that: •



Regardless of whether parameter names are quoted or not, they are inserted as strings in the parameters map.



•



If there are no named parameters, then an empty map or collection must be passed to the method accepting named parameters.



•



Values can be held in different kinds of objects. In the above example there are String and Integer value objects.



A special case of named parameters occur with default constructors: 1.7.2.4.5 Named Parameters in Constructors



Even though a constructor does not have any parameters we can use named parameters to set the properties of the instance being created: package com.ivan public class ConstructorExample { def firstName = "[no first name]" def lastName = "[no last name]" def age = 0 def ConstructorExample() { println "Constructor called!" firstName = "[first name not set]" } def String toString() { "My name is $firstName $lastName and I am $age years old" } static void main(def args) { def theInstance = new ConstructorExample( firstName:"Steven", lastName:"Serafine", age:39) println "The instance with parameters: $theInstance" theInstance = new ConstructorExample() println "The instance without parameters: $theInstance" } }



Output: Constructor called! The instance with parameters: My name is Steven Serafine and I am 39 years old Constructor called! The instance without parameters: My name is [first name not set] [no last name] and I am 0 years old
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1.7.2.4.6 Optional Parentheses Around Method Arguments



Groovy allows for omitting the parentheses around method arguments, as can be seen in the example below. Please refer to the Groovy language specification for details. For the sake of clarity and unambiguity, parentheses are always used around method arguments in this document, except in this example. def theList = ["Johnny", "Jimmy", "James", "Jean"] Collections.sort theList println "The sorted list: $theList"



Output: The sorted list: [James, Jean, Jimmy, Johnny]



1.7.2.4.7 Dynamic Method Lookup Depending on Parameters



When a class contains multiple methods with the same name that takes the same number of parameters, Java uses the static type(s) of the variable(s) passed as parameter(s) to determine which of the methods to invoke. Groovy, on the other hand, determines the type(s) of the variable(s) at runtime and then selects the appropriate method to invoke, as shown in the following example program: /* Two variables, one untyped and one typed. */ def theData = 1 Object theObject = "test" /* Supply an Integer in an untyped variable. */ print "Parameter type: ${theData.class}: " doSomething(theData) /* Supply a string in an Object variable. */ print "Parameter type: ${theObject.class}: " doSomething(theObject) /* Supply a BigDecimal in an Object variable. */ theObject = 1.0 print "Parameter type: ${theObject.class}: " doSomething(theObject) /* Supply a Float in an Object variable. */ theObject = 1.0f print "Parameter type: ${theObject.class}: " doSomething(theObject) /* Supply a String in an untyped variable. */ theData = "data string" print "Parameter type: ${theData.class}: " doSomething(theData) /* Method invoked for String parameters. */ def doSomething(String inString) { println "String: $inString" } /* Method invoked for Integer parameters. */ def doSomething(Integer inNumber) { println "Integer: $inNumber" } /* Method invoked for Float parameters. */ def doSomething(Float inFloatNumber) { println "Float: $inFloatNumber" } /* Method invoked for other types that is not matched by other methods. */
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def doSomething(def inSomething) { println "Something: $inSomething" }



Output: Parameter Parameter Parameter Parameter Parameter



type: type: type: type: type:



class class class class class



java.lang.Integer: Integer: 1 java.lang.String: String: test java.math.BigDecimal: Something: 1.0 java.lang.Float: Float: 1.0 java.lang.String: String: data string



Note that: • Groovy will try to find the most specialized method for the parameter(s) in question. Example: In the above program, if the parameter is of the type Integer then the method that prints “Integer: “ and the number will be invoked, despite there being a method that accepts any type of parameter. 1.7.2.5 Automatically Generated Getter and Setter Methods



Groovy automatically generates getter and setter methods for certain instance fields. The final keyword also has slightly different semantics, compared to Java. The following example program defines a number of fields with different visibility accessors etc. and then uses a slightly modified version of the program from the sections List All Methods of a Class to list the methods of the instance. public class Person { /* Both a getter and a setter generated. */ String firstName /* Neither getter nor setter method generated. */ public String lastName /* Neither getter nor setter method generated. */ private String address /* Neither getter nor setter method generated. */ protected int age /* Both a getter and a setter generated. */ def zipcode /* Only a getter method generated. */ final String sex def Person(def inSex) { sex = inSex } def tryChangingSex() { /* Final properties can be changed from within the class. */ sex = "female" } public static void main(String[] args) { Person theInstance = new Person("male") /* List all getter and setter methods of the object. */ theInstance.getMetaClass().getMethods().each() { def theMethodName = it.getName() if (theMethodName ==~ /\b[gs]et\w*/) { println "A method: $theMethodName" } } /* * Try changing the final property in the object by invoking
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* a method that changes it for us. * Cannot change it externally, since there is no setter method. */ println "Sex in the instance is: ${theInstance.sex}" theInstance.tryChangingSex() println "Sex in the instance is: ${theInstance.sex}" /* Different ways of modifying a field with a setter method. */ theInstance.setFirstName("Bob") println "The first name is: ${theInstance.firstName}" theInstance.firstName = "Patric" println "The first name is: ${theInstance.firstName}" } }



Output: A method: getClass A method: getFirstName A method: getMetaClass A method: getProperty A method: getSex A method: getZipcode A method: setFirstName A method: setMetaClass A method: setProperty A method: setZipcode Sex in the instance is: male Sex in the instance is: female The first name is: Bob The first name is: Patric



The observations that can be made are similar to those made in the section Instance Fields below this section also goes into deeper detail concerning instance fields. Note that: •



If a field is defined with an accessibility keyword, such as private, protected or public, no getter or setter methods are generated for the field in question.



•



If an instance field is declared as final, then it can be modified from within the class that contains it, but no setter method will be generated – only a getter method (provided that the field was not defined with an accessibility keyword, in which case neither getter nor setter methods will be generated).



•



An instance field with a (generated) getter method can be retrieved using the dot-operator and the name of the field. Example: thePersonSex = theInstance.sex



•



An instance field with a (generated) setter method can be modified using the dot-operator and the name of the field. Example: theInstance.firstName = "Patric"
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1.7.3 Constants Constants are defined like in the following example: public class Constants { private static final int MY_CONSTANT = 1 static private final int MY_CONSTANT2 = 2 def static final ANOTHER_CONSTANT = "test" def final static ANOTHER_CONSTANT2 = 12.78 static final def ANOTHER_CONSTANT3 = 1239 protected final static STRING_CONSTANT public final static int PUBLIC_CONSTANT = 456; def public final static PUBLIC_CONSTANT2 = 890; static void main(def args) { println "Constants in Groovy Classes" def theInstance = new Constants() println "Fields:" theInstance.getClass().declaredFields.each() { println "A field: $it" } println "Methods:" theInstance.getMetaClass().getMethods().each() { println "A method: $it" } } }



Output(output has been edited to conserve space and colours applied afterwards to clarify connections between constants and getter methods): Constants in Groovy Classes Fields: A field: private static final int com.ivan.Constants.MY_CONSTANT A field: private static final int com.ivan.Constants.MY_CONSTANT2 A field: private static final java.lang.Object com.ivan.Constants.ANOTHER_CONSTANT A field: private static final java.lang.Object com.ivan.Constants.ANOTHER_CONSTANT2 A field: private static final java.lang.Object com.ivan.Constants.ANOTHER_CONSTANT3 A field: protected static final java.lang.Object com.ivan.Constants.STRING_CONSTANT A field: public static final int com.ivan.Constants.PUBLIC_CONSTANT A field: public static final java.lang.Object com.ivan.Constants.PUBLIC_CONSTANT2 ... Methods: ... A method: public static final java.lang.Object com.ivan.Constants.getANOTHER_CONSTANT() A method: public static final java.lang.Object com.ivan.Constants.getANOTHER_CONSTANT2() A method: public static final java.lang.Object com.ivan.Constants.getANOTHER_CONSTANT3() ...



Note that: •



The ordering of the keywords static, final, def and any visibility modifier keywords is not significant.



•



The keyword def does not have to be used when defining constants.



•



Constants are private by default.



•



If a constant is defined with an accessibility keyword, such as private, protected or public, no getter method is generated for the constant in question.
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1.7.4 Class Fields Class fields, also called static fields, can be defined like in the following example: package com.ivan public class StaticFields { def static statData protected static String statString static def Integer statInt public static def moreStatData static void main(def args) { println "Static Fields in Groovy Classes" def theInstance = new StaticFields() println "Fields:" theInstance.getClass().declaredFields.each() { println "A field: $it" } println "Methods:" theInstance.getMetaClass().getMethods().each() { println "A method: $it" } } }



Output (output has been edited to conserve space and colours applied afterwards to clarify connections between static fields and getter/setter methods): Static Fields in Groovy Classes Fields: A field: private static java.lang.Object com.ivan.StaticFields.statData A field: protected static java.lang.String com.ivan.StaticFields.statString A field: private static java.lang.Integer com.ivan.StaticFields.statInt A field: public static java.lang.Object com.ivan.StaticFields.moreStatData ... Methods: ... A method: A method: ... A method: A method:



public static java.lang.Object com.ivan.StaticFields.getStatData() public static java.lang.Integer com.ivan.StaticFields.getStatInt() public static void com.ivan.StaticFields.setStatData(java.lang.Object) public static void com.ivan.StaticFields.setStatInt(java.lang.Integer)



Note that: •



Supplying a type when defining a class field is optional. Compare the statData and the statString fields.



•



The order of def and static does not matter.



•



If a class field is defined with a type, then the def is optional.



•



If a class field is defined with an accessibility keyword, such as private, protected or public, no getter method is generated for the class field in question.
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1.7.5 Instance Fields The following example program shows how to use instance fields: package com.ivan public class InstanceVariables { def firstName1 = "Ivan" def firstName2 String lastName1 = "Krizsan" String lastName2 private int age1 = 39 private int age2 private def income1 = "123,456,789" private def income2 public def car1 = "Cadillac" public def car2 protected def address1 = "Home" protected def address2 def final number = 10 def incNumber() { number++ } static void main(def args) { println "Hello World!" def theInstance = new InstanceVariables() println "Fields:" theInstance.getClass().getDeclaredFields().each() { println "A field: $it" } println "\nMethods:" theInstance.getClass().getDeclaredMethods().each() { println "A method: $it" } println "\nInstance variable number is: ${theInstance.number}" theInstance.incNumber() println "Instance variable number is: ${theInstance.number}" } }



Using the programs in the sections List All Methods of a Class and List All Fields of a Class (included in the above listing), we obtain the following output (output has been edited to conserve space and colours applied afterwards to clarify connections between fields and getter/setter methods): Fields: A field: private java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.firstName1 A field: private java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.firstName2 A field: private java.lang.String com.ivan.InstanceVariables.lastName1 A field: private java.lang.String com.ivan.InstanceVariables.lastName2 A field: private int com.ivan.InstanceVariables.age1 A field: private int com.ivan.InstanceVariables.age2 A field: private java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.income1 A field: private java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.income2 A field: public java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.car1 A field: public java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.car2 A field: protected java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.address1 A field: protected java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.address2 A field: private final java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.number A field: transient groovy.lang.MetaClass com.ivan.InstanceVariables.metaClass A field: public static java.lang.Long com.ivan.InstanceVariables.__timeStamp A field: public static java.lang.Long com.ivan.InstanceVariables.__timeStamp__239_neverHappen1251449854094
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A field: static java.lang.Class com.ivan.InstanceVariables.class$groovy$lang$MetaClass A field: static java.lang.Class com.ivan.InstanceVariables.class$java$lang$String A field: static java.lang.Class com.ivan.InstanceVariables.class$org$codehaus$groovy$runtime$ScriptBytecodeAdapter A field: static java.lang.Class com.ivan.InstanceVariables.class$0 Methods: ... A method: ... A method: ... A method: A method: A method: A method: A method: A method: A method: A method: ...



public final java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.getNumber() public java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.incNumber() public public public public public public public public



java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.getFirstName1() void com.ivan.InstanceVariables.setFirstName1(java.lang.Object) java.lang.Object com.ivan.InstanceVariables.getFirstName2() void com.ivan.InstanceVariables.setFirstName2(java.lang.Object) java.lang.String com.ivan.InstanceVariables.getLastName1() void com.ivan.InstanceVariables.setLastName1(java.lang.String) java.lang.String com.ivan.InstanceVariables.getLastName2() void com.ivan.InstanceVariables.setLastName2(java.lang.String)



Instance field number is: 10 Instance field number is: 11



Note that: •



Supplying a type when defining a field is optional. Compare the firstName2 and the lastName1 fields.



•



If the field is defined with a type, such as String or int, then the def is optional.



• •



Untyped instance fields will be of the java.lang.Object type. Instance fields are private by default. See, for instance, the firstName1 field.



•



Getter and setter methods are automatically generated for some fields. See, for instance, the lastName2 field.



•



If a field is defined with an accessibility keyword, such as private, protected or public, no getter or setter methods are generated for the field in question. In Groovy literature, fields without accessibility keywords are called properties. See, for instance, the address2 field.



•



If an instance field is declared as final, then it can be modified from within the class that contains it, but there will be no automatically generated setter method – only a getter method (provided that the field was not defined with an accessibility keyword, in which case neither getter nor setter methods will be generated).
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1.7.5.1 Accessing Instance Fields



There are three different ways of accessing instance fields; either by using getter and setter methods, by using the dot-operator or by using the subscript operator ([]). class PersonBean { def firstName def lastName def age } def thePerson = new PersonBean(firstName:"Johnny", lastName:"Doe", age:27) println "First name: ${thePerson.getFirstName()}" println "Last name: ${thePerson.lastName}" println "Age: ${thePerson['age']}"



Output: First name: Johnny Last name: Doe Age: 27



Note that: •



Accessing a field using a getter method requires that there is a getter method for the field in question, either generated or explicitly implemented. For details on generated getter and setter methods, see the section Instance Fields above.



•



Accessing a field using the dot-operator will invoke the getProperty method on the object in question. This method is generated by Groovy.



•



Accessing a field using the subscript operator ([]) will invoke the getAt method on the object in question. This method is added to the java.lang.Object class by Groovy.



1.7.5.2 Bug Accessing Private Fields



As of writing this document (February, 2010), there is a bug in Groovy that allows for access of private instance fields. The following example program manifests the bug: class MyClass { private String name } class FieldAccess { public static void main(String[] arg) { def theInstance = new MyClass(name:"John") println "The name in the instance: ${theInstance.name}" } }



Reference: http://jira.codehaus.org/browse/GROOVY-1875
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1.7.6 Local Variables The following example program shows use of method-local variables. Defining untyped variables using def is not typical to local variables, as we have seen. def theVar1 int theVar2 println "The first variable is a ${theVar1.getClass()} and contains $theVar1" println "The second variable is a ${theVar2.getClass()} and contains $theVar2" theVar1 = "A string" theVar2 = 123 println "The first variable is a ${theVar1.getClass()} and contains $theVar1" println "The second variable is a ${theVar2.getClass()} and contains $theVar2" theVar1 = new Date() println "The first variable is a ${theVar1.getClass()} and contains $theVar1"



Output: The The The The The



first variable is a class org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.NullObject and contains null second variable is a class org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.NullObject and contains null first variable is a class java.lang.String and contains A string second variable is a class java.lang.Integer and contains 123 first variable is a class java.util.Date and contains Mon Sep 07 20:45:23 CST 2009



Note that: • Local variables are initialized with an instance of a NullObject.
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1.8 Exception Handling The following example program highlights some of the particularities related to exception handling in Groovy: package com.ivan doExceptionExample() def doExceptionExample() { /* * When catching checked exceptions, no exception * type needs to be specified. * This also holds for exception types having the * parent type Exception, such as RuntimeException. */ try { throw new Exception("I am thrown off the table") } catch (theException) { println "First catch-block: $theException" } /* * If we want to catch an unchecked exception that does not * inherit from Exception, we need to specify an exception * type in the catch clause. */ try { throw new Error("I am thrown in anger") } catch (theException) { println "Second catch-block: $theException" } catch (Throwable theException) { println "Third catch-block: $theException" } /* * Note that RuntimeExceptions are caught even though the * exception type is not specified. * Exceptions of the type Exception and all its subclasses * will be caught even if no exception type is specified. */ try { throw new RuntimeException("I am not so dangerous") } catch (theException) { println "Fourth catch-block: $theException" } }



Output: First catch-block: java.lang.Exception: I am thrown off the table Third catch-block: java.lang.Error: I am thrown in anger Fourth catch-block: java.lang.RuntimeException: I am not so dangerous
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1.9 Reflection 1.9.1 List All Methods of a Class As we have seen on several occasions, the methods of a Groovy class can be listed by the following piece of code: package com.ivan this.getMetaClass().getMethods().each() { println "A method: $it" }



Output (some output has been omitted to conserve space): ... A method: public groovy.lang.Binding groovy.lang.Script.getBinding() A method: public java.lang.Object groovy.lang.Script.getProperty(java.lang.String) A method: public java.lang.Object groovy.lang.Script.invokeMethod(java.lang.String,java.lang.Object) A method: public void groovy.lang.Script.print(java.lang.Object) A method: public void groovy.lang.Script.println() A method: public void groovy.lang.Script.println(java.lang.Object) A method: public abstract java.lang.Object groovy.lang.Script.run() A method: public void groovy.lang.Script.run(java.io.File,java.lang.String[]) throws org.codehaus.groovy.control.CompilationFailedException,java.io.IOException A method: public void groovy.lang.Script.setBinding(groovy.lang.Binding) A method: public void groovy.lang.Script.setProperty(java.lang.String,java.lang.Object) A method: public static void com.ivan.HelloWorld1.main(java.lang.String[]) A method: public java.lang.Object com.ivan.HelloWorld1.run()



Note that: • The class contains a main method: A method: public static void com.ivan.HelloWorld1.main(java.lang.String[])



•



The class contains a number of print and println methods: A method: public void groovy.lang.Script.print(java.lang.Object) A method: public void groovy.lang.Script.println() A method: public void groovy.lang.Script.println(java.lang.Object)
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1.9.2 List All Fields of a Class As we have seen on several occasions, the fields of a Groovy class can be listed by the following piece of code: package com.ivan public class GroovyBean { /* Constant(s): */ private static final int MY_CONSTANT = 1; def static final ANOTHER_CONSTANT = "test"; /* Class variable(s): */ def static statData static String statString static def Integer statInt public static def moreStatData /* Instance variable(s): */ def String text protected Long number private Integer intNum double decimalNum = 1.2 def data static void main(def args) { def theInstance = new GroovyBean() println "Fields:" theInstance.getClass().declaredFields.each() { println "A field: $it" } } }



Output (an empty line was inserted to separate the fields we defined from the other fields of the class): A A A A A A A A A A A



field: field: field: field: field: field: field: field: field: field: field:



private static final int com.ivan.GroovyBean.MY_CONSTANT private static final java.lang.Object com.ivan.GroovyBean.ANOTHER_CONSTANT private static java.lang.Object com.ivan.GroovyBean.statData private static java.lang.String com.ivan.GroovyBean.statString private static java.lang.Integer com.ivan.GroovyBean.statInt public static java.lang.Object com.ivan.GroovyBean.moreStatData private java.lang.String com.ivan.GroovyBean.text protected java.lang.Long com.ivan.GroovyBean.number private java.lang.Integer com.ivan.GroovyBean.intNum private double com.ivan.GroovyBean.decimalNum private java.lang.Object com.ivan.GroovyBean.data



A field: transient groovy.lang.MetaClass com.ivan.GroovyBean.metaClass A field: public static java.lang.Long com.ivan.GroovyBean.__timeStamp A field: public static java.lang.Long com.ivan.GroovyBean.__timeStamp__239_neverHappen1251357988028 A field: static java.lang.Class com.ivan.GroovyBean.class$java$lang$Integer A field: static java.lang.Class com.ivan.GroovyBean.class$groovy$lang$MetaClass A field: static java.lang.Class com.ivan.GroovyBean.class$java$lang$String A field: static java.lang.Class com.ivan.GroovyBean.class$java$lang$Double A field: static java.lang.Class com.ivan.GroovyBean.class$org$codehaus$groovy$runtime$ScriptBytecodeAdapter A field: static java.lang.Class com.ivan.GroovyBean.class$0
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2 More Advanced Groovy In this section we will have a look at some more advanced Groovy features.



2.1 Evaluating Groovy Scripts at Runtime With he Groovy JAR on the class path, we can use the Java scripting language support to evaluate Groovy scripts at runtime: import javax.script.* /* * Get the script engine manager that aids in discovery and creation * of script engines for different scripting languages. */ def theScriptEngineMgr = new ScriptEngineManager() /* Retrieve the Groovy scripting engine. */ def theScriptEngine = theScriptEngineMgr.getEngineByName("groovy") /* Evaluate a Groovy script. */ def theResult = theScriptEngine.eval("5.times { println it }") println "The script result: $theResult"



Output: 0 1 2 3 4 The script result: null



Note that: • Output from the script is not part of the result returned by the scripting engine. Instead, the result is the result of the last statement in the script. • The Groovy JAR must be on the class path, in to be able to evaluate Groovy scripts.
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2.2 Closures Closures have been used at multiple occasions in this document, without going into further detail about what a closure is. In short, a closure is a an instance of a class inheriting from groovy.lang.Closure which encapsulates a piece of code. A closure can also, as will be shown, take parameters and access variables from its surrounding scope.



2.2.1 Creating Closures A closure is created by: • Surrounding a block of code with { and } and supplying the block as a parameter to a method call. • Assigning a block of code surrounded by { and } as the value of a variable. • Currying an existing closure. • Create a closure that invokes a method on an object. 2.2.1.1 As a Parameter to a Method



What to Java programmers looks like the code of a loop is in, for example, the following cases a closure that is supplied as a parameter to a method. /* The closure contains a statement that prints “Hello!”. */ 5.times { println "Hello!" } /* The closure contains a statement that prints “Hello again”. */ 5.times({ println "Hello again"} )



Output: Hello! Hello! Hello! Hello! Hello! Hello again Hello again Hello again Hello again Hello again



Note that: • The first closure, the one that prints “Hello!”, is on the form that has been used earlier, for instance when iterating. What happens is that the times method is invoked on the integer 5, taking the closure as a parameter – this even though the closure is not surrounded by parentheses. • The second closure, the one that prints “Hello again”, is enclosed by parentheses and it thus becomes more obvious that it is a parameter to the times method.
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2.2.1.2 Assigning to a Variable



A closure can be assigned as a value of a variable. /* The closure contains a statement that prints “I am a closure”. */ Closure theClosure = { println "I am a closure" }



Note that: • The closure, the one that prints “I am a closure”, is assigned to the variable theClosure. This variable can be passed around as any variable and the closure can be invoked an an arbitrary point in time. 2.2.1.3 Method Invoking Closure



Using a special operator, .&, it is possible to create a closure that will invoke a method on an instance of a class, a so called method closure. The following example program shows how method closures can be used. /* An instance of this class will be invoked by the method closure. */ public class Greeter { String greeting def Greeter(String inGreeting) { greeting = inGreeting } def greet(String inName) { println greeting.replaceAll("\\[name\\]", inName) } def greet2(String inGreeting, String inName) { println inGreeting.replaceAll("\\[name\\]", inName) } } /* * Create an instance to be invoked and use the .& operator * to create a method closure. */ def theInstance = new Greeter("Greetings, [name], how are you?") Closure theClosure = theInstance.&greet Closure theClosure2 = theInstance.&greet2 println "The closure2 type is: ${theClosure2.getClass()}" println "The closure2 invokes the method: ${theClosure2.getMethod()}" println "The closure2 takes ${theClosure2.getMaximumNumberOfParameters()} parameters" /* The closures may be used as any other closure. */ println "\nGreeting two times:" theClosure("Ivan") theInstance.&greet("Zebulon") theClosure2("Guten Tag [name]", "Ernst") /* Modify the greeting and greet each person in a list. */ println "\nGreeting people in a list:" theInstance.greeting = "Hello [name]!" ["Eddie", "Yngwie"].each(theClosure)
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Output: The closure2 type is: class org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.MethodClosure The closure2 invokes the method: greet2 The closure2 takes 2 parameters Greeting two times: Greetings, Ivan, how are you? Greetings, Zebulon, how are you? Guten Tag Ernst Greeting people in a list: Hello Eddie! Hello Yngwie!



Note that: • The closure is an instance of the class org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.MethodClosure. • The closure class contains an additional method, getMethod, with which the name of the method that the closure will invoke can be retrieved. • The closure will accept the same number of parameters as the method it is to invoke. • The .& operator is preceded by the instance on which the method is to be invoked and followed by the name of the method that is to be invoked. 2.2.1.4 With Zero or One Parameter



The following example shows how a closure, that does not take any parameters, assigned to a variable is created and invoked. Closure theClosure = { println "I am a closure" } Closure theClosure2 = { println "I am another closure: $it" } theClosure() theClosure.run() theClosure.call() theClosure2() theClosure2("test")



Output: I I I I I



am am am am am



a closure a closure a closure another closure: null another closure: test



Note that: • Invoking the run method on a closure does not allow for enclosing any parameters. • Despite not having declared any parameters, a closure still accept one parameter. • The name of the parameter to a closure that has not declared any parameters is “it”. • If no parameters are enclosed when invoking a closure which has no parameters declared, the default parameter “it” will have the value null.
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2.2.1.5 With More than One Parameter



A closure can take a number of parameters. Parameters can be untyped or typed. The following example shows an example of how to create and invoke a closure with parameters. Closure theClosure = { param1, int param2 -> println "I am a closure with parameters: $param1 and $param2" } println "Maximum number of parameters accepted by the closure: $ {theClosure.getMaximumNumberOfParameters()}" theClosure(1, 2) theClosure.call([5, 6])



Output: Maximum number of parameters accepted by the closure: 2 I am a closure with parameters: 1 and 2 I am a closure with parameters: 5 and 6



Note that: • The first closure parameter is untyped, the second is typed. • The closure can be invoked with the parameters in an array. The number of parameters is the number of items in the array. 2.2.1.6 Currying a Closure



Currying a closure is a process in which a new closure is created from an existing closure and values are assigned to one or more of the parameters of the existing closure. Thus, if the original closure has three parameters and two were assigned values when currying, the resulting closure will have one single parameter. Closure theClosure = { param1, int param2 -> println "I am a closure with parameters: $param1 and $param2" } println "Parameter count for theClosure: ${theClosure.getMaximumNumberOfParameters()}" /* Create a new closure by supplying the first parameter of the old closure. */ def theCurriedClosure = theClosure.curry(1) println "Parameter count for theCurriedClosure: $ {theCurriedClosure.getMaximumNumberOfParameters()}" /* Invoke the new closure. */ theCurriedClosure(2) theCurriedClosure(3)



Output: Parameter count for Parameter count for I am a closure with I am a closure with



theClosure: 2 theCurriedClosure: 1 parameters: 1 and 2 parameters: 1 and 3



Note that: • If all parameters are assigned values when currying, the result will be a new closure that do not accept any parameters. • Parameter values are assigned from left to right when currying.
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2.2.2 Retrieving Closure Information As can be seen in the groovy.lang.Closure class in the Groovy API, there are a number of methods that can be used to retrieve and set information in a closure. package com.ivan Closure theClosure = { println "I am a closure" } /* Examining the type and superclass of a closure. */ println "The type of a closure is: ${theClosure.getClass()}" println "The superclass of a closure is: ${theClosure.getClass().getSuperclass()}" /* Find information about a closure. */ println "\nDumping a closure: ${theClosure.dump()}" println "\nClosure delegate: ${theClosure.getDelegate()}" println "Closure resolve strategy: ${theClosure.getResolveStrategy()}" println "Closure directive: ${theClosure.getDirective()}" println "Maximum number of parameters to closure: $ {theClosure.getMaximumNumberOfParameters()}" println "Closure meta class: ${theClosure.getMetaClass()}" println "Closure owner: ${theClosure.getOwner()}" println "Closure parameter types: ${theClosure.getParameterTypes()}" println "Closure this object: ${theClosure.getThisObject()}" println "\nListing closure meta property values:" theClosure.getMetaPropertyValues().each { PropertyValue theProperty -> println " Property name: ${theProperty.getName()}, type: ${theProperty.getType()}, value: ${theProperty.getValue()}" }



Output: The type of a closure is: class com.ivan.TestClass$_run_closure1 The superclass of a closure is: class groovy.lang.Closure Dumping a closure:  Closure delegate: com.ivan.TestClass@20e183e9 Closure resolve strategy: 0 Closure directive: 0 Maximum number of parameters to closure: 1 Closure meta class: org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.HandleMetaClass@6b754699[org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.metacla ss.ClosureMetaClass@6b754699[class com.ivan.TestClass$_run_closure1]] Closure owner: com.ivan.TestClass@20e183e9 Closure parameter types: [class java.lang.Object] Closure this object: com.ivan.TestClass@20e183e9 Listing closure meta property values: Property name: directive, type: int, value: 0 Property name: resolveStrategy, type: int, value: 0 Property name: thisObject, type: class java.lang.Object, value: com.ivan.TestClass@20e183e9 Property name: parameterTypes, type: class [Ljava.lang.Class;, value: [class java.lang.Object] Property name: owner, type: class java.lang.Object, value: com.ivan.TestClass@20e183e9 Property name: class, type: class java.lang.Class, value: class com.ivan.TestClass$_run_closure1 Property name: maximumNumberOfParameters, type: int, value: 1 Property name: delegate, type: class java.lang.Object, value: com.ivan.TestClass@20e183e9 Property name: metaClass, type: interface groovy.lang.MetaClass, value: org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.HandleMetaClass@6b754699[org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.metac lass.ClosureMetaClass@6b754699[class com.ivan.TestClass$_run_closure1]]
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Note that: • The type of the closure is a regular class, not an inner class. • The superclass of the closure is groovy.lang.Closure. There are additional types of closures, as can be seen in the API documentation for groovy.lang.Closure, all being subclasses of groovy.lang.Closure. • The delegate object, to which setting and getting of properties may be delegated, is the instance in which the closure was created. • The closure resolve strategy, which decides how to resolve property references, is 0, meaning OWNER_FIRST. This means that the owner will first be inquired for a property and then, if the owner does not have the property in question, the delegate will be inquired. • The closure directive allows for premature termination, similar to break in Java, of certain iteration constructs. Please see the section Breaking Out of an Iteration above for details. • The maximum number of parameters a closure accepts can be retrieved using the getMaximumNumberOfParameters method on the closure. • The closure owner, usually an instance of the class in which the closure was created, can be retrieved using the method getOwner. The owner of a closure is the object to which method calls are delegated. • A list of the types of the parameter(s) a closure accepts can be retrieved using the getParameterTypes method on a closure. Some of these properties will be discussed in more detail in subsequent sections.



2.2.3 Invoking a Closure 2.2.3.1 With Zero or One Parameters



Please refer to the section on how to create closures with zero or one parameters above. 2.2.3.2 With More than One Parameter



Please refer to the section on how to create closures with more than one parameter above.
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2.2.4 Closure Access to the Surrounding World The world of a closure consists of, besides the closure itself, an owner and a delegate. The owner is the object that created the closure and it cannot be modified. The delegate can be modified using the setDelegate method of the closure. Its default value is the owner object. The following operations can be directed either to the owner or the delegate: • Retrieving property values. • Setting property values. • Invoking methods. The strategy that determines how to resolve properties and methods accessed from a closure is set using the setResolveStrategy method on the closure in question. The following strategies are available: Strategy Constant Description DELEGATE_FIRST



First try resolve the property/method in the delegate. If the delegate does not contain the property/method in question, then try resolving the property/method in the owner.



DELEGATE_ONLY



Try resolving the property/method in the delegate only. If the delegate does not contain the property/method in question, the request fails with an exception.



OWNER_FIRST



First try resolve the property/method in the owner. If the owner does not contain the property/method in question, then try resolving the property/method in the delegate. This is the default resolve strategy.



OWNER_ONLY



Try resolving the property/method in the owner only. If the owner does not contain the property/method in question, the request fails with an exception.



TO_SELF



Inquire the closure only. This is the normal behaviour for object instances.



The strategy constants are declared in the groovy.lang.Closure class. The following example program shows how the resolving mechanism work when retrieving properties and invoking methods on a closure. The code below was originally written in a file named TestClass.groovy. package com.ivan import groovy.lang.Closure; /* Delegate class containing a property. */ class MyClass { def myProperty = "property value from delegate" def anotherProperty = "another property value from delegate" def doStuff() { println "Method doStuff in MyClass was invoked" } } def doStuff() { println "Method doStuff in the owner was invoked" }
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/* Closure which delegate will be modified. */ Closure theClosure = { param1, int param2 -> println "I am a closure with parameters: $param1 and $param2" } /* Retrieve the current owner and delegate of the closure. */ println "Closure owner: ${theClosure.getOwner()}" println "Closure delegate: ${theClosure.getDelegate()}" println "Closure's resolve strategy: ${theClosure.getResolveStrategy()}" /* Create and set the closure delegate. */ def theDelegate = new MyClass() theClosure.setDelegate(theDelegate) println "Closure's new delegate: ${theClosure.getDelegate()}" /* * Set the directive which will be used when retrieving properties * from the closure. In this case, the owner will first be inquired * if it has the property. If this is not the case, then the delegate * will be inquired for the property value. */ theClosure.setResolveStrategy(Closure.OWNER_FIRST) /* Retrieve the property, first attempt. */ def theResult = theClosure.getProperty("myProperty") println "\nRetrieving property with OWNER_FIRST strategy and property in delegate: $theResult" print "Invoking the doStuff method on the closure: " theClosure.doStuff() /* Set the property in the closure's owner. */ setProperty("myProperty", "property value from the owner") /* Retrieve the property, second attempt. */ theResult = theClosure.getProperty("myProperty") println "\nRetrieving property with OWNER_FIRST strategy and property in delegate and owner: $theResult" /* * Tell the closure to inquire the delegate first when resolving * properties. */ theClosure.setResolveStrategy(Closure.DELEGATE_FIRST) /* Retrieve the property, third attempt. */ theResult = theClosure.getProperty("myProperty") println "\nRetrieving property with DELEGATE_FIRST strategy and property in delegate and owner: $theResult" print "Invoking the doStuff method on the closure: " theClosure.doStuff() /* * Try retrieve a property that is only present in the delegate * with strategy OWNER_ONLY set. */ theClosure.setResolveStrategy(Closure.OWNER_ONLY) println "\nTrying to resolve another property with OWNER_ONLY strategy and property in delegate only." theResult = theClosure.getProperty("anotherProperty")



Output: Closure owner: com.ivan.TestClass@68a0864f Closure delegate: com.ivan.TestClass@68a0864f Closure's resolve strategy: 0 Closure's new delegate: com.ivan.MyClass@58df0438 Retrieving property with OWNER_FIRST strategy and property in delegate: property value from delegate Invoking the doStuff method on the closure: Method doStuff in the owner was invoked Retrieving property with OWNER_FIRST strategy and property in delegate and owner: property value from the owner
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Retrieving property with DELEGATE_FIRST strategy and property in delegate and owner: property value from delegate Invoking the doStuff method on the closure: Method doStuff in MyClass was invoked Trying to resolve another property with OWNER_ONLY strategy and property in delegate only. Exception in thread "main" groovy.lang.MissingPropertyException: No such property: anotherProperty for class: com.ivan.TestClass ...



Note that: • The ability for a closure to delegate either to the owner or a delegate is what determines the scope on which a closure can act on. Compare this to the scope of inner classes in Java. For instance, invoke methods present in the owner or delegate, retrieve and modify properties belonging to the owner or delegate. • Initially, when a closure is created, the owner and delegate is one and the same object – the instance of the class which created the closure. • Initially, when a closure is created, the resolve strategy is OWNER_FIRST. • There are a number of constants available in the groovy.lang.Closure class that can be used as parameters to the setResolveStrategy method. See table above or the API documentation.
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2.3 Creating Objects Dynamically - Expando Groovy allows for dynamic creation of objects to which properties and closures can be added at runtime. This technique can be used when unit testing code to create mock objects. In the example below, we will look at creating dynamic objects using the groovy.util.Expando class. /* * Create the Expando, that is dynamic bean, that holds * info about Johnny and set its properties. */ def thePerson = new Expando(firstName:"Johnny", lastName:"Mnemonic", age:27) /* * Retrieve properties of the Johnny Expando. * Notice that no getter or setter methods are generated for an * Expando, so we must use either the dot-operator or the * subscript operator. */ println "First name: ${thePerson.firstName}" println "LastName: ${thePerson.lastName}" println "Age: ${thePerson['age']}" /* Add a closure to the Expando that will work like a method. */ thePerson.sayHello = { inYourName -> println "Hi $inYourName, my name is $firstName!" } /* * Listing all the fields of the Expando we notice that it * contains only one single field; a map. */ println "\nFields in the Person object:" thePerson.getClass().getDeclaredFields().each() { println " Field: $it" } println "Person properties map: ${thePerson.getProperties()}\n" /* Johnny says hello the first time. */ thePerson.sayHello("Ivan") /* * The clone method is not supported for Expando, but we can create * a copy by passing a copy of the properties from the first * Expando. * Note that if we do not make a copy of the properties, a change * in the first Expando will be reflected in the second Expando. */ def theSecondPerson = new Expando(thePerson.getProperties().clone()) theSecondPerson.firstName = "Elizabeth" theSecondPerson.lastName = "Frazer" theSecondPerson.age = 46 /* Elizabeth says hello. */ theSecondPerson.sayHello("Ivan") /* Johnny says hello again. */ thePerson.sayHello("Ivan")



Output: First name: Johnny LastName: Mnemonic Age: 27 Fields in the Person object: Field: private java.util.Map groovy.util.Expando.expandoProperties Person properties map: [firstName:Johnny, lastName:Mnemonic, age:27, sayHello:com.ivan.ExpandoExample$_run_closure1@7229c204] Hi Ivan, my name is Johnny! Hi Ivan, my name is Elizabeth! Hi Ivan, my name is Johnny!
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Note that: • Properties of an Expando can be supplied as named constructor parameters. • Properties of an Expando can be set and retrieved using the dot-operator or the subscript operator ([]). • No getter or setter methods are generated for properties of an Expando. • A property which value is a closure can be added to an Expando. This can be used as a method that can be invoked on the Expando instance. The name of the method will be the name of the property to which the closure was associated. • Fields and methods, that is: properties, that are dynamically added to an Expando cannot be discovered by reflection. Listing all the fields of an Expando, we see that it only contains one single field – a map. • An Expando can be cloned by retrieving its map of properties, making a copy of the map and supplying the copy as a parameter when creating the new Expando. Note that if two Expando instances are backed by the same properties map, then changing the properties of one Expando will be reflected in the other Expando. • An Expando, as presented in the above example, cannot imitate an object on which fields are retrieved and set using getter and setter methods.
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2.4 Interface Morphing In Groovy, a block of code or a map containing one or more closures can be coerced, morphed, to implement one or more interfaces.



2.4.1 Comparator Morphing and Morphing Mechanism In the first example a single closure will be coerced to implement one single interface containing a single method. We will also examine the mechanism used to implement morphing. def theList = ["Amoeba", "Bee", "Closure", "Duck", "We", "Fungus"] /* Sort the list in natural order. */ Collections.sort(theList) println "The sorted (natural ordering) list: $theList\n" /* * Sort the list using a custom comparator. * The comparator is created by coercing a closure to be of the type Comparator. * Note that we do not have to supply any method names. */ def theComp = { theParm1, theParm2 -> theParm1.size() - theParm2.size() } as Comparator /* * List the superclasses and interfaces of the coerced closure. * We can see that it is a proxy created using the Java reflection * proxy mechanism that implements the Comparable interface. */ println "Listing superclasses and interfaces of the comparator:" def theClass = theComp.getClass() while (theClass) { println " Class: $theClass" println " Interface(s): ${theClass.getInterfaces()}" theClass = theClass.getSuperclass() } /* Finally sort the list using the custom comparator. */ Collections.sort(theList, theComp) println "\nThe sorted (order by length) list: $theList\n"



Output: The sorted (natural ordering) list: [Amoeba, Bee, Closure, Duck, Fungus, We] Listing superclasses and interfaces of the comparator: Class: class $Proxy0 Interface(s): [interface java.util.Comparator] Class: class java.lang.reflect.Proxy Interface(s): [interface java.io.Serializable] Class: class java.lang.Object Interface(s): [] The sorted (order by length) list: [We, Bee, Duck, Amoeba, Fungus, Closure]



Note that: • To create an object that implements a certain interface, we supplied a closure and the name of the interface to the as operator. • The result of the as operator is an object, created using the Java proxy mechanism (the type of the object inherits from java.lang.reflect.Proxy), that implements the supplied interface. • The method sort in the class Collection to which the custom comparator is supplied is a class in the Java JDK, thus objects created with the interface morphing mechanism are seamlessly compatible with Java.
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2.4.2 Morphing an Interface with Multiple Methods To morph an interface with multiple methods, closures can be inserted in a map with the name of the method a closure is to implement as key. /* This is the interface we want to implement. */ interface Vehicle { void start() void stop() } /* Create the closures that implements the different methods. */ def theBikeStartClosure = { println "Getting on my bike!" } def theBikeStopClosure = { println "Hopping off my bike!" } /* Create the map containing the closures using method names as keys. */ def theMethodMap = ["start":theBikeStartClosure, "stop":theBikeStopClosure] /* Morph the map into becoming an object implementing the interface. */ Vehicle theBicycle = theMethodMap as Vehicle /* Use the morphed object. */ println "I am going to take a ride on my bike..." theBicycle.start() theBicycle.stop() println "It was a nice ride!" /* Create another vehicle implemented by one single closure. */ Vehicle thePerpeetumMobile = { println "I am running and running..." } as Vehicle println "\nTrying out the perpeetum mobile:" thePerpeetumMobile.start() thePerpeetumMobile.stop()



Output: I am going to take a ride on my bike... Getting on my bike! Hopping off my bike! It was a nice ride! Trying out the perpeetum mobile: I am running and running... I am running and running...



Note that: • The keys used when inserting closures into a map to be morphed must match the method names in the interface, otherwise an exception will be thrown at runtime. • If one single closure and an interface containing multiple methods are supplied to the as operator, then one closure will implement all methods in the interface. • The as operator invokes the asType method on the closure or map.
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2.5 Iteration Over Files and Directories Groovy provide some useful features for iterating over files and directories. All the examples in this section will be developed in one and the same Groovy class and make use of the following method: private printFileDirInfo(File inFileObject) { if (inFileObject.isFile()) { println "File name: $inFileObject" } else { println "Directory name: $inFileObject" } }



2.5.1 Iterate Over Files and Directories in One Directory To iterate over files and directories in a directory, use the following code: /** * Lists files and directories in specified directory. */ def iterateOverFilesAndDir() { def theDir = new File('.') theDir.eachFile() { printFileDirInfo(it) } }



No sample output is given, since it depends on the contents of the directory.
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2.5.2 Iterate Over Files and Directories Recursively The following code iterates over files and directories in a directory and all subdirectories in a depthfirst fashion: /** * Lists files and directories in specified directory and in * all underlying directories. */ def iterateOverFilesAndDirRecursively() { def theDir = new File('.') theDir.eachFileRecurse() { printFileDirInfo(it) } }



2.5.3 Iterate Over Directories in One Directory The following code can be used to iterate over all directories in one directory: /** * Lists the directories in a specified directory. */ def iterateOverDirs() { def theDir = new File('.') theDir.eachDir() { printFileDirInfo(it) } }



2.5.4 Iterate Over Directories Recursively To iterate over directories recursively in a depth-first fashion, use the following code: /** * Lists the directories in a specified directory and all * the directories in underlying directories. */ def iterateOverDirsRecursively() { def theDir = new File('.') theDir.eachDirRecurse() { printFileDirInfo(it) } }



2.5.5 Match Filenames in One Directory The following piece of code lists all files and directories in the specified directory that contains an “e” anywhere in the name: /** * Lists files in specified directory with names matching supplied * expression. */ def matchFilesAndDirectories() { def theDir = new File('.') theDir.eachFileMatch(~/.*e.*\.*/) { printFileDirInfo(it) } }



For more information on regular expressions in Groovy, please see the section Regular Expressions 102



below.
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2.5.6 Match Directory Names in One Directory The following code lists all directories in specified directory that contains an “e” anywhere in the name: /** * Lists directories in specified directory with names matching * supplied expression. */ def matchDirectories() { def theDir = new File('.') theDir.eachDirMatch(~/.*e.*\.*/) { printFileDirInfo(it) } }



For more information on regular expressions in Groovy, please see the section Regular Expressions below.



2.5.7 Match File Names Recursively The final example of iterating over files and directories in the file system shows how to list all XML, Java and Groovy files in a specified directory and all its underlying directories. /** * Iterates over directories recursively and list names of all * xml, java and groovy files in the directories. */ def iterateOverFilesAndDirWithFilter() { /* * Start from the parent directory and iterate over all * directories recursively. */ def theDir = new File('..') theDir.eachDirRecurse() { /* List all xml, java and groovy files in the current directory. */ theCurDir -> theCurDir.eachFileMatch(~/.*\.(xml|java|groovy)/) { theFileMatch -> printFileDirInfo(theFileMatch) } } }
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2.6 Reading and Writing Files This section describes Groovy techniques for reading and writing files. Some of the examples in this section will use previous examples (also in this section) and they have thus been written as methods.



2.6.1 Writing Files Writing the contents of a file can be done in several different ways: Description Method in Groovy File Class Write a string to a file.



write, setText



Create a DataOutputStream which can be used to write to the file.



withDataOutputStream



Create a ObjectOutputStream which can be used withObjectOutputStream to write to the file. Create an OutputStream which can be used to write to the file.



withOutputStream



Create a PrintWriter which can be used to write withPrintWriter to the file. Create a BufferedWriter which can be used to write to the file.



withWriter



Create a BufferedWriter which can be used to append data to the file.



withWriterAppend



The advantage of using the withXxxx methods is that the object, an output stream or a writer, is automatically flushed and closed when the closure supplied to the withXxxx method is exited. In the following sections, there will be some examples showing how to write files.
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2.6.1.1 Writing Data to a File



The following example shows how to write a file using one of the withXxxx methods in the File class. writeFile() def writeFile() { def theText = """This is a lot of text that does not fit on one single line, so it is broken up into several lines. This is the last line. """ /* Create a File specifying the name and location of the file. */ def theFile = new File("my-file.txt") /* * Create a BufferedWriter for the file and pass it to the closure. * Having exited the closure, the BufferedWriter is flushed and closed * and we do not have to do it ourselves. */ theFile.withWriter { def theWriter -> theWriter.write(theText) } }



Note that: •



Using the withWriter method, the writer passed to the closure is an instance of BufferedWriter.



•



Having exited the closure, the writer is automatically flushed and closed.



•



Any previous data of the file will be overwritten and lost.
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2.6.1.2 Appending Data to a File



The following example shows how to append data to a file using one of the withXxxx methods in the File class. def writeFileWithWriter() { /* Create the File object specifying the file to write. */ def theFile = new File("my-file.txt") def theText = """This is a lot of text that does not fit on one single line, so it is broken up into several lines. This is the last line. """ /* * Create a BufferedWriter for the file that will append to existing data * and pass it to to the closure. * Having exited the closure, the BufferedWriter is flushed and closed. */ theFile.withWriterAppend { BufferedWriter theWriter -> /* Write line-per-line from the string. */ theText.eachLine { theLine -> theWriter.write(theLine + "\n") } } }



Note that: • Using the withWriter method, the writer passed to the closure is an instance of BufferedWriter. •



Having exited the closure, the writer is automatically flushed and closed.



•



Previous data in the file is preserved, new data is appended to the end of the file.
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2.6.2 Reading Files Reading the contents of a file can be done in several different ways: Description Method in Groovy File Class Read entire contents of file into a list of strings.



readLines



Read entire contents of file into an array of bytes.



readBytes



Read entire contents of file into a string.



getText



Iterate over the contents of the file splitting the contents using supplied separator string.



splitEachline



Create a DataInputStream from which the contents of the file can be read.



withDataInputStream



Create an InputStream from which the contents of the file can be read.



withInputStream



Create a ObjectInputStream from which the contents of the file can be read.



withObjectInputStream



Create a BufferedReader from which the contents of the file can be read.



withReader



The advantage of using the withXxxx methods is that the object, an input stream or a reader, is automatically closed when the closure supplied to the withXxxx method is exited. In the following sections, there will be some examples showing how to read files.
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2.6.2.1 Reading the Entire Content of a File



This example assumes that a file has been written using the code in the section Writing a File. Reading the entire contents of a text-file can be done in one single line of code in Groovy: def readEntireFile() { /* Create the File object specifying the file to read. */ def theFile = new File("my-file.txt") /* Read the entire contents of the file. */ def theFileContents = theFile.text println "File Contents: \n$theFileContents" }



Output: File Contents: This is a lot of text that does not fit on one single line, so it is broken up into several lines. This is the last line.



Note that: • The entire file is read into a string variable. If the file is large, this will use a substantial amount of memory. 2.6.2.2 Reading a File Line by Line



This example assumes that a file has been written using the code in the section Writing a File. def readFileLineByLine() { /* Create the File object specifying the file to read. */ def theFile = new File("my-file.txt") /* * Create a BufferedReader for the file and pass it to to the closure. * Having exited the closure, the BufferedReader is closed. */ theFile.withReader { BufferedReader theReader -> def theLine /* Read line-per-line from the file as long as there is data. */ while ((theLine = theReader.readLine())) { println "A line in the file: $theLine" } } }



Output: A A A A



line line line line



in in in in



the the the the



file: file: file: file:



This is a lot of text that does not fit on one single line, so it is broken up into several lines. This is the last line.



Note that: • Using the withReader method, the reader passed to the closure is an instance of BufferedReader. •



Having exited the closure, the reader is automatically closed.
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2.6.2.3 Iterating Over the Lines in a File



This example assumes that a file has been written using the code in the section Writing a File. Iterating over the lines in a text file is done my calling the eachLine method on a file: /** * Reads the contents of a file line-by-line and outputs * it to the console. */ def listFileContents() { def theFile = new File("my-file.txt") theFile.eachLine() { /* * Parameters to the closure are: * - A string holding the current line from the file. * - Optionally, a line number, starting from either the * value supplied as parameter to the eachLine method or, if * no parameter supplied to eachLine, 1. */ theLine, theLineNumber -> println "Line: $theLineNumber: $theLine" } }



Output: Line: Line: Line: Line:



3: 4: 5: 6:



This is a lot of text that does not fit on one single line, so it is broken up into several lines. This is the last line.



Note that: • Read lines from the file using a BufferedReader. • The supplied closure is executed for each line of the file. • When the closure has been executed for all the lines in the file, the reader is closed.
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2.6.2.4 Reading a File Byte by Byte



This example assumes that a file has been written using the code in the section Writing a File. The code uses an input stream, retrieved using the withInputStream method in the File class, from which bytes are then read. def readFileByteByByte() { /* Create the File object specifying the file to read. */ def theFile = new File("my-file.txt") /* * Create a BufferedReader for the file and pass it to to the closure. * Having exited the closure, the BufferedReader is closed. */ theFile.withInputStream { InputStream theInputStream -> /* This counter is used to wrap line every 16th byte. */ def theByteCounter = 1 /* Read byte-by-byte from the input stream. */ theInputStream.eachByte { theByte -> /* Output byte hexadecimal representation. */ printf("%3.2h, ", theByte) /* Wrap line now and then. */ if (!(theByteCounter++ % 16)) { println "" } } /* Note that the input stream is closed here and cannot be used. */ } }



Output: 54, 20, 6e, 69, 74, 6e, 73, 61,



68, 74, 6f, 6e, 20, 74, 2e, 73,



69, 65, 74, 67, 69, 6f, a, 74,



73, 78, 20, 6c, 73, 20, 54, 20,



20, 74, 66, 65, 20, 73, 68, 6c,



69, a, 69, 20, 62, 65, 69, 69,



73, 74, 74, 6c, 72, 76, 73, 6e,



20, 68, 20, 69, 6f, 65, 20, 65,



61, 61, 6f, 6e, 6b, 72, 69, 2e,



20, 74, 6e, 65, 65, 61, 73, a,



6c, 20, 20, 2c, 6e, 6c, 20,



6f, 64, 6f, a, 20, 20, 74,



74, 6f, 6e, 73, 75, 6c, 68,



20, 65, 65, 6f, 70, 69, 65,



6f, 73, 20, 20, 20, 6e, 20,



66, 20, 73, 69, 69, 65, 6c,



Note that: • Using the withInputStream method, an input stream is passed to the closure. •



Having exited the withInputStream closure, the input stream is automatically closed.



•



The method eachByte on the input stream is then used to execute another closure for each byte that can be read from the input stream (each byte in the file).



•



When the eachByte closure has been executed for all the bytes in the file, the input stream is closed.
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2.7 Regular Expressions Before looking at the different operators related to regular expressions, we'll have a look at some commonly used metacharacters that are used to compose regular expressions.



2.7.1 Metacharacters The following table is a very brief introduction to some common metacharacters that can be used in regular expressions. Metacharacter(s)



Description



.



One arbitrary character.



^



Start of line or document.



$



End of line or document.



\d



One arbitrary digit.



\D



One arbitrary character with the exception of digits.



\s



One whitespace character.



\S



One arbitrary character with the exception of whitespace characters.



\w



One word arbitrary word character. Word characters are letters, digits and the underscore character.



\W



One arbitrary character with the exception of word characters.



\b



Marks word boundary. For instance, \bTest will match all words starting with Test.



()



Groups the character(s) matched by the regular expression in the parenthesis so that they can be referred to.



\1



Refers to the grouping of character(s) with the number following the backslash. Numbering of groups starts from 1.



|



Delimits multiple options, of which one can match. For instance Rob|Edward|Jimmy will match one of the three names.



*



Zero or more occurrences of the character immediately preceding the *. For instance, a* will match “” (the empty string), “a”, “aa”, “aaa” etc.



+



One or more occurrences of the character immediately preceding the +. For instance, a+ will match “a”, “aa”, “aaa” etc.



?



Zero or one occurrences of the character immediately preceding the ?. For instance, a? will match “” (the empty string) or “a”.



{x,y}



A minimum of x and a maximum of y occurrences of the character immediately preceding the {. For instance, a{1,3} will match “a”, “aa” and “aaa”.



{x}



Exactly x occurrences of the character immediately preceding the {. For instance, a{3} will match “aaa”.



[3-6ab]



Matches one of the characters “3”, “4”, “5”, “6”, “a”, “b”.



[^x]



Matches one character that is not “x”. For example, [^d^e] will match any character except “d” and “e”.



(?idmsux-idmsux)



Turns matching flags on – off. For instance, (?i) turns the ignore case flag on.
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For additional information on regular expression patterns, please refer to the Java API documentation of the java.util.regex.Pattern class. Note that: • Metacharacters like *, +, ?, {x,y} and {x} can be applied to groups as well as single characters. For example, the expression (a.c){2} will match the string “abcadc”. There are three operators that are used with regular expressions in Groovy; the find operator (=~), the match operator (==~) and the pattern operator (~).



2.7.2 The Find Operator The find operator (=~) can be used to determine if there is a match for a regular expression in a string. It can also be used to create an instance of Matcher, which in turn can be used to list all matches of a regular expression in a string, as seen in the following example: import java.util.regex.Matcher findOperatorExample() def findOperatorExample() { def theString = "Big bag Bog bug Beg Bun" /* * Regular expression matching three-letter words starting with * upper or lowercase 'b' and ending with lowercase 'g'. */ def theRegEx1 = /[bB].g/ /* * Regular expression matching three-letter words starting with * upper or lowercase 'c' and ending with lowercase 'g'. */ def theRegEx2 = "[cC].g" println "Finding the first regular expression:" findInString(theString, theRegEx1) println "\nFinding the second regular expression:" findInString(theString, theRegEx2) } def findInString(inString, inRegExp) { Matcher theMatcher = inString =~ inRegExp /* Determine if a match exists or not. */ if (theMatcher) { println "There is at least one match for the regexp $inRegExp" } else { println "There are no matches for the regexp $inRegExp" } /* List all the matches. */ theMatcher.reset() def theMatches = [] while (theMatcher.find()) { theMatches << [theMatcher.start(), theMatcher.group()] } println "Matches: $theMatches" }



The above program generates the following console output: Finding the first regular expression: There is at least one match for the regexp [bB].g
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Matches: [[0, "Big"], [4, "bag"], [8, "Bog"], [12, "bug"], [16, "Beg"]] Finding the second regular expression: There are no matches for the regexp [cC].g Matches: []



Note that: • A Matcher can be used in an conditional statement, like the if-statement above. See the section Conditional Tests above. • Regular expressions are commonly enclosed in forward slashes but this is not a requirement. The second regular expression is enclosed in regular quotes. • Prior to listing all the matches, the Matcher is reset. This is due to the fact that when checking whether there is a match or not above, the Matcher will match the first occurrence of the regular expression, if one exists, and, if not reset, may under some circumstances skip this first match when listing all the available matches. • Instances of Matcher are not thread safe. We can also iterate over each match of a regular expression in a string using the eachMatch method: def theString = "Big bag Bog bug Beg Bun" /* * Regular expression matching three-letter words starting with * upper or lowercase 'b' and ending with lowercase 'g'. */ def theRegEx1 = /[bB].g/ theString.eachMatch(theRegEx1) { println it }



The above code will print the following to the console: {"Big"} {"bag"} {"Bog"} {"bug"} {"Beg"}



2.7.3 The Match Operator The match operator (==~) is used to determine if a regular expression matches an entire string. The match operator returns a boolean, as seen in this example program: matchOperatorExample() def matchOperatorExample() { def theString = "Big bag Bog bug Beg" /* * Regular expression matching three-letter words starting with * upper or lowercase 'b', ending with lowercase 'g' and being * followed by zero or one whitespace character. */ def theRegEx1 = /([bB].g\s?)+/ /* * Regular expression matching three-letter words starting with * uppercase 'B', ending with lowercase 'g' and being followed * by zero or more whitespace characters. */ def theRegEx2 = /(B.g\s*)+/ isMatch(theString, theRegEx1) isMatch(theString, theRegEx2) isMatch(theString, theString)
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isMatch(theString, theString - "bug") /* * The ==~ operator can also be written as a method call: * theString.matches(theRegEx1) */ def theMatchFlag = theString.matches(theRegEx1) println "Using method call: $theMatchFlag" } def isMatch(inStringToSearch, inRegExp) { /* * First examine whether the regular expression matches * the entire string. */ def theMatchStatement = (inStringToSearch ==~ inRegExp) ? "matches" : "does not match" println "The regexp '$inRegExp' $theMatchStatement the string '$inStringToSearch'" /* Use a Matcher to list all matches in the string. */ listMatches(inStringToSearch, inRegExp) } def listMatches(inStringToSearch, inRegExp) { theMatcher = inStringToSearch =~ inRegExp def theMatches = [] while (theMatcher.find()) { theMatches << [theMatcher.start(), theMatcher.group()] } println "Matches: $theMatches\n" }



The above program generates the following console output: The regexp '([bB].g\s?)+' matches the string 'Big bag Bog bug Beg' Matches: [[0, "Big bag Bog bug Beg"]] The regexp '(B.g\s*)+' does not match the string 'Big bag Bog bug Beg' Matches: [[0, "Big "], [8, "Bog "], [16, "Beg"]] The regexp 'Big bag Bog bug Beg' matches the string 'Big bag Bog bug Beg' Matches: [[0, "Big bag Bog bug Beg"]] The regexp 'Big bag Bog Matches: []



Beg' does not match the string 'Big bag Bog bug Beg'



Using method call: true



2.7.4 The Pattern Operator In Groovy there is a special operator, the pattern operator (~), that can be used to create an instance of java.util.regex.Pattern. Patterns created this way can be reused, which saves time and resources. Patterns can also be used in switch-case clauses, as shown in the example program below: testPatternOperator() patternsAndSwitch() /** * Example showing how a pattern can be used when constructing * a Matcher. */ def testPatternOperator() { def theString = "Big bag Bog bug Beg Bun" /* * Regular expression matching three-letter words starting with * upper or lowercase b and ending with a lowercase g. */
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def thePattern = ~/[bB].g/ println "Searching the string '$theString' using the regexp '$thePattern':" println "The pattern type: ${thePattern.getClass()}" def theMatcher = thePattern.matcher(theString) def theMatches = [] while (theMatcher.find()) { theMatches << [theMatcher.start(), theMatcher.group()] } println theMatches } /** * Example showing how patterns can be used in a switch-case construct. */ def patternsAndSwitch() { def theWords = ["a", "be", "tea", "Ivan", "knife", "rocker", "seventy"] /* * The regular expressions below matches different word length * and includes checks for word boundaries. */ def theOnePtn = ~/\b.\b/ def theTwoPtn = ~/\b..\b/ def theThreePtn = ~/\b...\b/ def theFourPtn = ~/\b....\b/ def theFivePtn = ~/\b.....\b/ println "\nTrying to determine lengths of the following words: $theWords:" theWords.each() { switch (it) { case theOnePtn: println "A one-character word: $it" break; case theTwoPtn: println "A two-character word: $it" break; case theThreePtn: println "A three-character word: $it" break; case theFourPtn: println "A four-character word: $it" break; case theFivePtn: println "A five-character word: $it" break; default: println "A word of some other length: $it" } } }



The above program generates the following console output: Searching the string 'Big bag Bog bug Beg Bun' using the regexp '[bB].g': The pattern type: class java.util.regex.Pattern [[0, "Big"], [4, "bag"], [8, "Bog"], [12, "bug"], [16, "Beg"]] Trying to determine lengths of the following words: ["a", "be", "tea", "Ivan", "knife", "rocker", "seventy"]: A one-character word: a A two-character word: be A three-character word: tea A four-character word: Ivan A five-character word: knife A word of some other length: rocker A word of some other length: seventy
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Note that: • When assigning a pattern, one should make sure there is a space between the '=' and the '~' characters, otherwise the two characters will become the find operator ('=~'). • Instances of Pattern are thread-safe but instances of Matcher are not. For more information on regular expressions and patterns in Groovy, please refer to http://groovy.codehaus.org/JN1535-Patterns.



2.8 Resolving Library Dependencies at Runtime The @Grab annotation can be added in Groovy code to instruct the Groovy runtime to retrieve libraries the code depend on from existing repositories. This enables distribution of Groovy scripts and programs without having to include libraries the code depend on. For an example of how the dependency on a JDBC library is resolved, please see the section Querying a Database.
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2.9 Querying a Database This section only describes how to issue plain SQL queries to a database, it does not deal with ORM mapping. The following example also shows how to ensure that certain libraries, a JDBC connector library in this case, is available to a Groovy script without distributing the JAR file with the script. Note that the feature of being able to specify the use of the system classloader with @Grapes and @Grab annotations were added in the beta version of Groovy 1.7 and may have changed in the final version. The code below have the following prerequisites, which need to be adapted depending on the environment: • Connects to a MySQL database running on localhost, port 3306. • Uses an account with login “admin” and password “admin”. • Uses a database named “test”. • Selects data from a table named “ROLE”. import groovy.sql.Sql import groovy.grape.Grape /* * Retrieve the MySQL connector library and see to that it is available to the * system classloader. */ @Grapes([ @Grab(group='mysql', module='mysql-connector-java', version='5.1.6'), @GrabConfig(systemClassLoader=true) ]) /* * Create an instance of the object used to issue database queries. * This can be done either using the newInstance factory method supplying * database properties or invoking the constructor supplying a DataSource instance. */ def theDb = Sql.newInstance( "jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/test", "admin", "admin", "com.mysql.jdbc.Driver") /* Issue the query and print each row of the result. */ theDb.eachRow("SELECT * FROM ROLE") { println it }



Note that: • The driver library is retrieved using the @Grab annotation. • The driver library needs to be made available to the system classloader, in order for the Groovy script to be able to use it. This is done by using the @GrabConfig annotation and grouping the corresponding @Grab annotation using the @Grapes annotation. • The Sql object used to issue database queries can be created either using the newInstance static factory method or by using one of the constructors and supplying either a DataSource or Connection instance. • When the closure supplied to eachRow has been executed for all the rows in the query result, the connection, statement and result set used when querying the database are all closed. Thus we need not be concerned with closing resources when making database queries, in 118



order to avoid memory leaks.



2.10 Executing Shell Commands Groovy augments the String class with several execute methods that allows us to execute a strings as command line processes. Note that the examples in this section assumes that you are using an Unix like system, such as Macintosh OS X, Linux etc. In the first example, we'll retrieve the current date using and print it on the console. println "date".execute().text



Output: Thu Oct 22 21:29:32 CST 2009



Note that: • The resulting output from the command line process is retrieved using either the property text or the getText method.



2.10.1 Executing Shell Commands in a Working Directory The next example will list all frameworks on a computer running Macintosh OS X that contains “java”. def theDirectory = new File("/System/Library/Frameworks/") "ls -al".execute(null, theDirectory).text.eachLine { if (it =~ "(?i).*java.*") { println it } }



Output: drwxr-xr-x drwxr-xr-x drwxr-xr-x drwxr-xr-x



7 7 7 12



root root root root



wheel wheel wheel wheel



238 238 238 408



Jun 1 21:56 JavaEmbedding.framework Sep 16 21:25 JavaFrameEmbedding.framework Aug 30 18:57 JavaScriptCore.framework Sep 16 21:25 JavaVM.framework



Note that: • The first parameter to the execute method is null, which indicates that the process launched should inherit the environment from its parent process. Optionally, a list of environment variable assignments may be supplied setting up the environment for the process launched. • The second parameter to the execute method is a File object specifying the working directory to be used when executing the command line process. In this example this affects for which directory the directory contents will be listed.
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2.10.2 Supplying Input When Executing Shell Command Not only can shell commands be executed from Groovy, but input can also be sent to shell commands from Groovy. In the following example, the shell command grep will be used to filter out sentences containing words starting with the character t and which fourth character also is t. def theGrepProcess = "grep t..t.*".execute() theGrepProcess.out.withWriter { /* Send input to the process. Note that a return is sent after each line. */ it << "Five red ribbons in the monkey's hair\n" it << "I really want to test the new computer\n" it << "It would taste better with some salt.\n" } println theGrepProcess.text theGrepProcess.destroy()



Output: I really want to test the new computer It would taste better with some salt.
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2.11 Writing Shell Scripts On Unix and Linux systems that have the groovy command installed we can write shell scripts using Groovy. Use the following procedure to write a shell script in Groovy: • Implement the shell script. See example below! • Save the shell script to a file. For this example, assume the name is “groovy-script.gs”. • In a terminal window, give the file containing the Groovy shell script execution privileges. Typically, this is done using the chmod command: chmod +x groovy-script.gs



•



Execute the script: ./groovy-script.gs



The following is an example of a Groovy shell script that lists all the parameters supplied to it or prints a message if no parameters were supplied: #!/usr/bin/env groovy if (args) { args.each { println it } } else { println "No arguments!" }



If the above script is run like this: ./groovy-script.gs foo bar foobar



Then it will generate the following output: foo bar foobar
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3 Metaprogramming in Groovy Groovy without extensions contain a mechanism called MOP (Meta-Object Protocol) that supports, among other things, AOP-like features. This section will explore this mechanism and how the AOPlike features, such as method introduction and advise, can be implemented.



3.1 Categories Categories allows us, within a limited scope, to: • Add methods to existing classes. • Change the behaviour of methods in existing classes. The modifications will affect: • Groovy code in the scope of a use block. It will not affect Java code, since the modifications rely on the dynamic aspects of Groovy. • Code executed by one and the same thread that entered the use block. Multiple categories may be applied, in which case categories appearing later in the list of categories have precedence. Categories may be nested, in which case an inner category have precedence over an outer category.



3.1.1 Injecting a Method into an Existing Class The following example injects a new method, triple,which multiples a number by three, into the java.lang.Number class. class NumberTripler { static def triple(Number self) { self * 3 } } use(NumberTripler) { println "Triple 25 (int): ${25.triple()}" println "Triple 7.5 (float): ${(7.5f).triple()}" }



Using the @Category annotation allows an alternative to the above way of implementing the code to be injected. The above example program can also be written in the following way: @Category(Number) class NumberTripler { def triple() { this * 3 } } use(NumberTripler) { println "Triple 25 (int): ${25.triple()}" println "Triple 7.5 (float): ${(7.5f).triple()}" } println "Triple 25 (int): ${25.triple()}"
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Output from both the above programs is identical: Triple 25 (int): 75 Triple 7.5 (float): 22.5 Exception thrown: No signature of method: java.lang.Integer.triple() is applicable for argument types: () values: []



Note that: • The modifications only affect code executing in the thread executing the code in the use block. • The modifications only affect code executing in the scope of the use block. • The modifications only affect Groovy code. The categories mechanism use the Groovy way of dynamically determining methods to be executed at runtime. • When not using the @Category annotation, the type that the modification will be applied to is the type of the first parameter to the method. If no type specified, then the type java.lang.Object is inferred. • When using the @Category annotation, the type of that the modification will be applied to is the parameter supplied to the annotation. If no type specified, then the type java.lang.Object is inferred. • When using the @Category annotation, this will refer to the (single) parameter to which the category applies, which type is a parameter in the @Category annotation. Please refer to the API documentation on the groovy.lang.Category annotation for more details.



3.1.2 Injecting Methods from Multiple Categories The example in this section will show how to inject methods from multiple categories, modifying the behaviour of two methods in the String class. We will also see that the categories to be applied in a use block can be dynamically composed as a list of classes. /* This category modifies the toUpperCase method in the String class. */ @Category(String) class UpperCaseModifier { def toUpperCase() { ">>> ${this} >>" } } use(UpperCaseModifier, LowerCaseModifier) { println "'qwert' to uppercase: ${'qwert'.toUpperCase()}" println "'qwert' to lowercase: ${'qwert'.toLowerCase()}" }



Output: 'qwert' to uppercase: >>> qwert <<< 'qwert' to lowercase: <<< qwert >>>
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Note that: • Multiple categories can be supplied to a use block. • Categories supplied to a use block can be hard-coded as a comma separated list.



3.1.3 Dynamically Assembling Categories Categories to be applied in a use block can be dynamically assembled in a list, which is then used as a parameter to the use block. If two, or more, categories modify the same method(s), the change applied by the category last in the list supplied to the use block will prevail. @Category(String) class CategoryOne { def toUpperCase() { "CategoryOne: ${this}" } } @Category(String) class CategoryTwo { def toUpperCase() { "CategoryTwo: ${this}" } } def theCategories = [CategoryOne, CategoryTwo] use(theCategories) { println "'qwert' to uppercase: ${'qwert'.toUpperCase()}" } theCategories = [CategoryTwo, CategoryOne] use(theCategories) { println "'qwert' to uppercase: ${'qwert'.toUpperCase()}" }



Output: 'qwert' to uppercase: CategoryTwo: qwert 'qwert' to uppercase: CategoryOne: qwert



Note that: • Categories supplied to a use block can be dynamically assembled in a list. • The ordering of the categories given as parameters to the use block determines which category will prevail in case of duplicate modifications. A category later in the list has precedence over a category earlier in the list.



3.1.4 Category Priority See the above section on Dynamically Assembling Categories for a discussion about category priority.
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3.2 Using the Meta Class The meta class of a Groovy class can be used to retrieve information about methods in a class, adding and replacing methods (including static methods and constructors), adding and replacing properties to an object etc. NOTE! When properties are added to an object using the meta class they are bound to the object using weak references and thus will be garbage collected when the VM is low on memory. This do not apply when adding methods. For details, please refer to the API documentation of groovy.lang.ExpandoMetaClass. Using the meta class mechanism to add or replace methods to classes and objects do not have the limitations of Categories discussed above, but still require methods to be called from Groovy code in order for the dynamic modifications to take effect.



3.2.1 Retrieving Method Information The MetaClass and MetaMethod can be used to retrieve information about methods in a class. The following example shows some of the data that may be retrieved for the getPackages method in the java.lang.ClassLoader class: /* Look up the meta class for the class to which the method belongs. */ MetaClass theMetaClass = Class.forName("java.lang.ClassLoader").getMetaClass() /* * Need to provide null for arguments or only the method name. * Providing an empty list will cause the lookup to fail. */ MetaMethod theMetaMethod = theMetaClass.getMetaMethod("getPackages", null) println "Method modifiers: ${theMetaMethod.getModifiers()}" println "Method declaring class: ${theMetaMethod.getDeclaringClass()}" println "Method descriptor: ${theMetaMethod.getDescriptor()}" println "Method MOP name: ${theMetaMethod.getMopName()}" println "Method name: ${theMetaMethod.getName()}" println "Method return type: ${theMetaMethod.getReturnType()}" println "Method signature: ${theMetaMethod.getSignature()}" println "Method is abstract: ${theMetaMethod.isAbstract()}" println "Method is cacheable: ${theMetaMethod.isCacheable()}" println "Method is private: ${theMetaMethod.isPrivate()}" println "Method is protected: ${theMetaMethod.isProtected()}" println "Method is public: ${theMetaMethod.isPublic()}" println "Method is static: ${theMetaMethod.isStatic()}" println "Method takes var-args: ${theMetaMethod.isVargsMethod()}"



Output: Method Method Method Method Method Method Method Method Method Method Method Method Method Method



modifiers: 4 declaring class: class java.lang.ClassLoader descriptor: ()[Ljava/lang/Package; MOP name: super$2$getPackages name: getPackages return type: class [Ljava.lang.Package; signature: getPackages()[Ljava/lang/Package; is abstract: false is cacheable: true is private: false is protected: true is public: false is static: false takes var-args: false
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Note that: •



When invoking getMetaMethod on the MetaClass instance looking for a method without parameters, we can either provide null for the parameter type list or no list at all. If we provide an empty parameter-type list, a parameter-less method will not be found.



3.2.2 Adding New Methods Using the meta class we can add methods to both Java and Groovy classes that are available to all instances of a class or available only to a single, specific, instance. We can also add constructors and static methods, again both to Java and Groovy classes. The added methods and constructors will, however, only be available when invoked from Groovy code. 3.2.2.1 Adding New Methods Available to All Instances of a Class



Adding a new method that is available to all instances of a class is done by adding the method to the meta class of the class in question. In the following example we add a method framedString(inOneFrameUnit, inFrameCount) to the java.lang.String class. The purpose of this method is to return the string contained in the String instance framed on both sides by inFrameCount occurrences of the inOneFrameUnit. /* * Add a method to the String class that generates a framed string. * framedString(theFrameChar, theCharCount) */ String.getMetaClass().framedString = { def inOneFrameUnit, int inFrameCount -> def theFrame = inOneFrameUnit * inFrameCount "$theFrame ${delegate.toString()} $theFrame" } /* Try the new method. */ println "test".framedString('*', 5) println "Dynamic Methods".framedString("@_*", 3)



Output: ***** test ***** @_*@_*@_* Dynamic Methods @_*@_*@_*



Note that: • The meta class to that the method was added is that of the java.lang.String class. It is also possible to add a method to a single instance of a class, as we'll see in next section. • A method is added by assigning a closure to a property of the meta class with the desired name of the method. • To be able to access the instance data, in this case the string to be framed, the closure delegate is used. See the section on Closure Access to the Surrounding World for details.
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3.2.2.2 Adding New Methods Available to Specific Instance of a Class



The difference between adding a new method available to all instances of a class and adding a method available only to a single instance of a class is to which meta class the method is added: To add a method available only to one specific instance is done by adding the method to the meta class of the instance in question. String theString = "test" String theOtherString = "Dynamic Methods" /* * Add a method to a String instance that generates a framed string. * framedString(theFrameChar, theCharCount) */ theString.metaClass.framedString = { def inOneFrameUnit, int inFrameCount -> def theFrame = inOneFrameUnit * inFrameCount "$theFrame ${delegate.toString()} $theFrame" } /* Try the new method. */ println theString.framedString('*', 5) println theOtherString.framedString("@_*", 3)



Output: ***** test ***** Exception in thread "main" groovy.lang.MissingMethodException: No signature of method: java.lang.String.framedString() is applicable for argument types: (java.lang.String, java.lan g.Integer) values: [@_*, 3]



Note that: • • • • •



The meta class to that the method was added is that of an instance of the java.lang.String class. A method is added by assigning a closure to a property of the meta class that has the desired name of the method. To be able to access the instance data, in this case the string to be framed, the closure delegate is used. See the section on Closure Access to the Surrounding World for details. When trying to invoke the new method on another instance of String, an exception is thrown indicating that there is no such method. As an alternative to accessing the metaClass property, the getMetaClass method can also be used to retrieve the meta class.
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3.2.2.3 Adding Multiple Overloaded Methods



Multiple overloaded methods can be added to a class or an instance of a class. The left-shift operator ( def theFrame = inOneFrameUnit * inFrameCount "$theFrame ${delegate.toString()} $theFrame" } /* * Using the left-shift operator, multiple overloaded methods * with the same name can be added. * This version of the framedString method takes one single parameter * which will be used to frame the contents of the string, appearing once * on each side. */ String.getMetaClass().framedString << { def inOneFrameUnit -> "$inOneFrameUnit ${delegate.toString()} $inOneFrameUnit" } /* Try the new methods. */ println “test1.framedString('*', 5) println “test2”.framedString("[*]")



Output: ***** test ***** [*] test [*]



Note that: • Multiple, overloaded, versions of a method can be added by using the left-shift (


The name of the method can also be supplied as a quoted string surrounded by the subscript operator ([]).
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3.2.2.4 Adding New Constructors to a Class



In the following example, a constructor that accepts a java.lang.Number object (or subclass thereof) as parameter is added to the Integer class. /* * Add a constructor to the Integer class that accepts a Number, or * subclass, as parameter and will create an Integer with the integer * value of the Number. */ Integer.metaClass.constructor = { Number inNumber -> new Integer("${inNumber.intValue()}") } /* Test the new constructor by supplying a Long number as parameter. */ def theLong = new Long(123) def theInt = new Integer(theLong) println "The new integer: $theInt"



Output: The new integer: 123



Note that: •



The name of the method to which the closure is assigned is “constructor”.



•



The constructor called from within the closure is the constructor taking a string as parameter. The constructor taking an integer value cannot be used, since it will cause the closure to be called resulting in stack overflow.



3.2.2.5 Adding Static Methods to a Class



The following example shows how to add a static method to a class. In this case a factory method is added to the Integer class that creates a new instance from a Long. /* * Add a static method to the Integer class that creates an * instance of Integer from a Long. */ Integer.metaClass.static.integerFromLong = { Long inLong -> new Integer("${inLong.intValue()}") } /* Test creating an Integer from a Long using our new static method. */ def theInt = Integer.integerFromLong(new Long (1234)) println"The integer: $theInt"



Output: The integer: 1234



Note that: •



To add a static method, we add the qualifier static between the meta class and the method name.
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3.2.2.6 Adding Multiple Methods to a Class



Groovy allows for an alternative way of writing when adding multiple methods to a class or an instance. The following example shows how to add two methods to the String class: String.metaClass { framedString { def inOneFrameUnit, int inFrameCount -> def theFrame = inOneFrameUnit * inFrameCount "$theFrame ${delegate.toString()} $theFrame" } halfLength { delegate.length() / 2 } } println "test".framedString("*", 5) println "Half length of the string 'testing': ${'testing'.halfLength()}"



Output: ***** test ***** Half length of the string 'testing': 3.5



Note that: •



Adding multiple methods to a class' or an instance's meta class does nt require the use of the equals character (=).
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3.2.3 Replacing Existing Methods Similar to adding new methods, existing methods may be replaced by assigning a closure with the same number of parameters to a property of a meta class with the name of the method to be replaced. In the following example the toUpperCase method in the String class is replaced. /* Invoke the original toUpperCase method on a String. */ println "test".toUpperCase() /* Replace the toUpperCase method in the String class. */ String.metaClass.toUpperCase = { "First toUpperCase: ${delegate.toString()}" } /* Test if the new toUpperCase method has taken effect. */ println "test".toUpperCase() /* Replace the custom toUpperCase method in the String class. */ String.metaClass.toUpperCase = { "Second toUpperCase: ${delegate.toString()}" } /* Test if the new toUpperCase method has taken effect. */ println "test".toUpperCase()



Output: TEST First toUpperCase: test Second toUpperCase: test



Note that: •



The assignment operator (=) is used to replace an existing method with the same number of parameters.



•



If the left-shift operator is used to try to insert a method with the same signature as one that already exists, an exception will be thrown.
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3.2.4 Determining If a Class or Object Responds to a Method When determining whether a class or an instance responds to a certain method the following things must be observed: •



Only methods originally present in a class or methods added using the meta class mechanism can be discovered.



•



Methods can be added to an object, in which case they will only be available in that particular object.



3.2.4.1 Determining If a Class Responds to a Method



When determining whether a class responds to a certain method or not, we pass the class object of the class to inspect to the respondsTo method. In the following example all the defineClass methods of the java.lang.ClassLoader class are listed. /* Name of the class in which to find method. */ def theClassName = "java.lang.ClassLoader" / Name of the method to determine if the class responds to. */ def theMethodName = "defineClass" /* Find the class which to query for method. */ Class theClass = Class.forName(theClassName) /* Retrieve the meta class of the class to query for method. */ MetaClass theMetaClass = theClass.getMetaClass() /* * Retrieve the list of MetaMethod objects representing matching methods * with supplied name in the supplied object (in this case, the class). */ def theList = theMetaClass.respondsTo(theClass, theMethodName) /* List the found methods. */ theList.each { def theMethod -> println theMethod }



Output: protected final java.lang.Class java.lang.ClassLoader.defineClass(byte[],int,int)throws java.lang.ClassFormatError protected final java.lang.Class java.lang.ClassLoader.defineClass(java.lang.String,java.nio.ByteBuffer,java.security.Pro tectionDomain) throws java.lang.ClassFormatError protected final java.lang.Class java.lang.ClassLoader.defineClass(java.lang.String,byte[],int,int) throws java.lang.ClassFormatError protected final java.lang.Class java.lang.ClassLoader.defineClass(java.lang.String,byte[],int,int,java.security.Protecti onDomain) throws java.lang.ClassFormatError
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Note that: •



The instance of the class object is provided as parameter to the respondsTo method as the object to inspect.



•



All defineClass methods of the ClassLoader class are listed. In the next section an example showing how only method(s) with a certain set of parameters will be returned by the respondsTo method.



•



If the class in which to find a method is fixed, then hardcoding it will produce simpler code. That is, the Class instance does not have to be looked up.



3.2.4.2 Determining If a Class Responds to a Method Taking Certain Parameters



The following example shows how to find out if a class responds to a method taking certain parameters. /* Name of the class in which to find method. */ def theClassName = "java.lang.ClassLoader" / Name of the method to determine if the class responds to. */ def theMethodName = "defineClass" /* Find the class which to query for method. */ Class theClass = Class.forName(theClassName) /* Retrieve the meta class of the class to query for method. */ MetaClass theMetaClass = theClass.getMetaClass() /* Prepare list of parameters the method we are interested in takes. */ Object[] theParamList = [byte[], Integer, Integer] /* * Retrieve the list of MetaMethod objects representing matching methods * with supplied name taking supplied parameters in the supplied object * (in this case, the class). */ def theList = theMetaClass.respondsTo(theClass, theMethodName, theParamList) /* List the found methods. */ theList.each { def theMethod -> println theMethod }



Output: protected final java.lang.Class java.lang.ClassLoader.defineClass(byte[],int,int)throws java.lang.ClassFormatError



Note that: •



The list of parameters must be an array of objects. If another kind of list is passed in, the respondsTo method will not find any matching methods.
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3.2.4.3 Determining If an Object Responds to a Method



By supplying a class instance to the respondsTo method, a list of the methods with the supplied name present in the particular instance is returned. In the following example program there are two String instances. A method named fooBar is added to one of the String instances and we then list the methods with the name fooBar in both String instances. How to add methods to a specific instance of a class is described above. /* A String instance to which no methods are to be added. */ def theOtherString = "more testing" /* A String instance to which we will add a fooBar method. */ def theString = "testing" /* Add a method fooBar to an instance of String. */ theString.metaClass.fooBar = { theParam -> "$theParam ${delegate.toString()} is foobared!" } /* Closure listing methods with supplied name present in supplied instance. */ def respondsToMethod = { String inMethodName, def inInstance -> theMetaClass = inInstance.metaClass theMetaClass.respondsTo(inInstance, inMethodName).each { println it } } /* List fooBar methods in the String instance to which we added the method. */ println ("\nListing fooBar methods in customized instance:") respondsToMethod("fooBar", theString) /* List fooBar methods in another String instance. */ println ("\nListing fooBar methods in another instance:") respondsToMethod("fooBar", theOtherString)



Output: Listing fooBar methods in customized instance: org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.metaclass.ClosureMetaMethod@272af1[name: fooBar params: [class java.lang.Object] returns: class java.lang.Object owner: class java.lang.String] Listing fooBar methods in another instance:



Note that: •



When determining the presence of a specified method in an object, we supply the object as a parameter to the respondsTo method invoked on the meta class of the object.



•



The meta-method object returned for the method that we added to the String class is of the type ClosureMetaMethod.
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3.2.4.4 Determining If an Object Responds to a Method Taking Certain Parameters



The following example shows how to find out if an object responds to a method taking certain parameters. In the example below, we examine an instance of StringBuffer to determine if there is an append method that takes a float parameter. /* Name of the method to query for. */ def theMethodName = "append" /* The instance which to query for method. */ def theInstance = new StringBuffer("test data") /* Retrieve the meta class of the instance to query for method. */ MetaClass theMetaClass = theInstance.getMetaClass() /* Prepare list of parameters the method we are interested in takes. */ Object[] theParamList = [Float] /* * Retrieve the list of MetaMethod objects representing matching methods * with supplied name taking supplied parameters in the supplied object * (in this case, the class). */ def theList = theMetaClass.respondsTo(theInstance, theMethodName, theParamList) /* List the found methods. */ theList.each { def theMethod -> println theMethod }



Output: public volatile java.lang.AbstractStringBuilder java.lang.StringBuffer.append(float)



Note that: •



The list of parameters must be an array of objects. If another kind of list is passed in, the respondsTo method will not find any matching methods.
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3.2.5 Intercepting Method Calls There are two ways of intercepting method calls in Groovy; one requires the object on which to intercept method calls to implement the marker interface groovy.lang.GroovyInterceptable, the other uses the meta class. The latter method is to be preferred and is the only method that will be described here, since it is not always possible to add the GroovyInterceptable interface to a class. 3.2.5.1 Intercepting All Method Calls



Two methods to intercept method calls using the Groovy meta class mechanism will be shown; the first one uses the ExpandoMetaClass and the second one uses the DelegatingMetaClass. 3.2.5.1.1 Intercepting All Method Calls Using the ExpandoMetaClass



Using the ExpandoMetaClass to intercept method calls on objects of a class involves modifying the behaviour of the invokeMethod method on the meta class of the class on which to intercept method calls. If the meta class was not an instance of ExpandoMetaClass, the meta class will be replaced by an instance of ExpandoMetaClass. If we use this technique to try to add another layer of interception to a class, only the last modification to the invokeMethod will prevail. See the next section on how to add multiple layers of method call interception. Intercepting methods using the ExpandoMetaClass allows us to dynamically add methods at runtime, as described above, without disturbing the method interception. /* * When a method is called from Groovy code on an instance of a class, * the invokeMethod of the class' meta class is always invoked. * To intercept calls on an object, we override this method. * Care must be taken not to invoke any methods on the class in * question, since it will cause an infinite loop. * Note that the method with the supplied name does not necessarily * exist in the target object. * In this method, we depend on the delegate being the target object * of the call. */ StringBuffer.metaClass.invokeMethod = { String inMethodName, inMethodArgs -> /* * Log which method is being called on what object and with which * parameters. */ print "$inMethodName called on '${delegate}' with parameter(s): " inMethodArgs.each { print "$it (${it.class})" } println "" /* * Determine if the method to be invoked really exists by * trying to retrieve the MetaMethod for the method. * Note that we have to use the delegate's meta class, otherwise * we won't find methods dynamically added to the particular * instance in question. */ def theMethod = delegate.metaClass.getMetaMethod(inMethodName, inMethodArgs) if (theMethod) { println " Before method invocation..." /* * Invoke the intercepted method.
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* Note that the result must be saved and returned after any * processing performed after the invocation of the intercepted * method. */ def theResult = theMethod.invoke(delegate, inMethodArgs) /* * If we want to invoke a method on the target object, we cannot * do it the usual way, since this will cause an infinite loop * due to that call also being intercepted. * The problem can be solved by retrieving the appropriate * MetaMethod and calling invoke on it, as below. */ def theBufStr = delegate.metaClass.getMetaMethod("toString", null). invoke(delegate, null) println " After method invocation, StringBuffer contains: $theBufStr" return theResult } else { /* * The method to invoke does not exist - call the method * that handles missing methods. */ return delegate.metaClass.invokeMissingMethod( delegate, inMethodName, inMethodArgs) } } /* * Here we work with two instances of StringBuffer, one to which * we add a new method to verify that we are also able to intercept * dynamically added methods. */ def theStringBuf = new StringBuffer() def theOtherStringBuf = new StringBuffer("I am another string buffer") theStringBuf.metaClass.fooBar = { println "I am foobared!" } theOtherStringBuf.append(" - but I am happy regardless!") theStringBuf.append("Text ") theStringBuf.append(true) theStringBuf.append(" ") theStringBuf.append(3.14f) def theCapacity = theStringBuf.capacity() /* Invoke the dynamically added method on the instance that has the method. */ theStringBuf.fooBar() println "The string buffer contains: $theStringBuf" println "The string buffer capacity: $theCapacity" /* * Try to invoke the dynamically added method on the instance * to which the method has not been added. */ theOtherStringBuf.fooBar()



Output: append called on 'I am another string buffer' with parameter(s): - but I am happy regardless! (class java.lang.String) Before method invocation... After method invocation, StringBuffer contains: I am another string buffer - but I am happy regardless! append called on '' with parameter(s): Text (class java.lang.String) Before method invocation... After method invocation, StringBuffer contains: Text append called on 'Text ' with parameter(s): true (class java.lang.Boolean) Before method invocation... After method invocation, StringBuffer contains: Text true append called on 'Text true' with parameter(s): (class java.lang.String) Before method invocation... After method invocation, StringBuffer contains: Text true append called on 'Text true ' with parameter(s): 3.14 (class java.lang.Float) Before method invocation...
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After method invocation, StringBuffer contains: Text true 3.14 capacity called on 'Text true 3.14' with parameter(s): Before method invocation... After method invocation, StringBuffer contains: Text true 3.14 fooBar called on 'Text true 3.14' with parameter(s): Before method invocation... I am foobared! After method invocation, StringBuffer contains: Text true 3.14 The string buffer contains: Text true 3.14 The string buffer capacity: 16 fooBar called on 'I am another string buffer - but I am happy regardless!' with parameter(s): Exception in thread "main" groovy.lang.MissingMethodException: No signature of method: java.lang.StringBuffer.fooBar() is applicable for argument types: () values: []



Note that: •



The StringBuffer meta class' invokeMethod method was modified in order to be able to intercept calls on all instances of StringBuffer.



•



The modified invokeMethod method depends on the delegate of the closure being the target object.



•



When determining whether the method to invoke exists, we need to use the meta class of the delegate and not the meta class of the StringBuffer class. This since methods can have been added dynamically to the specific instance and such methods won't be found using the StringBuffer class' meta class.



•



The result of the invocation of the intercepted method must be saved and returned when exiting the invokeMethod method. This is to ensure that callers of the intercepted method receives the result of the intercepted method.



•



If we want to call a method on a StringBuffer object from within the modified invokeMethod, we need to retrieve the MetaMethod object for the method in question and call invoke on it. If we try to invoke the method the normal way, the call will be intercepted by our invokeMethod method and an infinite loop will occur.



•



Calls on both instances are intercepted, even the call on the dynamically added method.



•



Trying to call a method that does not exist results in an exception, as it should.



•



The invokeMethod method will be invoked for all methods, even those that do not exist. It thus takes precedence over the invokeMissingMethod method.



•



Calls to the constructor of the StringBuffer class were not intercepted. Subsequent sections will show how to intercept calls to constructors and static methods.



•



If we try to add another layer of interception, only the last modification to the invokeMethod will prevail. To add multiple layers of interception to a class, use the DelegatingMetaClass as described in the next section.
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3.2.5.1.2 Intercepting All Method Calls Using the DelegatingMetaClass



Intercepting method calls on a class using the DelegatingMetaClass involves the following steps: • Create a subclass of DelegatingMetaClass that overrides the invokeMethod method. • Create an instance of the class implemented in the previous step. • Register the custom meta class instance created in the previous step on the class for which we want to intercept method calls in the meta registry. • Subsequently registering additional meta class instances implementing method interception in the meta registry will add additional layers of method interception. Note that if we dynamically add a method, as described above, the meta class of the class will be replaced by an instance of ExpandoMetaClass and method interception using the DelegatingMetaClass technique will no longer work. The following example shows how two layers of interception, that is two instances of a custom DelegatingMetaClass, are added to all the methods of StringBuffer. import org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.InvokerHelper import groovy.lang.DelegatingMetaClass import groovy.lang.MetaClass /** * Custom delegating meta class that intercepts method calls * and logs these. * Each instance of this class has an unique ID that will be * visible in log messages. */ class MIDelegatingMetaclass extends DelegatingMetaClass { /* Class variable(s): */ private static sNextInstanceId = 1 /* Instance variable(s): */ private int mMetaClassId = sNextInstanceId++ /** * Creates an instance of the meta class for the supplied class. * * @param inClass Class for which to create meta class. */ public MIDelegatingMetaclass(final Class inClass) { super(inClass) initialize() println "Created MIDelegatingMetaclass for class: $inClass" } /** * Creates an instance of the meta class that delegates to the * supplied meta class. * * @param inMetaClassDelegate Meta class to which new instance * will delegate. */ public MIDelegatingMetaclass(final MetaClass inMetaClassDelegate) { super(inMetaClassDelegate) initialize() println "Created MIDelegatingMetaclass for delegate: $inMetaClassDelegate" } /** * Intercepts method invocations for which the instance of this * class is meta class. * * @param inTargetObject Object on which method is to be invoked.
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* @param inMethodName Name of method to invoke. * @param inMethodArguments Arguments to method to invoke. */ public Object invokeMethod(Object inTargetObject, String inMethodName, Object[] inMethodArguments) { println "Meta class $mMetaClassId intercepted a call to \"$inMethodName\"" + " on \"$inTargetObject\" - Before" def theResult = super.invokeMethod(inTargetObject, inMethodName, inMethodArguments) println "Meta class $mMetaClassId intercepted a call to \"$inMethodName\"" + " on \"$inTargetObject\" - After" theResult } } /* Create two instances of StringBuffer and append some text etc. */ def theStringBuf = new StringBuffer() def theOtherStringBuf = new StringBuffer("String buffer 2") /* Add one interceptor for the StringBuffer class. */ def theMetaClass = new MIDelegatingMetaclass(StringBuffer.class) InvokerHelper.metaRegistry.setMetaClass(StringBuffer.class, theMetaClass) /* Add another interceptor for the StringBuffer class. */ theMetaClass = new MIDelegatingMetaclass(StringBuffer.class) InvokerHelper.metaRegistry.setMetaClass(StringBuffer.class, theMetaClass) /* * Note that we cannot add a new method like this: * theStringBuf.metaClass.fooBar = { println "I am foobared!" } * Since it will cause the meta class to be replaced with an instance * of ExpandoMetaClass and thus remove our method interception. */ theOtherStringBuf.append(" - String buffer 2!") theStringBuf.append("Text ") theStringBuf.append(true) theStringBuf.append(" ") theStringBuf.append(3.14f) def theCapacity = theStringBuf.capacity() println "The string buffer contains: $theStringBuf" println "The string buffer capacity: $theCapacity"



Output: Created MIDelegatingMetaclass for class: class java.lang.StringBuffer Created MIDelegatingMetaclass for class: class java.lang.StringBuffer Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "append" on "String buffer 2" - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "append" on "String buffer 2" - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "append" on "String buffer 2 - String buffer 2!" After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "append" on "String buffer 2 - String buffer 2!" After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "append" on "" - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "append" on "" - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text " - After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text " - After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text " - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text " - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text true" - After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text true" - After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text true" - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text true" - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text true " - After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text true " - After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text true " - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text true " - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text true 3.14" - After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "append" on "Text true 3.14" - After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "capacity" on "Text true 3.14" - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "capacity" on "Text true 3.14" - Before
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Meta class Meta class The string The string



1 intercepted a call to "capacity" on "Text true 3.14" - After 2 intercepted a call to "capacity" on "Text true 3.14" - After buffer contains: Text true 3.14 buffer capacity: 16



Note that: • Interception is registered for all instances of the class in which method calls are to be intercepted. This since the meta class registry associates one java.lang.Class instances with a meta class. See API documentation of groovy.lang.MetaClassRegistry for details. • Intercepting method calls using the DelegatingMetaClass requires implementing a class that is a subclass of DelegatingMetaClass in which the invokeMethod method is implemented. • To invoke the method being intercepted from the invokeMethod, simply call the invokeMethod of the superclass. • The result of the invocation of the intercepted method must be saved and returned when exiting the invokeMethod method. This is to ensure that callers of the intercepted method receives the result of the intercepted method. •



The custom DelegatingMetaClass is registered by using a static method in the org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.InvokerHelper class to retrieve the meta registry and then calling the setMetaClass method on the meta registry.



•



Registering additional interceptors on a class is done in the same way as described in the previous step.



•



Interceptors will be invoked in the reverse order in which they were added.



•



We do not need to take into consideration whether the intercepted method exists or not in the interceptor code. If the method does not exist, an exception will be thrown when the invokeMethod method is called on the superclass.



•



The custom delegating meta class can be used to intercept method calls of different classes. Create and register an instance of the custom delegating meta class for each class that method calls are to be intercepted.
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3.2.5.2 Intercepting Calls to Constructors



Intercepting calls to constructors of a class can also be done using either the ExpandoMetaClass or a custom subclass of DelegatingMetaClass, as when intercepting regular method calls. 3.2.5.2.1 Intercepting Calls to Constructors Using the ExpandoMetaClass



An issue when using the ExpandoMetaClass to intercept calls to constructors is that, at least as far as I know, it is not possible to call the intercepted constructor from the intercepting code without an infinite loop occurring. It is possible to, for instance, intercept calls to a constructor having a certain set of parameters and then invoke the parameter-less constructor from the intercepting code to create an instance of the class. /* * Intercept all calls to the StringBuffer constructor that takes * a string as parameter, in order to pre-process the string before * it is inserted into the new StringBuffer instance. */ StringBuffer.metaClass.constructor = { String inString -> /* Print a log message. */ println "Constructor called with parameter: '$inString'" /* * Create the new StringBuffer instance. * Note that in the interceptor code, we must not call a * constructor that will be intercepted by the same intercepting * code that we are in, since that would cause an infinite loop. */ StringBuffer theInstance = new StringBuffer() /* Perform pre-processing of the StringBuffer. */ theInstance.append(inString) theInstance.reverse() /* Return the new instance, which is the result of the constructor. */ theInstance } /* * Create two instances of StringBuffer, one with no initial data * to which a string is later appended and another instance in which * a string is enclosed to the constructor. */ def theStringBuf = new StringBuffer() theStringBuf.append("I am the first string buffer!") def theOtherStringBuf = new StringBuffer("I am another string buffer") /* Dynamically add a method to the first StringBuffer instance. */ theStringBuf.metaClass.fooBar = { println "I am foobared!" } /* Invoke the dynamically added method on the instance that has the method. */ theStringBuf.fooBar() /* Output the content of the two string buffers. */ println "The first StringBuffer: $theStringBuf" println "The second StringBuffer: $theOtherStringBuf"



Output: Constructor called with parameter: 'I am another string buffer' I am foobared! The first StringBuffer: I am the first string buffer! The second StringBuffer: reffub gnirts rehtona ma I
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Note that: •



The StringBuffer meta class' constructor method was modified in order to be able to intercept construction of StringBuffer instances.



•



A typed parameter was used in the closure implementing the intercepting code, in order to intercept only calls to the StringBuffer constructor taking a string as parameter.



•



In the interceptor code a StringBuffer instance was created using new and a constructor without any parameters.



•



In the interceptor code, we must not call a constructor taking the same argument(s) as the constructor call that is being intercepted, or else an infinite loop will occur.



•



Method(s) can be dynamically added to a StringBuffer instance, without interfering with the constructor interception.
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3.2.5.2.2 Intercepting Calls to Constructors Using the DelegatingMetaClass



Intercepting calls to constructors using the DelegaringMetaClass technique works in the same way as when intercepting regular method calls using this technique. The only difference is that we implement a method named invokeConstructor in the custom DelegatingMetaClass. Intercepting constructor calls on a class using the DelegatingMetaClass involves the following steps: • Create a subclass of DelegatingMetaClass that overrides the invokeConstructor method. • Create an instance of the class implemented in the previous step. • Register the custom meta class instance created in the previous step on the class for which we want to intercept constructor calls in the meta registry. • Subsequently registering additional meta class instances implementing constructor interception in the meta registry will add additional layers of interception. Note that if we dynamically add a method, as described above, the meta class of the class will be replaced by an instance of ExpandoMetaClass and constructor interception using the DelegatingMetaClass technique will no longer work. The following example shows how constructor interception is added for the class StringBuffer. import org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.InvokerHelper /** * Custom delegating meta class that intercepts constructor calls * and logs these. */ class MyDelegatingMetaClass extends DelegatingMetaClass { /** * Creates an instance of the meta class for the supplied class. * * @param inClass Class for which to create meta class. */ public MyDelegatingMetaClass(final Class inClass) { super(inClass) initialize() println "Created MyDelegatingMetaClass for class: $inClass" } /** * Creates an instance of the meta class that delegates to the * supplied meta class. * * @param inMetaClassDelegate Meta class to which new instance * will delegate. */ public MyDelegatingMetaClass(final MetaClass inMetaClassDelegate) { super(inMetaClassDelegate) initialize() println "Created MyDelegatingMetaClass for delegate: $inMetaClassDelegate" } /** * Intercepts invocations to constructor of the class for which * the instance is meta class. * * @param inMethodArgs Arguments to constructor. */ public Object invokeConstructor(Object[] inMethodArgs) { /* Log the call to the constructor. */ print "Constructor invoked"
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if (inMethodArgs) { print " with argument(s): " inMethodArgs.each { print "$it (${it.class}), " } } else { print " without arguments" } println "" /* * Invoke the superclass method that will eventually invoke * the constructor and create an instance. */ def theNewInstance = super.invokeConstructor(inMethodArgs) /* Log completion of call to constructor. */ println " Finished object creation: $theNewInstance" /* Return the new instance. */ theNewInstance } } /* Set the meta class for the StringBuffer class. */ def theMetaClass = new MyDelegatingMetaClass(StringBuffer.class) InvokerHelper.metaRegistry.setMetaClass(StringBuffer.class, theMetaClass) /* Create the StringBuffer objects. */ def theStringBuf = new StringBuffer("First string buffer") def theOtherStringBuf = new StringBuffer("Second string buffer") /* Output the new StringBuffer objects to the console. */ println "First string buffer: $theStringBuf" println "Second string buffer: $theOtherStringBuf"



Output: Created MyDelegatingMetaClass for class: class java.lang.StringBuffer Constructor invoked with argument(s): First string buffer (class java.lang.String), Finished object creation: First string buffer Constructor invoked with argument(s): Second string buffer (class java.lang.String), Finished object creation: Second string buffer First string buffer: First string buffer Second string buffer: Second string buffer
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Note that: •



To be able to intercept constructors we need to implement a custom delegating meta class that is a subclass of groovy.lang.DelegatingMetaClass.



•



To intercept constructor calls, we override the invokeConstructor method in the custom delegating meta class.



•



To invoke the original constructor from the intercepting code, we call invokeConstructor on the superclass.



•



To use the custom delegating meta class, we create an instance for the class we want to intercept constructor calls and registers in the meta registry.



•



When using the DelegatingMetaClass or a subclass to intercept constructor calls, we cannot dynamically add methods like described above. This since when a method is added dynamically, the meta class of the class or object will be exchanged for an instance of ExpandoMetaClass which does not intercept constructor calls.



•



The custom delegating meta class can be used to intercept constructors of different classes. Create and register an instance of the custom delegating meta class for each class that constructor calls are to be intercepted.
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3.2.5.3 Intercepting Calls to Static Methods



Two methods to intercept static method calls using the Groovy meta class mechanism will be shown; the first one uses the ExpandoMetaClass and the second one uses the DelegatingMetaClass. 3.2.5.3.1 Intercepting Calls to Static Methods Using the ExpandoMetaClass



Using the ExpandoMetaClass to intercept static method calls on a class involves modifying the behaviour of the invokeMethod method, prefixed by the qualifier static, in the meta class of the class on which to intercept static method calls. If the meta class was not an instance of ExpandoMetaClass, the meta class will be replaced by an instance of ExpandoMetaClass. If we use this technique to try to add another layer of interception to a class, only the last modification will prevail. See the next section on how to add multiple layers of interception of static methods. Intercepting static methods using the ExpandoMetaClass allows us to dynamically add methods, both static and non-static, at runtime, as described above, without disturbing the interception. /* * When a static method is called from Groovy code on a class, * the invokeMethod for static methods of the class' meta class is always invoked. * To intercept calls on an object, we override this method. * Care must be taken not to invoke any static methods on the class in * question, since it will cause an infinite loop. * Note that the method with the supplied name does not necessarily * exist in the target object. * In this method, we depend on the delegate being the target object * of the call, that is the class. */ Collections.metaClass.static.invokeMethod = { String inMethodName, inMethodArgs -> /* * Log which method is being called on what object and with which * parameters. */ print "'$inMethodName' called on '${delegate}' with parameter(s): " inMethodArgs.each { print "$it (${it.class})" } println "" /* * Determine if the method to be invoked really exists by * trying to retrieve the MetaMethod for the method. * We can use either the delegate's or the Class' meta class to * retrieve the MetaMethod. Both options work with dynamically * added methods. */ def theMethod = Collections.metaClass.getMetaMethod(inMethodName, inMethodArgs) if (theMethod) { println " Before method invocation..." /* * Invoke the intercepted method. * Note that the result must be saved and returned after any * processing performed after the invocation of the intercepted * method. */ def theResult = theMethod.invoke(delegate, inMethodArgs) /* * * * *



If we want to invoke a method on the target object, we cannot do it the usual way, since this will cause an infinite loop due to that call also being intercepted. The problem can be solved by retrieving the appropriate
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* MetaMethod and calling invoke on it, as below. */ def theBufStr = delegate.metaClass.getMetaMethod("toString", null). invoke(delegate, null) println " After method invocation." return theResult } else { /* * The method to invoke does not exist - call the method * that handles missing methods. */ return delegate.metaClass.invokeMissingMethod( delegate, inMethodName, inMethodArgs) } } List theList = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] /* Dynamically add a static method to see if it will also be intercepted. */ Collections.metaClass.static.integerFromLong = { Long inLong -> new Integer("${inLong.intValue()}") } /* Call two static methods on the class. */ Collections.reverse(theList) println "The reversed list: $theList" Collections.shuffle(theList) println "The shuffled list: $theList" /* Call the dynamically added static method on the class. */ def theInt = Collections.integerFromLong(new Long(123)) println "The dynamic method returned: $theInt" /* Try to invoke a static method that does not exist. */ Collections.nonexistant(theList)



Output: 'reverse' called on 'class java.util.Collections' with parameter(s): [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] (class java.util.ArrayList) Before method invocation... After method invocation. The reversed list: [5, 4, 3, 2, 1] 'shuffle' called on 'class java.util.Collections' with parameter(s): [5, 4, 3, 2, 1] (class java.util.ArrayList) Before method invocation... After method invocation. The shuffled list: [5, 3, 2, 1, 4] 'integerFromLong' called on 'class java.util.Collections' with parameter(s): 123 (class java.lang.Long) Before method invocation... After method invocation. The dynamic method returned: 123 'nonexistant' called on 'class java.util.Collections' with parameter(s): [5, 3, 2, 1, 4] (class java.util.ArrayList) Exception in thread "main" groovy.lang.MissingMethodException: No signature of method: java.util.Collections.nonexistant() is applicable for argument types: (java.util.ArrayList) values: [[5, 3, 2, 1, 4]]
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Note that: •



The Collections class meta class' invokeMethod method for static methods was modified in order to be able to intercept calls of static methods in the Collections class.



•



The modified invokeMethod method depends on the delegate of the closure being the target object. In the case of static methods, this will be the class on which the static method is invoked.



•



When determining whether the static method to invoke exists, we can use either the meta class of the delegate or the meta class of the Collections class. Both options will be able to discover dynamically added methods.



•



The result of the invocation of the intercepted method must be saved and returned when exiting the invokeMethod method. This is to ensure that callers of the intercepted method receives the result of the intercepted method.



•



If we want to call a static method on a Collections object from within the modified invokeMethod, we need to retrieve the MetaMethod object for the method in question and call invoke on it. No static qualifier is necessary when retrieving the MetaMethod of a static method. If we try to invoke the static method the normal way, the call will be intercepted and an infinite loop will occur.



•



Calls on dynamically added static methods are also intercepted.



•



Trying to call a static method that does not exist results in an exception, as it should.



•



The invokeMethod method will be invoked for all methods, even those that do not exist. It thus takes precedence over the invokeMissingMethod method.



•



If we try to add another layer of interception, only the last modification to the invokeMethod will prevail. To add multiple layers of interception to a class, use the DelegatingMetaClass as described in the next section.
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3.2.5.3.2 Intercepting Calls to Static Methods Using the DelegatingMetaClass



Intercepting static method calls on a class using the DelegatingMetaClass involves the following steps: • Create a subclass of DelegatingMetaClass that overrides the invokeStaticMethod method. • Create an instance of the class implemented in the previous step. • Register the custom meta class instance created in the previous step on the class for which we want to intercept method calls in the meta registry. • Subsequently registering additional meta class instances implementing static method interception in the meta registry will add additional layers of interception. Note that if we dynamically add a method, as described above, the meta class of the class will be replaced by an instance of ExpandoMetaClass and method interception using the DelegatingMetaClass technique will no longer work. The following example shows how two layers of interception, that is two instances of a custom DelegatingMetaClass, are added to all the static methods of Collections. import org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.InvokerHelper import groovy.lang.DelegatingMetaClass import groovy.lang.MetaClass /** * Custom delegating meta class that intercepts calls on static methods * and logs these. */ class SMIDelegatingMetaclass extends DelegatingMetaClass { /* Class variable(s): */ private static sNextInstanceId = 1 /* Instance variable(s): */ private int mMetaClassId = sNextInstanceId++ /** * Creates an instance of the meta class for the supplied class. * * @param inClass Class for which to create meta class. */ public SMIDelegatingMetaclass(final Class inClass) { super(inClass) initialize() println "Created SMIDelegatingMetaclass for class: $inClass" } /** * Creates an instance of the meta class that delegates to the * supplied meta class. * * @param inMetaClassDelegate Meta class to which new instance * will delegate. */ public SMIDelegatingMetaclass(final MetaClass inMetaClassDelegate) { super(inMetaClassDelegate) initialize() println "Created SMIDelegatingMetaclass for delegate: $inMetaClassDelegate" } /** * Intercepts invocations of static methods for which the instance * of this class is meta class. *
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* @param inTargetObject Object on which method is to be invoked. * @param inMethodName Name of method to invoke. * @param inMethodArguments Arguments to method to invoke. */ public Object invokeStaticMethod(Object inTargetObject, String inMethodName, Object[] inMethodArguments) { println "Meta class $mMetaClassId intercepted a call to \"$inMethodName\"" + " on \"$inTargetObject\" - Before" def theResult = super.invokeStaticMethod(inTargetObject, inMethodName, inMethodArguments) println "Meta class $mMetaClassId intercepted a call to \"$inMethodName\"" + " on \"$inTargetObject\" - After" theResult } } /* Add one interceptor for static methods in the Collections class. */ def theMetaClass = new SMIDelegatingMetaclass(Collections.class) InvokerHelper.metaRegistry.setMetaClass(Collections.class, theMetaClass) /* Add another interceptor for static methods in the Collections class. */ theMetaClass = new SMIDelegatingMetaclass(Collections.class) InvokerHelper.metaRegistry.setMetaClass(Collections.class, theMetaClass) List theList = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] /* Call two static methods on the class. */ Collections.reverse(theList) println "The reversed list: $theList" Collections.shuffle(theList) println "The shuffled list: $theList" /* Try to invoke a static method that does not exist. */ Collections.nonexistant(theList)



Output: Created SMIDelegatingMetaclass for class: class java.util.Collections Created SMIDelegatingMetaclass for class: class java.util.Collections Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "reverse" on "class java.util.Collections" - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "reverse" on "class java.util.Collections" - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "reverse" on "class java.util.Collections" - After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "reverse" on "class java.util.Collections" - After The reversed list: [5, 4, 3, 2, 1] Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "shuffle" on "class java.util.Collections" - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "shuffle" on "class java.util.Collections" - Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "shuffle" on "class java.util.Collections" - After Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "shuffle" on "class java.util.Collections" - After The shuffled list: [2, 4, 3, 1, 5] Meta class 2 intercepted a call to "nonexistant" on "class java.util.Collections" Before Meta class 1 intercepted a call to "nonexistant" on "class java.util.Collections" Before Exception in thread "main" groovy.lang.MissingMethodException: No signature of method: static java.util.Collections.nonexistant() is applica ble for argument types: (java.util.ArrayList) values: [[2, 4, 3, 1, 5]] ...
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Note that: • Interception is registered for the class in which static method calls are to be intercepted. • Intercepting method calls using the DelegatingMetaClass requires implementing a class that is a subclass of DelegatingMetaClass in which the invokeStaticMethod method is implemented. • To invoke the method being intercepted from our invokeStaticMethod, simply call the invokeStaticMethod of the superclass. • The result of the invocation of the intercepted method must be saved and returned when exiting the invokeStaticMethod method. This is to ensure that callers of intercepted methods receives any result produced by the method. •



The custom DelegatingMetaClass is registered by using a static method in the org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.InvokerHelper class to retrieve the meta registry and then calling the setMetaClass method on the meta registry.



•



Registering additional interceptors on a class is done in the same way as described in the previous step.



•



Interceptors will be invoked in the reverse order in which they were added.



•



We do not need to take into consideration whether the intercepted method exists or not in the interceptor code. If the method does not exist, an exception will be thrown when the invokeStaticMethod method is called on the superclass.



•



The custom delegating meta class can be used to intercept static method calls of different classes. Create and register an instance of the custom delegating meta class for each class that static method calls are to be intercepted.
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3.2.5.4 Intercepting Calls to Nonexistent Methods



Only one single way to intercept calls to nonexistent methods is presented, namely a method using the ExpandoMetaClass. The reason for not being able to use the DelegatingMetaClass is that the invokeMethod method will delegate to the DelegatingMetaClass instance's delegate and the invokeMissingMethod will never be called on the DelegatingMetaClass. 3.2.5.4.1 Intercepting Calls to Nonexistent Methods Using the ExpandoMetaClass



If the methodMissing method in a class' meta class is replaced we can intercept calls to methods that does not exist in the target object. /* * When a method is called from Groovy code on an instance of a * class and it is discovered that the method called does not exist, * the methodMissing method is invoked on the class' meta class. * In this method, we depend on the delegate being the target object of the call. */ StringBuffer.metaClass.methodMissing = { inMethodName, inMethodArgs -> /* Instead of throwing an exception, just print a log message. */ print "Uh-oh, could not invoke $inMethodName" if (inMethodArgs) { print " with argument(s): " inMethodArgs.each { print "$it (${it.class}), " } } println " on the object: '$delegate'" } /* Create the StringBuffer objects to work on. */ def theStringBuf = new StringBuffer("First string buffer") def theOtherStringBuf = new StringBuffer("Second string buffer") /* Dynamically add a method to one of the StringBuffer objects. */ theStringBuf.metaClass.fooBar = { println "I am foobared!" } /* Invoke the dynamically added method on the instance that has the method. */ theStringBuf.fooBar() /* Try to invoke methods that do not exist. */ theOtherStringBuf.fooBar() theOtherStringBuf.foo(1, 2, 3, "test") theStringBuf.nonexistent("test", "gris", 45.0)



Output: I am foobared! Uh-oh, could not invoke fooBar on the object: 'Second string buffer' Uh-oh, could not invoke foo with argument(s): 1 (class java.lang.Integer), 2 (class java.lang.Integer), 3 (class java.lang.Integer), test (c lass java.lang.String), on the object: 'Second string buffer' Uh-oh, could not invoke nonexistent with argument(s): test (class java.lang.String), gris (class java.lang.String), 45.0 (class java.math.Bi gDecimal), on the object: 'First string buffer'



Note that: •



Care should be taken not to call any nonexistent methods on objects of the same class as the target object from the methodMissing method since this will cause an infinite loop. 153



3.2.5.5 Scoped Interception of Method Calls



The Groovy ProxyMetaClass can be used to intercept instance methods, static methods and constructors in a fashion similar to what we saw when using Categories. Within a use block, all method calls on a specified class and instances of the class are intercepted. The following example shows how methods of the Long class are intercepted: /** * This interceptor implements logging of method invocations. */ class LoggingInterceptor implements Interceptor { /* Instance variable(s): */ private String mMethodName /** * Intercepts method invocation on the target class. * This method is called before the method in the target object is * optionally invoked. The doInvoke method in the interceptor decides * whether the intercepted method is invoked or not. * * @param inTargetObject Object on which to invoke method. * @param inMethodName Name of method to invoke. * @param inMethodArgs Arguments to method to invoke. * @return A result that is used as the method result if doInvoke * returns false and afterInvoke relays this result. */ Object beforeInvoke(final Object inTargetObject, final String inMethodName, final Object[] inMethodArgs) { mMethodName = inMethodName println " Before invokation of $inMethodName" } /** * Decides whether the intercepted method is to be invoked or not. * * @return True if the intercepted method is to be invoked, false * otherwise. */ boolean doInvoke() { println " In doInvoke for method $mMethodName" true } /** * Intercepts method invocation on the target class. * This method is called after the method in the target object was * optionally invoked. This method is called regardless of whether * doInvoke returns true or false. The doInvoke method in the interceptor * decides whether the intercepted method is invoked or not. * * @param inTargetObject Object on which to invoke method. * @param inMethodName Name of method to invoke. * @param inMethodArgs Arguments to method to invoke. * @param inMethodResult Result of having invoked the intercepted * method, or if doInvoke returned false, the result returned by * the beforeInvoke method. * @return A result that is used as the method result if doInvoke * returns false and afterInvoke relays this result. */ Object afterInvoke(final Object inTargetObject, final String inMethodName, final Object[] inMethodArgs, final Object inMethodResult) { println " After invokation of $inMethodName, result: $inMethodResult" inMethodResult } } /* * Create a new ProxyMetaClass for the class we want to intercept * method calls on and set its interceptor to our logging interceptor. */ def theProxyMetaClass = ProxyMetaClass.getInstance(Long.class)
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theProxyMetaClass.interceptor = new LoggingInterceptor() /* Create a Long and invoke an instance method on it without interception. */ println "No interception applied:" def theLong = new Long(123) println "The byte value of the long is: ${theLong.byteValue()}" /* Interception applies within the use block. */ println "\nInterception applied:" theProxyMetaClass.use { /* Invoke an instance method on a Long. */ def theByteValue = theLong.byteValue() println "The byte value of the long is: $theByteValue" /* Invoke a static method on the Long class. */ def theLongVal = Long.parseLong("234") println "The long value of the number string is: $theLongVal" /* Create a new Long instance. */ def theNewLong = new Long(567) println "The value of the new long: $theNewLong" }



Output: No interception applied: The byte value of the long is: 123 Interception applied: Before invokation of byteValue In doInvoke for method byteValue After invokation of byteValue, result: 123 The byte value of the long is: 123 Before invokation of parseLong In doInvoke for method parseLong After invokation of parseLong, result: 234 The long value of the number string is: 234 Before invokation of ctor In doInvoke for method ctor After invokation of ctor, result: 567 The value of the new long: 567



Note that: • An interceptor implements the groovy.lang.Interceptor interface. • An interceptor can be used to intercept calls to any class. • The methods of an interceptor are invoked in the following order, regardless of whether the doInvoke method returns true or false: beforeInvoke, doInvoke, afterInvoke • An interceptor is used by creating an instance of ProxyMetaClass for the class that is to be intercepted, setting its interceptor and then invoke use on the ProxyMetaClass instance supplying a closure within which interception is to be applied. • Instance methods, static methods and constructors are all intercepted within the use block. • The parameter containing the method name in the interceptor will, for constructors, contain “ctor”. • The ProxyMetaClass is not threadsafe. See the Groovy API documentation for further details. • The interceptor does not need to explicitly invoke the intercepted method.
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3.2.5.6 Automatically Applying Interception to a Class



Groovy allows for automatically setting the meta class of a class by supplying a specially named subclass of DelegatingMetaClass in a special package. The following example shows how to intercept method calls on the java.lang.Long class. It is accomplished in the following steps: •



Create a package groovy.runtime.metaclass.java.lang. The last part of the package name is to be the name of the package in which the class to be intercepted resides, in this example it is “java.lang”.



•



In the newly created package, create a Groovy class named LongMetaClass. The name of this class is the name of the class for which we want a meta class to be automatically set plus the suffix “MetaClass”.



•



Implement the LongMetaClass:



package groovy.runtime.metaclass.java.lang; /** * Delegating meta class intercepting the following on the * java.lang.Long class: * - Constructor calls. * - Static method calls. * - Instance method calls. */ class LongMetaClass extends DelegatingMetaClass { /** * Creates an instance of the meta class delegating to supplied delegate. */ LongMetaClass(final MetaClass inDelegate) { super(inDelegate) } /** * Intercepts calls to constructors. * * @param inMethodArgs Constructor arguments. */ public Object invokeConstructor(Object[] inMethodArgs) { println " Before invoking constructor." def theResult = super.invokeConstructor(inMethodArgs) println " After invoking constructor: $theResult" theResult } /** * Intercepts calls to instance methods. * * @param inTargetObject Object on which method is invoked. * @param inMethodName Name of intercepted method. * @param inMethodArgs Arguments to intercepted method. */ public Object invokeMethod(final Object inTargetObject, final String inMethodName, final Object[] inMethodArgs) { println " Before invoking $inMethodName on $inTargetObject." def theResult = super.invokeMethod(inTargetObject, inMethodName, inMethodArgs) println " After invoking $inMethodName on $inTargetObject." theResult } /** * Intercepts calls to static methods. * * @param inTargetObject Object on which method is invoked. * @param inMethodName Name of intercepted method.
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* @param inMethodArgs Arguments to intercepted method. */ public Object invokeStaticMethod(final Object inTargetObject, final String inMethodName, final Object[] inMethodArgs) { println " Before invoking static $inMethodName on $inTargetObject." def theResult = super.invokeMethod(inTargetObject, inMethodName, inMethodArgs) println " After invoking static $inMethodName on $inTargetObject." theResult } }



Finally, a test program is implemented. Note that we do not need to set the meta class of the java.lang.Long class, it is taken care of by the Groovy runtime. package com.ivan; def theLong = new Long(678) println "Create a new Long: $theLong" def theByteVal = theLong.byteValue() println "Byte value of Long: $theByteVal" def theParsedLong = Long.parseLong("789") println "The parsed Long: $theParsedLong"



Output: Before invoking constructor. After invoking constructor: 678 Create a new Long: 678 Before invoking byteValue on 678. After invoking byteValue on 678. Byte value of Long: -90 Before invoking static parseLong on class java.lang.Long. After invoking static parseLong on class java.lang.Long. The parsed Long: 789



Note that: •



Constructors, static methods and instance methods are intercepted.



•



The meta class is automatically set by the Groovy runtime.



•



If the meta class is programmatically modified, for instance by dynamically adding methods, then the intercepting meta class will be removed and interception will not take place.
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3.2.6 Intercepting Property Access The getting and setting of Groovy properties can also be intercepted using either the ExpandoMetaClass technique or the DelegatingMetaClass technique. 3.2.6.1 Intercepting Property Access Using the ExpandoMetaClass



Using the ExpandoMetaClass, we can replace the getProperty and setProperty method in the meta class of the class for which we want to intercept property access. /* Simple class with a few properties we can play with. */ class MyPropertyClass { def firstName def lastName def age private String mSecret def getSecret() { mSecret } def setSecret(def inValue) { mSecret = inValue } } /* * Intercept property retrieval for the MyPropertyClass by replacing * the getProperty method in the meta class. */ MyPropertyClass.metaClass.getProperty = { inPropertyName -> println " In getProperty for $inPropertyName" /* * Query the delegate whether the property exists or not. * We query the delegate in order to be able to discover * properties added to instances. */ if (delegate.hasProperty(inPropertyName)) { /* * We cannot use getProperty to retrieve the value of the property * since it is intercepted and invoking it from the intercepting * code will cause an infinite loop. * Instead we retrieve the meta property and use it to retrieve * the property value. */ return delegate.metaClass.getMetaProperty(inPropertyName).getProperty(delegate) } else { /* Property does not exist, throw an exception. */ throw new MissingPropertyException("No such property: $inPropertyName") } } /* * Intercept property setting for the MyPropertyClass by replacing * the setProperty method in the meta class. */ MyPropertyClass.metaClass.setProperty = { inPropertyName, inPropertyValue -> println " In setProperty for $inPropertyName" /* * We cannot use setProperty to set the value of the property * since it is intercepted and invoking it from the intercepting * code will cause an infinite loop. * In order to be able to retrieve the property using both property * retrieval (dot-operator) and getter method, we retrieve the meta * property and then use it to set the property value. */ delegate.metaClass.getMetaProperty(inPropertyName).setProperty( delegate, inPropertyValue)
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} /* Example getting and setting some properties on a Groovy object. */ def theBean = new MyPropertyClass() theBean.firstName = "Olga" theBean.lastName = "Algar" theBean.age = 35 theBean.secret = "testing secret" println println println println println println



"First name in the bean: ${theBean.firstName}" "Last name in the bean: ${theBean.lastName}" "Age in the bean: ${theBean.age}" "Using a getter to retrieve a property: ${theBean.getAge()}" "Using a getter to retrieve the secret property: ${theBean.getSecret()}" "Nonexistant property in the bean: ${theBean.nonexistant}"



Output: In setProperty for firstName In setProperty for lastName In setProperty for age In setProperty for secret In getProperty for firstName First name in the bean: Olga In getProperty for lastName Last name in the bean: Algar In getProperty for age Age in the bean: 35 Using a getter to retrieve a property: 35 Using a getter to retrieve the secret property: testing secret In getProperty for nonexistant Exception in thread "main" groovy.lang.MissingPropertyException: No such property: nonexistant ...



Note that: •



Interception of property retrieval is accomplished by replacing the getProperty method in the meta class of the class for which property retrieval is to be intercepted.



•



To retrieve the property value in the intercepting code, the meta property is retrieved from the meta class of the delegate (the object from which the property is being retrieved) and then used to retrieve the property value. This is done in order for properties of all kinds (defined using def or implemented with getters and setters) to be properly handled.



•



In order for an exception to be thrown when trying to retrieve a nonexistent property, the intercepting code must explicitly throw a MissingPropertyException.



•



Interception of property setting is accomplished by replacing the setProperty method in the meta class of the class for which property setting is to be intercepted.



•



To set the property in the intercepting code, the meta property is retrieved from the meta class of the delegate (the object on which the property is being set) and then used to set the property value. This is done in order for properties of all kinds (defined using def or implemented with getters and setters) to be properly handled.
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3.2.6.2 Intercepting Property Access Using the DelegatingMetaClass



Intercepting property access on a class using the DelegatingMetaClass involves the following steps: • Create a subclass of DelegatingMetaClass that overrides the setProperty and getProperty methods. • Create an instance of the class implemented in the previous step. • Register the custom meta class instance created in the previous step on the class for which we want to intercept property access in the meta registry. • Subsequently registering additional meta class instances implementing property access interception in the meta registry will add additional layers property access interception. Note that if we dynamically add a method, as described above, the meta class of the class will be replaced by an instance of ExpandoMetaClass and property acces interception using the DelegatingMetaClass technique will no longer work. The following example shows how two layers of interception, that is two instances of a custom DelegatingMetaClass, intercepts property access on instances of the class MySimplePropertyClass. import org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.InvokerHelper import groovy.lang.DelegatingMetaClass import groovy.lang.MetaClass /* Simple class with a few properties we can play with. */ class MySimplePropertyClass { def firstName def lastName def age private String mSecret def getSecret() { mSecret } def setSecret(def inValue) { mSecret = inValue } } /** * Custom delegating metaclass that intercepts property access * and logs these. */ class SIDelegatingMetaclass extends DelegatingMetaClass { /* Class variable(s): */ private static sNextInstanceId = 1 /* Instance variable(s): */ private int mMetaClassId = sNextInstanceId++ /** * Creates an instance of the metaclass for the supplied class. * * @param inClass Class for which to create metaclass. */ public SIDelegatingMetaclass(final Class inClass) { super(inClass) initialize() println "Created SIDelegatingMetaclass with id $mMetaClassId " + "for class: $inClass" } /** * Creates an instance of the metaclass that delegates to the * supplied metaclass. * * @param inMetaClassDelegate Metaclass to which new instance
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* will delegate. */ public SIDelegatingMetaclass(final MetaClass inMetaClassDelegate) { super(inMetaClassDelegate) initialize() println "Created SIDelegatingMetaclass with id $mMetaClassId " + "for delegate: $inMetaClassDelegate" } /** * Sets the property with specified name to specified value on the * specified target object. * * @param inTargetObject Object on which to set property. * @param inPropertyName Name of property. * @param inPropertyValue Value to set property to. */ void setProperty(final Object inTargetObject, final String inPropertyName, final Object inPropertyValue) { println " In setProperty for $inPropertyName " + "(interceptor id $mMetaClassId)" super.setProperty(inTargetObject, inPropertyName, inPropertyValue) } /** * Retrieves the property with specified name from the specified target * object. Throws an exception if no property with the supplied name * exists in the specified target object. * * @param inTargetObject Object from which to retrieve property. * @param inPropertyName Name of property to retrieve. */ Object getProperty(final Object inTargetObject, final String inPropertyName) { println " In getProperty for $inPropertyName" + "(interceptor id $mMetaClassId)" super.getProperty(inTargetObject, inPropertyName) } } /* Add one interceptor for the MySimplePropertyClass class. */ def theMetaClass = new SIDelegatingMetaclass(MySimplePropertyClass.class) InvokerHelper.metaRegistry.setMetaClass(MySimplePropertyClass.class, theMetaClass) /* Add another interceptor for the MySimplePropertyClass class. */ theMetaClass = new SIDelegatingMetaclass(MySimplePropertyClass.class) InvokerHelper.metaRegistry.setMetaClass(MySimplePropertyClass.class, theMetaClass) /* Example getting and setting some properties on a Groovy object. */ def theBean = new MySimplePropertyClass() theBean.firstName = "Olga" theBean.lastName = "Algar" theBean.setAge(35) theBean.secret = "testing secret" println println println println println println



"First name in the bean: ${theBean.firstName}" "Last name in the bean: ${theBean.lastName}" "Age in the bean: ${theBean.age}" "Using a getter to retrieve a property: ${theBean.getAge()}" "Using a getter to retrieve the secret property: ${theBean.getSecret()}" "Nonexistant property in the bean: ${theBean.nonexistant}"



Output: Created SIDelegatingMetaclass with id 1 for class: class com.ivan.MySimplePropertyClass Created SIDelegatingMetaclass with id 2 for class: class com.ivan.MySimplePropertyClass In setProperty for firstName (interceptor id 2) In setProperty for firstName (interceptor id 1) In setProperty for lastName (interceptor id 2) In setProperty for lastName (interceptor id 1) In setProperty for secret (interceptor id 2)
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In setProperty for secret (interceptor id 1) In getProperty for firstName(interceptor id 2) In getProperty for firstName(interceptor id 1) First name in the bean: Olga In getProperty for lastName(interceptor id 2) In getProperty for lastName(interceptor id 1) Last name in the bean: Algar In getProperty for age(interceptor id 2) In getProperty for age(interceptor id 1) Age in the bean: 35 Using a getter to retrieve a property: 35 Using a getter to retrieve the secret property: testing secret In getProperty for nonexistant(interceptor id 2) In getProperty for nonexistant(interceptor id 1) Exception in thread "main" groovy.lang.MissingPropertyException: No such property: nonexistant for class: com.ivan.MySimplePropertyClass ...



Note that: •



• • • •



Interception is registered for all instances of the class in which property access is to be intercepted. This since the meta class registry associates one java.lang.Class instances with a meta class. See API documentation of groovy.lang.MetaClassRegistry for details. Intercepting property access using the DelegatingMetaClass requires implementing a class that is a subclass of DelegatingMetaClass in which the getProperty and setProperty methods are implemented. To retrieve the property being intercepted from the getProperty method, simply call the getProperty method of the superclass. To set the property being intercepted from the setProperty method, simply call the setProperty method of the superclass. The custom DelegatingMetaClass is registered by using a static method in the org.codehaus.groovy.runtime.InvokerHelper class to retrieve the meta registry and then calling the setMetaClass method on the meta registry.



•



Registering additional interceptors on a class is done in the same way as described in the previous step.



•



Interceptors will be invoked in the reverse order in which they were added.



•



We do not need to take into consideration whether the property to be retrieved exists or not in the interceptor code. If the property does not exist, an exception will be thrown when the getProperty method is called on the superclass.



•



The custom delegating meta class can be used to intercept property access on different classes. Create and register an instance of the custom delegating meta class for each class that property access is to be intercepted.



•



Property access using getter and setter methods will not be intercepted using the DelegatingMetaClass technique. To intercept property access using getter and setter methods with the DelegatingMetaClass technique, we need to intercept method calls as described above.
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4 Testing with Groovy At the time of writing, using TestNG with Groovy in an IDE (Eclipse) is not entirely integrated, so JUnit, which is integrated both into Groovy and in Eclipse, will be used. To the largest extent possible, techniques that allow for unit testing of both Groovy and Java code will be described. In the case that there are limitations regarding testing of Java code, this will be explicitly stated.



4.1 Basic Unit Testing The Groovy class groovy.util.GroovyTestCase extends the JUnit TestCase class, so unit testing in Groovy should be a familiar experience to developers having used JUnit.



4.1.1 Groovy/JUnit 3 Style Test Cases A Groovy unit test is a class that inherits from the GroovyTestCase class, which adds some features to make writing tests easier. The following test case tests integer division. import groovy.util.GroovyTestCase; /** * Unit test case showing the basics of writing unit tests in Groovy. * This class uses the JUnit 3 style of writing test classes, inheriting * from a superclass. */ class DivisionTest extends GroovyTestCase { /** * Tests division by zero. * Note that when writing JUnit tests in Groovy, the return type of * the method must be specified and must be void. * Shows how to use the shouldFail method, specifying what kind of * exception is expected to occur in the closure. */ void testDivideByZero() { shouldFail(ArithmeticException) { 2 / 0 } } /** * Tests division happy path. */ void testDivisionHappyPath() { /* Uses a static assertion methods in the GroovyTestCase class. */ assertEquals(5, 10 / 2) /* Assertions can also be written without parenthesis. */ assertEquals 7, 21 / 3 } }



Note that: • The above test case is in the JUnit 3 style. Groovy up to version 1.6.5 uses the JUnit 3 library and Groovy 1.7 uses the JUnit 4 library. • A Groovy test case inherits from the class groovy.util.GroovyTestCase. • Test methods must have the return type void specified. • Test methods must have names starting with “test” (case-sensitive).
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4.1.2 JUnit4 Style Test Cases Groovy also allows for writing JUnit 4 style test cases, using annotations. Writing JUnit 4 tests in Groovy requires Groovy 1.5 or later. The following example shows the test case above re-written using a JUnit 4 style test. import junit.framework.Assert; import org.junit.Test; /** * Unit test case showing the basics of writing unit tests in Groovy. * This class uses the JUnit 4 style of writing test classes, annotating * test methods. */ class JUnit4Test { /** * Tests division happy path. * Note that when writing JUnit tests in Groovy, the return type of * the method must be specified and must be void. */ @Test void divisionTest() { long theResult = 21 / 3 Assert.assertEquals(7, theResult) } /** * Tests division by zero. * Shows how to use the JUnit 4 style indicating what exception is * expected. */ @Test(expected=ArithmeticException) void divideByZero() { 2 / 0 } }



Note that: • • • • •



The above test case is in the JUnit 4 style. Groovy 1.5 or later and JUnit 4.x is required to write JUnit 4 style unit tests. The test case class does not inherit from any particular superclass. Test methods are annotated with the @Test annotation. Test methods can have any name.
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4.1.3 Asserting Test Results This section will describe some of the ways of asserting test results found in the GroovyTestCase class. Note also that the class junit.framework.Assert contains additional very useful assertions. Additionally, for instance the Hamcrest framework can be used to write test assertions. Note that one of the tests in the following test case will fail! /** * This class shows some examples of ways of asserting test results * that can be found in the GroovyTestCase class. */ class AssertingTestResults extends GroovyTestCase { /* Constant(s): */ /* Instance variable(s): */ void testAssertEquality() { /* Asserts equality of expected and calculated values. */ assertEquals(1 , 0 + 1) } void testAssertEqualityWithMessage() { /* * Assert equality with a message that will be displayed if * the assertion fails. */ assertEquals("One will never be equals to two", 1, 2) } void testAssertArrayEquality() { /* Set up two arrays to compare. */ String[] theArray1 = "one two".split(" ") def theExpectedArray = new String[2] theExpectedArray[0] = "one" theExpectedArray[1] = "two" /* * Assert that the arrays are of the same type and contains * the same values. */ assertArrayEquals(theExpectedArray, theArray1) } void testAssertElementPresentInArray() { int[] theNumArray = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] as int[] /* Assert that the array contains the number 4. */ assertContains(4, theNumArray) } void testAssertArrayLength() { int[] theNumArray = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] as int[] /* Assert that the array is of a certain length. */ assertLength(6, theNumArray) } void testAssertScript() { /* * Assert that the script executes without exceptions. * Note that the script will be executed and it should not * produce any side-effects. */ assertScript("println 'Groovy + TDD = True'") } void testShouldFail()
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{ /* * The code in the closure should fail with an exception in * order for this test to succeed. * The return value contains the message from the exception * thrown. */ def theResult = shouldFail() { 2 / 0 } println theResult /* * The code in the closure should fail throwing an exception * of specified type in order for this test to succeed. * A version of this shouldFail version called shouldFailWithCause * also exists. */ theResult = shouldFail(NullPointerException) { new StringBuffer(null) } println theResult } }



Output: Groovy + TDD = True / by zero null



Note that: • When using the assertScript method, the script will be executed. Avoid executing scripts that cause unwanted side effects. • The method shouldFailWithCause is the same as the shouldFail method taking an exception type as parameter. • The shouldFail and shouldFailWithCause methods return a string that is the message from the exception thrown.
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4.2 Stub and Mock Objects Stubs and mock objects are well-known techniques used in connection with unit testing as a stand in for underlying objects. In this section examples of mocking and stubbing using the Groovy classes StubFor and MockFor will be discussed. These classes also allow mocking and stubbing when testing Java code. The difference between stubs and mock objects in Groovy are: Issue



Stubs



Mocks



Demanded method call ordering.



Does not place any demands on Calls on the mock must be in the ordering. the order as the demands on the mock are specified.



Verification of expectations.



Need to explicitly call verify to Happens automatically when verify that the expected calls the use closure ends. have been made on the stub.



If you have used a Java mocking framework when writing Java tests, here are some differences with the Groovy counterpart: •



A range may be supplied when specifying the expectations of the mock/stub object. This enables us to specify demands like “the append method should be called one to three times”. It is also possible to specify optional demands by supplying a range starting from zero.



•



Mock/stub objects do not need to be injected into the object under test. Experience tells me that programming to interfaces and injecting dependencies is still to be preferred, since it makes testing, even when using Groovy, easier. Note! Using Groovy stub and mock objects can be slightly more complicated compared to mocking or stubbing in Java. For instance, methods used by Groovy to dynamically invoke methods on an object have to be taken into account when specifying expectations for a mock/stub object.
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4.2.1 Using Stub Objects In the following example, a StringBuffer object used by the class under test is replaced by a stub. import groovy.mock.interceptor.StubFor; /* * Class implementing an object under test that uses a * StringBuffer that will be replaced by a stub or a mock. */ class StringBufferUser { private StringBuffer buffer StringBufferUser() { buffer = new StringBuffer() } def doAppend(def inDataToAppend) { buffer.append(inDataToAppend) } def retrieveContentString() { buffer.toString() } } class TestWithStubFor extends GroovyTestCase { void testWithStubFor() { def theResult /* * This list will hold the data received by the append method of the stub. */ def theAppendData = [] /* * Create the stub that will replace the StringBuffer in the object under test. */ def theStub = new StubFor(StringBuffer) /* * Expectation: * The append method is to be called 1 to 3 times on the stub * and the parameter to the method will be saved in a list. */ theStub.demand.append(1..3) { inParam -> /* Save the data to be appended in a list for later verification. */ theAppendData << inParam /* Call a helper method in the unit test class. */ helperMethod() } /* * Expectation: * Optionally, the capacity method may be called once on the stub. * If called, a capacity of 100 is reported. */ theStub.demand.capacity(0..1) { 100 } /* * Expectation: * The toString method is to be called exactly once on the stub * and it will return the string "result". */
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theStub.demand.toString { "result "} /* The code that is to use the mock is placed in the use block below. */ theStub.use { /* Create the object that is to be tested. */ def theObjUnderTest = new StringBufferUser() /* Use the object under test. */ theObjUnderTest.doAppend("test") theObjUnderTest.doAppend(15) theResult = theObjUnderTest.retrieveContentString() } /* * For stubs, the verify method must be called explicitly to * verify that all the expectations have been met. */ theStub.expect.verify() /* Normally output to the console is not done in unit tests. */ println "The result is: $theResult" println "The data appended to the StringBuffer: $theAppendData" } /* A helper method to be called from a method in the stub. */ def helperMethod() { println "In the helper method" } }



Output: In the helper method In the helper method The result is: result The data appended to the StringBuffer: [test, 15]



Additional exercise: • Cut out the following two expectations: /* * Expectation: * Optionally, the capacity method may be called once on the stub. * If called, a capacity of 100 is reported. */ theStub.demand.capacity(0..1) { 100 } /* * Expectation: * The toString method is to be called exactly once on the stub * and it will return the string "result". */ theStub.demand.toString { "result "}



• •



Paste them immediately after the creation of the stub and before the first expectation. Run the test. The test should still pass. This shows that the ordering of the expectations is not significant when using a stub.
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Note that: • By supplying a range when specifying the expectation of a method call on a stub, the stub will accept a number of calls to the method that is within the range. • To specify an exact number of calls to a method on the stub, specify a range with same start and end. Example: theStub.demand.add(4..4) specifies that exactly four calls to the method add are expected. • To make the call to a method on the stub optional, specify a range starting from zero when specifying the expectation of the method call. • The method demand closures may access variables and methods in the unit test class, for instance to save data for later verification. • The object under test does not need to be created in the use block using the mock object. • The methods to be tested on the object under test for which stubbing is to take effect needs to be invoked in the use block that uses the mock object. • To verify that all the declared expectations are met, the verify method of the stub's expect property must be explicitly called. • StubFor can be used to stub both Java and Groovy objects. Since it uses the meta class technique (MockProxyMetaClass to be more specific), the caller of the stub object must be Groovy code. • Interception on the class that is stubbed will not take effect on the stub, regardless of whether it is done using the ExpandoMetaClass or the DelegatingMetaClass techniques. Creating and using a stub will not interfere with existing interception. • Calls to instance and class methods on the stubbed class will be intercepted and redirected to the stub. Calls to constructors will not be intercepted. • The order in which the expected methods are invoked on the stub is not significant. Failure to invoke the methods in a certain order will not cause a test to fail, as long as all expected methods are invoked as many times as expected.
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4.2.2 Using Mock Objects In the following example, a StringBuffer object used by the class under test is replaced by a mock object. import groovy.mock.interceptor.MockFor class TestWithMockFor extends GroovyTestCase { void testWithMockFor() { def theResult /* * This list will hold the data received by the append method * of the mock. */ def theAppendData = [] /* * Create the mock that will replace the StringBuffer in the * object under test. */ def theMock = new MockFor(StringBuffer) /* * Expectation: * The append method is to be called 1 to 3 times on the mock * and the parameter to the method will be saved in a list. */ theMock.demand.append(1..3) { inParam -> /* Save the data to be appended in a list for later verification. */ theAppendData << inParam /* Call a helper method in the unit test class. */ helperMethod() } /* * Expectation: * Optionally, the capacity method may be called once on the mock. * If called, a capacity of 100 is reported. */ theMock.demand.capacity(0..1) { 100 } /* * Expectation: * The toString method is to be called exactly once on the mock * and it will return the string "result". */ theMock.demand.toString { "result " } /* * The code that is to use the mock is placed in the use block * below. */ theMock.use { /* Create the object that is to be tested. */ def theObjUnderTest = new StringBufferUser() /* Use the object under test. */ theObjUnderTest.doAppend("test") theObjUnderTest.doAppend(15) theResult = theObjUnderTest.retrieveContentString() } /* * Note that we do not need to call verify here, it is done * automatically when the above closure is exited. */
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/* Normally output to the console is not done in unit tests. */ println "The result is: $theResult" println "The data appended to the StringBuffer: $theAppendData" } /* A helper method to be called from a method in the mock. */ def helperMethod() { println "In the helper method" } } /* * Class implementing an object under test that uses a * StringBuffer that will be replaced by a stub or a mock. */ class StringBufferUser { private StringBuffer buffer StringBufferUser() { buffer = new StringBuffer() } def doAppend(def inDataToAppend) { buffer.append(inDataToAppend) } def retrieveContentString() { buffer.toString() } }



Output: In the helper method In the helper method The result is: result The data appended to the StringBuffer: [test, 15]



Additional exercise: • Cut out the following two expectations: /* * Expectation: * Optionally, the capacity method may be called once on the mock. * If called, a capacity of 100 is reported. */ theStub.demand.capacity(0..1) { 100 } /* * Expectation: * The toString method is to be called exactly once on the mock * and it will return the string "result". */ theStub.demand.toString { "result "}



• •



Paste them immediately after the creation of the mock and before the first expectation. Run the test. The test fails with the following message:



Time: 0.035 There was 1 failure: 1) testWithMockFor(TestWithMockFor)junit.framework.AssertionFailedError: No call to 'append' expected at this point. Still 1 call(s) to 'toString' expected.



This since ordering of expectations is significant when using Groovy mock objects.
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Note that: • By supplying a range when specifying the expectation of a method call on a mock, the mock will accept a number of calls to the method that is within the range. • To specify an exact number of calls to a method on the mock, specify a range with same start and end. Example: theMock.demand.add(4..4) specifies that exactly four calls to the method add are expected. • To make the call to a method on the mock optional, specify a range starting from zero when specifying the expectation of the method call. • The method demand closures may access variables and methods in the unit test class, for instance to save data for later verification. • The object under test does not need to be created in the use block using the mock object. • The methods to be tested on the object under test for which mocking is to take effect needs to be invoked in the use block that uses the mock object. • Verification of expectations automatically takes place when the closure of the mock object's use block is exited. Thus, it is not necessary to explicitly call the verify method on the mock object. • MockFor can be used to create mock objects for both Java and Groovy classes. Since it uses the meta class technique (MockProxyMetaClass to be more specific), the caller of the mock object must be Groovy code. • When creating mock, supplying an interface type that the class to be mocked implements is not enough. The name of the type of the instance that will be created must be specified. Example: If we want to mock a ThreadPoolExecutor, then supplying the name ExecutorService when creating the mock will cause the mocking to fail - the ThreadPoolExecutor name must be supplied. • Interception on the class that is mocked will not take effect on the mock, regardless of whether it is done using the ExpandoMetaClass or the DelegatingMetaClass techniques. Creating and using a mock object will not interfere with existing interception. • Calls to instance and class methods on the mocked class will be intercepted and redirected to the mock object. Calls to constructors will not be intercepted. • The order in which the expected methods are invoked on the mock is significant. Failure to invoke the methods in a certain order will cause the test to fail. • If a class to be mocked contains multiple methods with the same name, we can specify which of the methods is expected to be invoked by specifying the types of the parameter(s) to the closure when specifying the expectations for the method in question.
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4.2.3 Mocking Static Methods (with Problems) Static methods are mocked/stubbed in the same manner as instance methods. The example in this section will show how to mock/stub a static method, but it will also show some of the problems that you may run into when you need to mock/stub the combination of static and instance methods. The test case below tests a class that uses the Calendar class from the Java JDK. Instances of this class are created by calling a static factory method getInstance. Read the comments in the code for a detailed discussion on the problems with using Groovy mocking/stubbing for this test. import groovy.mock.interceptor.MockFor import java.util.Calendar class TestCalendarStaticMock extends GroovyTestCase { void testWithMockFor() { /* Create Calendar mock object. */ def theMock = new MockFor(Calendar) /* * Specify mock expectation: * Static method getInstance is to be called and return an * instance of Calendar. */ theMock.demand.getInstance { println "Calendar.getInstance called" /* * In order to be able to call the original getInstance method, * we must retrieve the meta method of the static method. * Note, however, that this is not the right approach, even * if we retrieve the meta method using the proxy. */ def theMetaMethod = theMock.proxy.getStaticMetaMethod( "getInstance", null) /* * This is not good, since it returns a new instance of Calendar, * not the mock/stub. * Problems also arise if we return * theMock.proxyDelegateInstance(), since this causes calls, like * isInterface(), on the mock, which are unexpected. */ theMetaMethod.invoke(delegate, null) } /* * The first demand should really not be here since we're only * trying to retrieve a constant and not call a method. * The second demand will never be met, since the mock/stub * is not returned from the getInstance factory method so the * get method will never be invoked on the mock/stub, * but on a real instance of Calendar. */ theMock.demand.getDAY_OF_WEEK { println "Calendar.getDAY_OF_WEEK called." 2 } //theMock.demand.get(1..1) { 3 } /* Test the object under test using the mock. */ theMock.use { def theOUT = new CalendarUser() def theDayOfWeek = theOUT.doCalcCurrentDayOfWeek() println "The day of week: $theDayOfWeek" } } } /*
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* Class implementing an object under test that uses a * Calendar that will be replaced by a stub or a mock. */ class CalendarUser { def doCalcCurrentDayOfWeek() { Calendar theCalendar = Calendar.getInstance() println "CalendarUser retrieve Calendar: ${theCalendar.class}" theCalendar.get(Calendar.DAY_OF_WEEK) } }



Output: Calendar.getInstance called CalendarUser retrieve Calendar: class java.util.GregorianCalendar Calendar.getDAY_OF_WEEK called. The day of week: 9



Very important! This unit test cannot, as far as I know, be successfully undertaken using the Groovy mocking/stubbing mechanism.
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4.2.4 Mocking/Stubbing When Testing Java Code The following example shows how to use Groovy mocking/stubbing when testing Java code. First of all, we need a Java class to test: /** * A Java class that uses a Set. */ public class JavaSetUser { private Set mSet; public JavaSetUser(final Set inSet) { mSet = inSet; } public int itemsInSet() { return mSet.size(); } public void addItemToSet(final Object inItem) { mSet.add(inItem); } }



Now we can implement the test (when developing, the test would have been implemented first and the class to test afterwards): /** * Groovy unit test that tests a Java class using a stub. */ class TestJavaSetUser extends GroovyTestCase { void testInsertItems() { /* * Create a stub for the Set interface. * Note that when using the stub to test a Java class or * when typing is specified in a Groovy class stubs (or mocks) * must be created for interfaces, in order to be accepted. */ def theSetStub = new StubFor(Set) /* Specify the expectations on the stub. */ theSetStub.demand.add(4..4) { true } theSetStub.demand.size { 4 } /* * Retrieve a proxy that will act as a stand in for a Set * when we create the object under test. */ def theSetStubProxy = theSetStub.proxyDelegateInstance() /* Create the object under test supplying the stub proxy. */ JavaSetUser theOUT = new JavaSetUser(theSetStubProxy) /* Exercise the object under test. */ println "Starting adding items to set..." theOUT.addItemToSet("a") println "Added one..." theOUT.addItemToSet("a") println "Added two..." theOUT.addItemToSet("a") println "Added three..." theOUT.addItemToSet("a") println "Added four..." assertEquals(4, theOUT.itemsInSet()) /* Finally verify that all the expectations were met. */ theSetStub.verify(theSetStubProxy)
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} }



Note that: • When creating a stub/mock used to test Java code or when typing is used in a Groovy class, an interface type must be specified as parameter to the StubFor or MockFor constructors. This since the stub/mock proxy delegate instance is created using the Java proxy mechanism. For details, see the Java API documentation on java.lang.reflext.Proxy. • Instead of using a use block, the stub's proxy delegate instance is retrieved and injected into the object under test. • When verifying the expectations on the stub, the verify method on the stub is called supplying the stub's proxy delegate instance.
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4.2.5 Mocking/Stubbing With Multiple Mocks/Stubs Mocking/stubbing multiple objects can be accomplished by nesting multiple use blocks. The following example shows how to test a class that depends on two objects that need to be mocked/stubbed: import groovy.mock.interceptor.MockFor /** * Tests a class that has multiple (two) dependencies that need to * be mocked out. * Note that this test is not a good test, since it is too coupled * to the inner workings of the MultiDependencyUser class. */ class TestWithMultipleMocks extends GroovyTestCase { void testAppendMapValuesToList() { /* * Create the two mock objects that our object under test * will use when being tested. * Note that we cannot mock an ArryList, due to mysterious * StackOverflowError. */ MockFor theListMock = new MockFor(LinkedList) MockFor theMapMock = new MockFor(LinkedHashMap) /* * Expect three items to be inserted into the map as result * of three calls to addMapEntry. */ theMapMock.demand.put(3..3) { inKey, inValue -> inValue } /* * Expect iteration over all items in map using each as * result of call to appendMapValuesToList. */ theMapMock.demand.each(1..1) { inClosure -> /* * To mock this, we need to invoke the closure supplied * to the each method three times with two parameters; * a key and a value. */ 3.times { println "In map mock each: $it" inClosure(it, it) } } /* * Expect three items to be inserted into the list as * result of the call to appendMapValuesToList. */ theListMock.demand.add(3..3) { println "Adding $it to the list" } /* Create the object under test. */ def theOUT = new MultiDependencyUser() /* * To use multiple mocked/stubbed objects, we nests multiple * use blocks, one for each mock object. */ theListMock.use
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{ theMapMock.use { /* Use object under test; add three map entries. */ 3.times { theOUT.addMapEntry(it, it) } /* Use object under test; append map vales to list. */ theOUT.appendMapValuesToList() } } /* Automatic verification of mocks takes place. */ } } /* Class that uses two objects that needs to be mocked when testing. */ class MultiDependencyUser { private List list private Map map MultiDependencyUser() { /* Cannot use ArrayList, since it cannot be mocked. */ list = new LinkedList() map = [:] } def addMapEntry(def inKey, def inValue) { map.put(inKey, inValue) } def appendMapValuesToList() { map.each { theEntryKey, theEntryValue -> list.add(theEntryValue) } } }



Output: In map Adding In map Adding In map Adding



mock 0 to mock 1 to mock 2 to



each: 0 the list each: 1 the list each: 2 the list



Note that: • Mocking the call to each on the map requires invoking the closure with appropriate parameters. • To use multiple mock/stub objects, nest multiple use blocks surrounding the test code – one for each mock/stub object.
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4.2.6 Injecting Mocks/Stubs and Verifying Their Expectations Mock and stub objects can also be injected into instances of a class under test. The following example shows how to inject a mock object into an instance of the class under test and later verify the expectations on the mock object. This example requires the JUnit4 JAR on the classpath. package com.ivan; import groovy.mock.interceptor.MockFor import org.junit.Test import static org.junit.Assert.*; /** * This unit test shows how to inject a mock object into an object * under test and later verify the mock's expectations. */ class InjectingStubsTest { @Test void testDoStuff() { /* * Create the mock and set the demands. * Note that we have to use an interface type as parameter * when creating the mock context, since otherwise the proxy * instance retrieved from the mock context will not be type * compatible with the type of the class to be mocked. */ MockFor theMockContext = new MockFor(ClassToBeMockedInterface) theMockContext.demand.doSomething(1..1) { println "Mocking doSomething" } /* * Retrieve the proxy instance. This is the object that is to be * injected into the instance under test. */ ClassToBeMockedInterface theMockInstance = theMockContext.proxyInstance() /* Create the instance under test and inject the mock object. */ ClassUnderTest theIUT = new ClassUnderTest(theMockInstance) /* Invoke the instance under test. */ theIUT.doStuff() /* * Verify the mock expectations. * Note that the proxy instance is supplied as a parameter, in * order for the mock context to know which mock object's * expectations to verify. */ theMockContext.verify(theMockInstance) } } /* * Interface that the class to be mocked must implement. * The interface type must also be used in the class under test when * referring to instance of the class to be mocked. */ interface ClassToBeMockedInterface { def doSomething() } /** * Class to be tested. * Note that the interface type of the above interface is used whenever * referring to instances of the class to be mocked. * */ class ClassUnderTest { private ClassToBeMockedInterface mDelegate ClassUnderTest(ClassToBeMockedInterface inDelegate)
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{ mDelegate = inDelegate } def doStuff() { mDelegate.doSomething() } }



Note that: • The object to be mocked must implement an interface and the interface type must be used in the class under test whenever referring to an instance of the class to be mocked. • The mock object to be injected into the class under test is retrieved from the mock context by invoking the proxyInstance method. • Despite using MockFor, automatic verification of expectations do not take place. This is because the use of the mock is not limited to the scope of a closure. • When verifying the expectations of the mock, the proxy instance has to be supplied. This in order for the mock context to know which mock instance's expectations to verify. • The above example works equally well with stubs - just replace MockFor with StubFor.
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4.3 Stubbing without Expectations When testing, we want to write more robust tests that do not fail due to some less important detail having changed. Thus, we may want to create a stub object that produces predictable results and perhaps even records parameters supplied when called, but is insensitive to how many times it is called. To accomplish this, create a stub object using interface morphing, as described earlier. The following example, implemented as a JUnit4 test, shows how two delegates are stubbed; one without expectations and one as a regular stub with expectations. package com.ivan; import static org.junit.Assert.*; import groovy.mock.interceptor.StubFor import org.junit.Test /** * This example shows how to do stubbing without expectations using * interface morphing. * This is useful if we want to stub an object but do not care about * how it is used. * * @author Ivan A Krizsan */ class TestStubbingWithoutExpectations { private ClassUnderTestUsingDelegates mIUT @Test void testDelegateAUsage() { /* * This is the stub for delegate A that will only return data * without recoding any expectations. */ DelegateAInterface theDlgA = ["doDelegateAStuff" : { "delegate A stub"}] as DelegateAInterface /* * This is the stub for delegate B that is a regular stub * with expectations and all. */ StubFor theDlgBStub = new StubFor(DelegateBInterface) theDlgBStub.demand.doDelegateBStuff(1..1) { "delegate B stub" } /* Create the object under test and inject the delegates. */ ClassUnderTestUsingDelegates theIUT = new ClassUnderTestUsingDelegates() theIUT.setDelegateA(theDlgA) def theDlgB = theDlgBStub.proxyInstance() theIUT.setDelegateB(theDlgB) /* Invoke the object under test and verify the result. */ def theResult = theIUT.doSomething() assertEquals("delegate A stub delegate B stub", theResult) /* Verify expectations on the delegate B stub. */ theDlgBStub.verify(theDlgB) } } interface DelegateAInterface { String doDelegateAStuff() } interface DelegateBInterface { String doDelegateBStuff()
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} class ClassUnderTestUsingDelegates { DelegateAInterface delegateA DelegateBInterface delegateB String doSomething() { "${delegateA.doDelegateAStuff()} ${delegateB.doDelegateBStuff()}" } }



Note that: •



Instance fields of the class in which the stub is created can be accessed. This is useful when we want to, for instance, save input data to stub methods that is to be validated later.



•



The class that is to be stubbed must implement an interface. The interface is a prerequisite for interface morphing.
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4.4 Accessing Private Fields and Methods Sometimes the internal state of an object under test must be manipulated or accessed, in order to be able to test a class. In Java, special test frameworks, such as PowerMock, or writing helper code that uses Java reflection is required to accomplish this. When writing unit tests in Groovy, we can access private instance fields and methods from the unit test like we would access public instance fields and methods, as shown in the following example. This example requires the JUnit4 library to be on the classpath. First, we implement a Java class with a private instance field and a private method – this is the class under test: package com.ivan; public class HasPrivateMembers { private long mPrivateField; private void resetPrivateField() { mPrivateField = 0; } }



Now we implement the unit test that verifies that the instance field in the above class indeed is zeroed when the private method resetPrivateField is called. The unit test class is a JUnit4 style test case. package com.ivan; import junit.framework.Assert; import org.junit.Test import static org.junit.Assert.*; /** * Test showing how to access private fields and methods of a class * under test. */ class TestPrivateManipulation { @Test void testResetPrivateField() { def theInstance = new HasPrivateMembers() theInstance.mPrivateField = 12 /* Make sure that the instance field holds a non-zero value. */ assertTrue(theInstance.mPrivateField != 0) /* Reset the instance field using a private method. */ theInstance.resetPrivateField() /* Make sure that the instance field contains zero. */ assertTrue(theInstance.mPrivateField == 0) } }



Note that: • No special code is needed to access the private instance field and the private method of the class under test, regardless of whether the class is implemented in Java or Groovy. • Accessing private instance fields and methods is made possible due to a bug in Groovy discussed earlier. Depending on when you read this, this bug may have been fixed.
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4.5 Testing HTTP Clients In this section I'll show how server clients using HTTP transport can be tested by using an embedded instance of Jetty to receive requests. Depending on how much code you are willing to write, this technique can also be applied to clients of RESTful web service, clients of SOAP web service etc. In the following example, I use the Jetty 7 embeddable server. For this, you need the following JAR files from the Jetty 7 distribution: • jetty-contunuation • jetty-http • jetty-io • jetty-server • jetty-util • servlet-api-2.5 In addition, the JUnit 4 JAR also needs to be included on the classpath. In order for the unit test to receive request sent to the embedded Jetty server, we need a handler. (continued on next page)
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4.5.1 Jetty Test Handler The Jetty test handler will allow for a unit test to supply a closure that is invoked when the embedded Jetty server receives a request. All the parameters received by the handler are passed on, without modifications, to the closure. The handler doesn't have to be used directly – the Jetty test server we will develop in the next section will hide the use from developers of unit tests. package com.ivan.tests import import import import import import



java.io.IOException; javax.servlet.ServletException; javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse; org.eclipse.jetty.server.Request; org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.AbstractHandler;



/** * Implements a Jetty handler that forwards all requests to a closure. * * @author Ivan A Krizsan * @see JettyEmbeddedTestServer */ class JettyTestHandler extends AbstractHandler { /* Instance variable(s): */ Closure handlerClosure /** * Creates an instance of this handler that will execute the supplied * closure. * * @param inHandlerClosure Closure that will be executed when the * handler is invoked. */ JettyTestHandler(Closure inHandlerClosure) { handlerClosure = inHandlerClosure } /* (non-Javadoc) * @see org.eclipse.jetty.server.Handler#handle(java.lang.String, org.eclipse.jetty.server.Request, javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest, javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse) */ @Override public void handle(String target, Request baseRequest, HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws IOException, ServletException { if (handlerClosure) { handlerClosure(target, baseRequest, request, response) } } }
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4.5.2 Jetty Test Server The Jetty test server helps us to configure and start an embedded Jetty HTTP server that has a single handler - the test handler developed in the previous section. The default port is 8182, but this can easily be modified by using named constructor parameters. Similar to the serverPort property, additional properties can be added which are then used when configuring the server instance in the start method. package com.ivan.tests import import import import



javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest; javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse; org.eclipse.jetty.server.Request; org.eclipse.jetty.server.Server;



/** * This class implements an embedded Jetty HTTP server that receives * requests and forwards them to a closure. * * @author Ivan A Krizsan */ class JettyEmbeddedTestServer { /* Instance variable(s): */ private Server mJettyServer private JettyTestHandler mJettyTestHandler /* * The following are properties used to configure the Jetty server * initialized to their default values. * To customize the default settings of the server, use named * parameters in the constructor. */ def serverPort = 8182 /** * Starts the embedded test server. */ def start() { mJettyServer = new Server(serverPort) mJettyTestHandler = new JettyTestHandler() mJettyServer.setHandler(mJettyTestHandler) mJettyServer.start() } /** * Stops the embedded test server. */ def stop() { mJettyServer.stop() } /** * Sets the closure that is to be invoked when the server receives * a request to the supplied closure. * The closure will receive the following parameters in the order * specified:
 * String target
 * Request baseRequest
 * HttpServletRequest request
 * HttpServletResponse response
 * For a description of the parameters, please refer to the class * org.eclipse.jetty.server.handler.AbstractHandler * in the Jetty 7 API. * * @param inHandlerClosure Closure to receive requests. */ def setHandlerClosure(final Closure inHandlerClosure) { mJettyTestHandler.setHandlerClosure(inHandlerClosure) } }
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4.5.3 HTTP Client Unit Test The following is a JUnit4 test case that uses the standard JDK facilities to issue a HTTP request to the embedded Jetty client started by the unit test. package com.ivan.client; import import import import import import import import import



static org.junit.Assert.*; java.net.HttpURLConnection; javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse org.eclipse.jetty.server.Request org.junit.After; org.junit.Before; org.junit.Test com.ivan.tests.JettyEmbeddedTestServer;



/** * Tests a HTTP client. * This class shows how to test a HTTP client using an embedded * Jetty instance. * * @author Ivan A Krizsan */ class HttpClientTest { /* Instance variable(s): */ private JettyEmbeddedTestServer mTestServer /** * @throws java.lang.Exception */ @Before public void setUp() throws Exception { mTestServer = new JettyEmbeddedTestServer(["serverPort":8123]) mTestServer.start() } /** * @throws java.lang.Exception */ @After public void tearDown() throws Exception { mTestServer.stop() } @Test void sendRequestTest() { def theReceivedRequestFlag = false def theHandlerClosure = { String target, Request baseRequest, HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response -> theReceivedRequestFlag = true response.setContentType("text/html;charset=utf-8") response.setStatus(HttpServletResponse.SC_OK) baseRequest.setHandled(true) } mTestServer.setHandlerClosure(theHandlerClosure) /* Test the client by sending a request to the test server. */ def theURL = new URL("http://localhost:8123/test") HttpURLConnection theConnection = theURL.openConnection() def theResponseCode = theConnection.getResponseCode() /* Verify that the request really was received by the test server. */ assertTrue(theReceivedRequestFlag)
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/* Verify the server response. */ assertEquals(HttpURLConnection.HTTP_OK, theResponseCode) } }



Note that: • Local variables of the test method can be accessed from the handler closure. This enables storing data for later verification, more complex handling of requests based on some variable or data that is kept between requests. • The server port is customized to port 8123 when the test server is created in the setUp method.
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5 Groovy and Build Tools TODO
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